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ABSTRACT

The experimental investigation has been carried out by testing near

. prototype size ferrocement box girders. Two box girders were tested under

uniformly distributed load (ud!) over the entire top flange and two other under

udl over half flange width and full span. Two box girders were joined at

the. level of top flange. The combined box girder was loaded and unloaded

The girder wasunder various load combinations in the uncracked stage.

later subjected to monotonically increasing sustained loads of short durations.

One composi te box girder made of bottom flange and side webs of ferrocement

and top flange of reinforced concrete was cast and tested under udl over the

entire top flange. After unloading it was again subjected to sustained loads

of short durations upto the penultimate load and for ten and half. months

at maximum applied load.

For the elastic analysis of ttreedimensional ferrocement structures such

as folded plates and shells of various shapes, beam theory, membrane theory,

membrane-bending theory and finite element method rove been used by variOUS

researchers. The analysis in the cracked range has been reported only in

the case of folded plates using beam theory to predict deflections, first crack

Ferrocement has been used in a variety of applications such as boats,

tanks, silos and roofs. For roofing purposes, its behaviour has .been investigated

by many researchers in the form of channel sections, ribbed slabs, folded

plates and shells of various shapes. Only channel sections and ribbed slabs

provide a flat top surface. Due to their small flexural rigidities, these elements

undergo large deflections and cracking at service loads. To reduce del!ection

and cracking and also to have a flat top surface, a new type of roofing/flooring

element in the form of box girder shape has been investigated experimentally

and analyticaUy in tre present study.
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load and ultimate load. Even the elastic analysis of folded plates using beam

theory is an approximate one because it does not take into account the distor-

tion and warping of the cross-section. The analysis in the cracked range

is even more approximate as it does not take into account the changing rigidity

of the material at different sections, material anisotropy and yielding of

the reinforcement leading to local redistribution of stresses.

To overcome above deficiencies, finite element method has been used

to predict the behaviour of ferrocement box girders through the elastic, cracked

and ultimate stages. Further to economize the finite element solution, the

conventional layered approach has been suitably modified for thin ferrocement

plated structures. Instead of considering the element to be consisting of.

suitable number of layers of mortar and reinforcement, the element is assumed

to be consisting of single mortar layer in the uncracked stage, uncracked and

cracked mortar layers in the cracked stage and smeared layers of wire mesh

and skeletal steel. In the cracked stage, the depth of cracked/yielded/crushed

mortar is determined. The stiffness of the element in the cracked stage

is obtained by adding the contributions due touncracked mortar layer, cracked/ .

yielded mortar layer and unyielded layers of wire mesh and skeletal steel.

The finite element analysis has been carried out under dead loads and

monotonically increasing live loads. A rectangular flat shell element capable

of representing membrane action, bending action and the interaction between

membrane and bending. action is adopted. Only. material nonlinearity due

to cracking of mortar, tension stiffening effect of mortar between the cracks

and the nonlinear stress-strain relationships for the mortar, wire mesh and

skeletal steel is considered. Since the box section provides large flexural

and torsional rigidity, the deflections in the cracked range are found to be

small and hence, geometrical nonlinearity is not considered. Also not considered
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in the analysis are bond slip between the reinforcement and mortar, time

dependent and thermal effects.

An incremen tal i tera ti ve procedure capable of taking advantage of

both thc tangent and constant stiffncss approach has bcen used for the nonlinear

analysis. A general computer program has been developed to facilitate corilputer

aided analysis.

The validation of the proposed analytical formulation has been checked

by comparing the predicted results with the reported experimental/analytical

results of typical test problems taken from the literature as weli as with

the experimental results of the present investigation.

The predicted values from the proposcd analytical method ilrc gcnerilily

in good agreement with the experimental values except neilr the ultimate

. failure load where predicted values are on the flexible side.

The experimental .investigation shows that the limit state of serviceability

for ferrocement box girders is governed by the maximum crack width. At

the recommended crack width of 0.1 mm, the span/deflection ratio is much

above the value of 250 as permitted by 1.5. Code. At a span/deflection

ratio of 250, the load taken by the girders is .close to the yielding of the

reinforcemen t.

The double cel! box girder under various combinations of symmetric

and unsymmetric loads in the uncracked stage has behaved as one single unit

by undergoing downward deflections along the entire length and width. This

demonstrates the large load distribution capability of the box section.

Replacing the top ferrocement flange by a reinforced concrete one

results into the lowering of the first crack load and ultimate load.
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The failure of the girders is characterized by well distributed flexural

. .

ti mes' the5.0 to 6.0

The ulti rna te load was found

The instantaneous deflection of' the girder is reduced due

The sustained loading also leads to an increase in the width of cracks and

the region of cracks formation. However, the ultimate load of the girder IS

The increase In deflections or strains due to monotonically increasing

method is the prediction of cracks on .the bottom surface of the top flange

with the experimental crack-patterns. The added advantage of the analytical

,
The predicted crack-patterns of the bottom flange and the side webs

to be 2.0 to 3.0 times the first crack load.

sustained loads of short duration is maximum in the ini tial portion of the

to the sustained loading at lower load levels as compared to the instantaneous

deflection that would have occurred under monotonically increasing loads.

(being inside the box) at ultimate or near ultimate loads.

cracked range.

not affected by monotonically increasing sustained loads of short duration.

by undergoing deflection at ultimate load equal to

(at .ultimate or maximum applied loads) of various girders show good agreement

ncar ultifnate load were not significant. The girdcrs have shown high ductility

deflection at the appearance of first cracks.

cracks over the bottom flange and the side webs. Shear cracks which developed
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CHAPTER

(,
V

The closer spacing of the wiremeshes

defined ferrocement in a broader sense as

'.

INTRODUCTION

of the composite can be further increased by including

or by short steel fibers and polymer dispersion( 6 )•

. 549( I )ACI CommIttee

of ductile wiremesh reinforcement.

1.1 FERROCEMENT

The first crack strength

short steel fibr~s( 4,5 )

the properties of its brittle mortar matrix are improved due to the presence

to the materiaL The surface area to volume ratio (specific surface) of its

in the neighbourhood of the reinforcement, and the magnitude of the strains

in the mesh (subdivision) impart ductility and better crack arrest mecha':1ism

(distribution) in the rich cement sand mortar and the smaller spacing of wires

reinforcement is an order of magnitude higher than that of ordinary reinforced

concreteD) •.This results in a much higiler first crack strength of the composite.

concept behind reinforced concrete that concrete can withstand large strains

depends on the distribution and subdivision of the reinforcement throughout

the mass of the concrete( 2 ). Ferrocement behaves as a composite because

cement lies in I
I areas w lere its high tensile strength and small thickness isc!.;

jUdiciously utilized.

a 'Otype of thin wall reinforced concrete commonly constructed of hydraulic

cement mortar reinforced with closely spaced layers of continuous and relatively

small diameter mesh. The mesh may be made of metallic or other sui~a~le

materials. The development of ferrocement evolved from the fundamental

. Its ultimate strength depends almost entirely upon the volume fraction of

. the'.wiremesh( 4 ). At working loads, its behaviour is characterized by well
n.,.

~istributed fine cracks as compared to a few random cracks of relatively,~' •
larger crack width in ordinary reinforced concrete. The optimum use .of ferro-

.,).. ~I
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as hexagonal (chicken
( 12 )Watson mesh are

like India and other third world countries. Ferrocement construction may

It becomes economical in situations where the cost of the raw materials

methods.

IS high and the labour 'is cheap. Such situation prevails in developing countries

water, wire meshes and small diameter mild steel rods. The cement should

The basic raw materials required for fcrrOCelTlent Me cement, sand,

thickness of ferrocement elernellt' Ilormally ranges from 10 Illlll to 40 mm,

be made competiti ve in developed countries by mechanising the construction

Due to its small thickness, the ,elf weight of ferrocement eleillellt, per

normally be of ordinary portland type. It should conform to the specificatiolls

of I.S. 269-1976( 7 ) or ASTM Standard C-I50( 8 ). The sand should conform

to the specifications of I.S. 383 ~1970( 9 ) or ASTM Standard C-33( 10 ) and

C-40( 11). The water should' be free from impurities. The water which IS

0.50 by weight. Wire meshes of different types such

or, plate eletnents is around 75 mm. Low ,elf weight and high tensile strength

make ferrocement a favourable material for prefabrication. Its construction

where as in reinforced concrete elements, the minimum thickness used for shell

unit area IS quile small as compared to relllforced cOllcrete eletllellts. The

wiremesh), square woven, welded, expanded metal and

available. Most common of these are hexagonal, square woven and welded wire-

meshes. The main requirement is that it should be easily handled and, if

necessary, fl~xible enough to be bent 'around sharp corners. The ACt COmlll1ttee

549-Ferrocement Guide( 13 ) has specified the minimum yield strength and

effecti ve modulus of elastici ty for wiremeshes. The wirerneshes may be gal va-

good for drinking should be 'used In the mortar: The cement sand ratio rn

the mortar varies from 1:1.5 to 1:2.5 and ,vater cement ratio from 0.35 to

does not require heavy plant and machinery. However, it IS labour intensive.



ll~('d along\\'ith

rate of 100 to

the \Vil'('II1t'~h i~ g~dv~,"ized alief

I .' 'd (1',.1 'i) It )C"UtrOrtlIUllltrIOXI C at t lC

apart. The volume fraction of the me,h ranges from

nized or IIngalvanized. If

ungalvanized mi Id steel bar s,

300 parts per million by weight of water ,holiid be addcd in preparing thc

at 5 nlln to 25 jnm

The credit of uSlllg ferracement in the present day form goes' to Joseph

Using Lambot's technique, many boats were built in the latter hal!

~.f the nineteenth century. The famous among them is a scow called Zeen;eeuw

1.2 HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

If their spacing is around 300 mm centre to centre, then thcse are treated

4 nlill to 10 mm diameter arc used in some situations to act as skeletal steel.

to 5 mm.

cement. The minimum cover to thc outermost mesh layer is around 2 mm

meshes are generally made of 0.5 mm to 1.0 mm diametcr wirc and spaccd

mortar. This eIIectively reduces the reaction between the galvanized mesh

and the ungalvanized spacing steel between the layers of mesh. Tlie wlrc

to centre, then these also act as reinforcing bars alongwith the mesh reinfor-

as spaccr bars betwef';'n the meshe's. If the spacing is around 75 mm CN,tre

3

to 8 percent of the total volume of the element. The mild steel rods of

tion consisted of a mesh or grid reinforcement made up of tw'o layers or

small, diameter Iron bars at right angle and plastered with a cement mortar

with a thin Cover to the reinforcemcnt. Lambot's rowboats werc 3.66 m long.

1.22 m wide and 25 mm to 38 mm thick. These were reinforced with grid

and wire netting. One of the bOat built by him, still III remarkably good condi-

tion, is on display in the museum at Brignoles, France.

Louis Lambot who in 1848 constructed several rowing boats, plant pots, seats

and other items from a' material he called 'Ferciment,(J6). Lambot's construc-

-- .•...•..•-.,".~--~ ,,-' >- ..
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1\ few ,mall motor boat, and river craft,17

ware house of about 10.7 m x .21.3 m size. The strength of the structure was

due to the corrugatiom of the wall and roof, which were 44.45 mm thick.'

In 1947, Nervi built the fir,t terre,trial ferrocement structure, a stora~e

mesh on each side of rods. It wa, pla,tered by hand with a rich cement mortar

frame of 6.35 mm dia rods spaced 101.6 mm apart with four layers of wire-

proportion to the distribution and subdivi,ion of the reinforcement throughout

the mass( 18).

resulting in a total thickness of about 35 mm. It weighed five percent less

than a comparable wooden hull and cost forty percent les, at that time.

In 1945, Nervi built the 165 ton motor yacht 'Irene' on a ,upporting

In the early 1940'" Pier Luigi Nervi conducted the fir,t test, on ferro-

material, and ,howed great re,istance to impact, and increase in elasticity in

produced a material which po"e"ed the mechanical propertie, of a homogenrou5

cement ,lab,. It wa, ob,erved that mortar reinforced with layer, of wireme,h

were built in the early part of the twentieth century. 11 wa~ durin~ the I,'irst

for ,hipbuilding. Thi, wa, due to a ,evere ,hortage of good quality timber

and Ser.ond World War, that ,eriou, attention wa, paid to the u,e of ferrocement

(the Seagull) built In ISS7(

In J948, Nervi used ferrocement in the first public structure, the Turin

Exhibition Building. The Central hall of the building, which spans 91.4 m, was

b 'I
UI t of prefabricated ferrocement clements connected by reinforced concrete

arches at the top and bottom of the undulation,. Prefabricated ferrocement

beams were used in the erection of the peripheral undulated roof of Hall C

'of the exhib,'t,'on b 'Id' I' I b ' d f I d 'bVI Ing. rc a rlcatc erroccrnent c crncllt5 Illa e P05S1 Ie

iil;c short .
construction schedule and the need for very light main structures

~:'~'::',:"C9Vcring large ,pan,.
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Nervi used ferrocement elelllents in a Ilumber of structures. Notable

among them arc the roors of the ~winllning pool of,the Itali'-'Il N"val /\c,-,d('nl)'.

Leghorn, 1949 alld the Palazetto Delio Sport, ROllle, 1960( 2 ). He also used

fcrror.crncnt to (Jr.t u~ formworl< for cu~ting fC'infor("C'd concrf'tC' C'Jf'I1l("l1t~ ill

llologna Tob,-,cco Factory, 1949; Gatty Wood Factory, I~onle, 1951 '-'Ild Fiat

Factory, Turin, 1954.

In 1953, Oberti( 19 ) carried out model tests to support the design of

the hemicycle shaped central pavillion of the Milan Exhibition 13uildillg. Ferro-

cement models built on a scale or one fifth of the prototype were te5ted

under ulliformly distribu!'~d loods. Il.esults of the Inodel te~t~ were found

to be of decisive importance for assessing the safety of the structure and

also ror comparison with insitu measurements on the real structure ~ubsequentl)'

built.

It has been recentiy reported that the Chinese have been building ferro-

cement boats even before the Secold World War. It is estimated that they have

built about 2000 boats. Most of these boats are 12 m to 15 m long and arc

mainly used in carrying goods.

Despite the successful use of ferrocement by Nervi, it gained wide

,:cceplance only in the early part of 1960's In the Unifed Kingdom, New

Zealand and Australia. However, its application remained confined only, to the

area of boat building.

In Soviet Union, the first ferrocement structure - a vaulted roof over a

,shopping centre was built in Leningrad in 1958(20). By shifting to mechanized

tnethod of d ' ,pro UCtlon, ferrocement clements have been used", dIfferent types

of structure Ab ' ,, • s. out 10 mIllIOn square meters of roofs have been built in

different '( 20 )
"", parts of the U.S.S.R. P,'cfabricated roofing clements in the
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was buill in HOllg KOllg.'

long yacht 'Awahnee' was built in New Zealand for

12 m to 30 m. These roofing structures were used for

diamater steel rods with three layers of galvanized wiremesh of

the World's largesl ferrocel11cllt fishing boat(ZI,).

In 1963, a 16 m

In 1971 f . ,, a errocement trawler named 'I,osylill I'
,It.had all

overall Iellgth of 26 III alld a di'pla<:<'lllcllt 01 2,">0I,,,,, alld is clailllcd

,2Q mm

normal road conditions. The prototype units, undN extensive road testing.

The modular home was road tested on a trailor at speed upto 80 km/hr under

resistance to dynamic load than the conventionally built brick or block hou~('".

. (22 ) .
In 1970, a prototype factory-budt ferrocell1ent home was constructed

in U.S.A. The house was found to be much lighter in weight and higher in

showed no evidence of any structural change.

navigated the world without serious damage although it encountered 70 Knot

(2 J)
gales, collided with an iceberg and was rammed by a steel-hulled yachl .

an American Veterinarian to his own specifications. In J 967, Awahnee circum-

12.5 mm x 12.5 mm size with wire diameter of 0.9 mm. The construction

was economical and competitive, eventhough the foundations gave considerable
:"'':~'tl- •
problems.

In 1971, Barberio( 23 ) designed and built a serIes of cupolas for a fish

farm In Italy. The paraboloid cupolas had a 'pan of 16.67 rn, height varYing

from 3.80 rn to 4.80 m and an average thickness of 30 mm. The cupolas

,were built. without the formwork. The reinforcement consisted of 12 mm and

mance.

spans ranging from

reinforced concrete and steel structures and have >!10",ll good structural perfor-

form of pyramidal slabs, ribbed slabs and cylindrical ,)",lIs h..l\'(' Ix,-" IN"I In COVN

auditoriums, exhibition halls, shopping centres, resta',rClnts, ~ports and agricul-



built in Britain since the war.

In 1974, an amateur boatbuilder launched the 'New Freedom' a 25.6 m

""

vessel, won the Sydney-

1973-78, it was the only

In 1978, an elevated metro stallon 43.5 m x 1.60 m in Slze with conti-

31m/sec.than

nuo f f' d' L' (20) TI d hus errocement roo Lng was erecte 111 enlngrad . 1e Leningra Researc

cement was plastered on the internal surface of the, shell. The aqueducts have

cracks but the phenomena of leakage never happened. To a void leakage, rubber

during construction. During operation, water infiltrated through a number of

span region of frame type base structures. The cracks are generally located

0.05 mm to 0.20 mm were found in the bottom part of the shell in the mid

proved to be more economical than reinforced concrete for flow c<lpacity less

rural irrigation in China. The aqueducts are simply supported on arch type and

frame type base structures. The aqueducts arc still in good service condition.

(26 )In 1975, two ferrocement aqueducts were designed and built for

long ferrocement yacht which is believed to be the largest ocean racing yacht

that it could be repaired to full insurance standards.

7

In 1973, 'the Helsal' a 22 m i long pre~tressed

'I' I" A 'I' (25) D 'Hobart ocean salIng c aSSlc In ustra la • unng

near the skeletal steel. The cracks arc primarily due to poor quality control

The aqueducts were examined in 1981j. A few visible cracks of crackwidth

ferrocement ocean racIng yacht. During 1979-81, it was a chartered boat

in the Philippines. In May 1981, Helsal was driven into a coral some 120 miles
I,

south of ,Manila. She was subjecte~ to 6 days of massive tidal movements

before being sal vaged. The expert who inspected the hull for damage concluded

Institute for Standardized and Experimental Design of Residential and, Public
I

Building is aiming to develop an egg-shaped ferrocement 'systems' house for

_~_inhospit<ltable regions like Siberia. The 'systems' house is light in weight,
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land, air or ~('a. It only r('quire,It c;)n be easily tr;)n~ported by

f f
' ,( 27)

o sand or Its ereCllon •

In developing countries, the ferracement construction IS mostly manual.

Ferrocement boats, small size water tanks, food grain storage bins, biogas

digesters, small size roofs and irrigation channels arc found to be economical

chimneys, pipes, SIll;)11deck bridges, culverts, alld formwork for convelltiollill

concrete constructioll( 12, 29-31 >.

as compared to reinforced cOllcrete. Semi-mechanized methods arc 'beillg

developed to further reduce the cost.

Ill, developed countries, the ferracement construction may be made

economical by using mechanized methods. It has been economically used in

large S!)iln roofs .of complex shapes where low sell weight 01 the structure WilS

. '

hydraulic gates, swimming pools, storage bins, cooling towers, wind tunnels,

grid and ferracement faces. The ferracement was found to be particularly useful

types of structures. These include barges, dacks ",ubmarine structures, caissolls,

yet stiff facing, which greatly improved the overall dynilmic behilviour 01

of New York at Buffalo. The table is a prestressed composite S<llldwich structure

In the last two decades, ferrocement has been extensively used in different

, ( 2X)
In 1~84, ferrocement was used in the COllstructioll of a Shilkll'g lilble

as the table surface layer. Its unique characteristics led to 11 very thin and

for the large scale earthquake simuliltion facility at the St;)te University

consisting of a steel fr;)me, a superimposed prestressed-reinforced cOIl<;rete

house is 49 kN.

;) hole and a bed

I
strong and equipped with all modern Jmenities. Its walls are 100 mm to 120 nun

I
thick. The floor area is 30 m2 to 35, m2. Th(' floor ar('a Gil) be incre;)~('d by

combining two units together. The \\:eight of the fully furni~hed and equipped
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reinforced

the space in the box section can be uscd for utility

study, thc behaviour of fcrrocemcnt box girder clements

systematic research irllo its milterial behilviour stilrted in the

For the analysis of ferroce:ment elements, conventional

been investigated experimentally and analytically through clastic, cracked

~ing flat top 'surface,

se '_' rv'ces. In thc present

has

Ferrocement has been used in a variety of applications such as boats,

it in the analysis. A few researchers have used finite elemcnt mcthod in

neglected the contribution of m,xtar in tension while others have incorporated

tanks, silos and roofs. For roofing purposes, its behaviour has been investigated

by many researchers in the form, of channel sections, ribbed slabs, folded

plates and shells of various shapes. Only channel sections and ribbed, slabs

provide a flat top surface. Due to their small flexural rigidities, these elements

undcrgo large deflections and cracking at scrvicc loads. To reduce deflcction

and cracking and also to have a flat top surface, a new type of roofing/flooring

~lement in the form of box girder shape has been investigated. Apart from provi-

in uncracked and cracked range.

Even though Nervi built hisi successful ferrocement structures during

1.3 OBJECT AND SCOPE

analysing complex shell shapes in the uncracked range and ferrocemcnt platcs

with a view to attain increased first crilck strength and better durability.

concrete or composite material theory has been used. Some researchers have

chers have also investigated the use. of short steel fibres and polymer dispersion

la te six ties. Since then a large milnber of researchers have inves tiga ted its

belwviour in tension, compression a'nd flexure. Many researchers have investi-

1947-1960,

gated shrinkage, creep, .fatigue, impact and durability of ferrocement. Due

to the small cover to the reinforci'ng mesh, corrosion studies on ferrocement

structures built during the last 10 to 20 years have been carried out. Resear-
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L:nder simply supported end condi tions. The span, width and depth of the girders

was kept constant. T,vo ferrocement box girders were tested under \Jdl over

the entire top flange. Two ferrocement box girders were tested under udl

over half fl,mge width and full SP'lf)." Two ferrocement box girders were

joined at the level of the top flange. The combined box gider was loaded and

unloaded under varJous lOud cOlllbin.:.lliollS 111 tlte ullcrLlci,cd stJ.gc. Finally

the girder was tested under monotonically increasing sustained loads of short

durations applied over the entire top flange. One box girder with bottom flange

and side webs of ferrocement and top flange of reinforced concrete was cast

and tested under udl over the entire top flange. After unloading, it was again

subjected to sustained loads of short durations upto the penultimate load

and far ten ilnd hillf flJanths at IJlilXJIJ1UrIJapplied laild.

In the present study, the fcrrocement box girder elernents have been

analysed by the finite element method under dead loads "atld monotonically

increasing live loads. The. analysis includes tracing the load deformation

response, crack propagation. and internal stresses In mortar, wire mesh and

skeletal steel upto the collapse Joad.

A rectangular fJat shell element capable of representing membrane

action, bending action and the interaction between membrane and bending action

has been adopted. The element has been assumed to be consisting of single

mortar layer in the. uncracked stcI[;e, uncracked and cracked rnortar layers in

the cracked. stage and smeared layers of wire mesh and skeJetaJ steel. Only

material nonlinearity due to cracking of mortar, tension stiffening effect of

mortar between the cracks and the nonlinear stress-strain relationships for the

mortar, wire mesh and .skeJetal steel is considered. GeometricaJ nonlinearity,

bond slip between the reinforcement and mortar, time dependent effects

and tiJermal effects have not been considered.

A general computer program has been developed to implement the analysis.

Validity Of .the rnethod.- ..js checked by comparing the analytic,li results with
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l./l THESIS ORGI\NISI\TlON

deals with the 'finite element method uSing displacement
I

describes the casting' and testing of the box girders. TheChapter IV

Chapter III

are presented in tabular forms.

information about materials, specimens, method of casting, curing, instrumenta-

tion and test set up is also given. The experimental results for various girders

In Chapters V &. VI, test results of the box girders are compared with

shell element wi th general composite' material properties is developed. Modelling

are described. Validity of the method is checked by comparing the analytical

rigidities are developed. Salient features of the computer program developed

Explicit expressions for membrane, :bending and membrane-bending interaction

of the constituent materials, tension ,stiffening and failure criteria are described.

A brief review of investigations 'iarried out on different types of roofing

approach in brief and its applicatior) to nonlinear analysis. A rectangular flat

ground of the problem are highlighte<;l in Chapter I.

The concept, importance, applications, complexities and historical back-

elements by various researchers is also presented.

Chapter II deals with the b<;lsic mechanical properties of ferrocement.

the proposed method.

"experimental data available in the' liitC'rature. Finally, the te'st results of the'
!

the: prf'sC"'nt inv('stiJ;"tioll ,up rOlllp:l1rpd willl til(' ;t1l;,IY1ic<l1 r("~.aIlISn!ll:lillC'c! hy

The conclusions, suggestions and scope for further work are described

in Chapter VII.
",

.results with the experimental data available in the literature.

"the analytical results obtained by the proposed method. Experimentally obtained

"average spacing of cracks and maximum crackwidths are compared with the

analy lical/empirica I expressions gi ven by various researchers.

,.
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It becomes Illore pronounced when the

In ferrocement elements, membrane-bending jnteraction will occur

/\ ferroc'''lIent element, under' the action of direct tensile lOud, behuves

hon10geneo I' ,
us e uSllC mutenal Uplo the uppearance of first cracks. With

with respect to the middle plane.

plane.

of 'the compositeo

The tensile behaviour of ferrocement elements depends upon the distri-

bution and subdivision of reinforcement in the mortar matrix. The distribution

2.2.1 Ferrocement in Tension

2.2 MECH/\NIC/\L PROPERTIES

b.)llUvioLlrof fcrrocelilent box girders, a brief rt'view 01 Its IIIC'chanic;ti "ropenit's

element is cracked. In order to have a better understanding of the structural

LlTER/\ TURE REVIEW

when the wiremesh and skeletal steel reinforcement is not symmetrically placed

aS'a

2.1 GENER/\L

I~ox girder elements carr)' the applied load due to ""~I"brane action.

action between membrane and bendinR actions is due to unsymmetrical material

properties of the element with respect to the reference plane or the middle

bending action and interaction betwe~n membrane and bending actions. Inter-

of reinforcement is expressed by the volume fruction which is defined uS

the total volume of reinforcement divided by the volUlne of the composite.

Subdivision of reinforcement is expressed by the' specific surface which is

defined as the total surface f' f t d' 'd d b th Iarea 0 rem orcernen IVI eye vo ume

is presC'nted in this chapter. Also presented in this chapter is a cri tical review

,of different types of roofing clements investigated by various researchers.

c.
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strength. Their performance IS found to be better than the wovell Iliesh.

of that

reinforcement in the Joading

to depend upon the orientation

and Mattar(35) found that the

and finally thc eJenlcllt fails duc to

450/450 orientation may be significant ullder

tension.

Jeads to - the widening of the crack!s.
i '
,

I
i

Several researchers have inve~tigated the behaviour of ferrocement in
i

The ultimate tensiJe strenigth of the composite is found to be the
.' I

with expanded metal in the weaker direction is 8.6% and 17.9%

snapping of the wiremeshes.

mesh, the weakness in the

IS 18.7% and 34.9% of that in the other direction. The effect of orientation

In the other direction, while the effective area of steeJ in the weaker direction

tion IS particuJarly important in application invoJving biaxial -tension. In the

!
further increase In load, more crack~ deveJop. The number of cracks keep on

I
increasing with the increase in load: till the mesh reinforcemcnt yields. Upto

i
this stagc, the increase in crackwidilh of cracks formed earJier IS sillall. Thc

I

number of cracks also stabilize at t!his stage. A further inrre-ase- in the- load

steel. --They found that the absoJute; strength of ferrocement paneJs reinforced

metal and is partially associated with differences in the effective area of

effect of orientation of the reinfor'cing layers IS most marked for expanded

of mesh Jayers to a Jarge extent. ; Johnston

same as the load carrying capacity of the

d- - (32-36) T' -J 'I - f dlrectlon . ne tensl e strengt 1 IS oun
- I

~netaJ and weJded mesh in their nOrillal orientations offer approximateJy equal

the applied stresses._ In terms of effective Jongitudinal area of steel, exp"nde-d

is also important for the welded mesh where the areas of steeJ are equal

in both directions. Strength. for the 45°/450 orientation is 56% of that

for the 00/9-0° orientatio'n. - The significant dependence of strength on orienta-

case of expanded metal the orientation of the layers must be alternated to

achieve equal composite strength in both directions. In the case of weJded

_biaxial tensile stresses and the- design should be based on faiJure at 450 to
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(2.1 )

(2.2)

given the theore-

(39)and McCarthy

range (E ) can bec
composi te ma terials(32).

are the volu,"e fractions ofV I

on the ultimate. tensile strength of ferro-

o I I. . d L (34) d LSut laratanac ),~lIYuporn an ee an ee,

V and
m

(in MPa)

They fOlllld that the skelptal steel I",s 110 cOlltribll-

Ef are the modulus of elastici ty of the cornposi te,

appearance of first crack is found to be a function of

. (32 40). (41)
reInforcement ' • USIng Naaman's empirical

and

24.52 SL + 0-
mu

is the specific surface of the reinforcement in the loadillg di,ection

and 0- is the ultimate strength of the mOrtar in direct tension inmu

=

E Ec' rn

The effect of skeletal steel

The modulus of elasticity of ferrocement in uncracked

The stress at the

o
cr

cement has been studied by Pama,

(37)RaisillgilcJni Qnd Porn,] .

where

approximately predicted by the law of mixtures of

(38) .
Huq and Pama theoretIcally derived the following expresslOn by considering

mor tar and mesh respec t i vel y.

tical values of '1 for different types of meshes. Naaman

of the mesh. Effectiveness factor 11 , when multiplied by the volume fraction

mortar and mesh in the loading direction and '1 is the effectiveness factor

or specific surface of reinforcement gives the equivalent volume fraction

the geometry and orientation of the mesh:

to its poor dispersity in the matrix as characterized by its low specific surface.

tion on the ultimate tensile strength because of premature bond failure due

or specific surface in the loading direction. They have also

its value for hexagonal meshes.

the specific surface of

have called Tl as global efficiency factor and have experimental1y determined

formula, the first crack stress, ~r' may be obtained from

where SL

in mm-l

MPa.
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(2.5)

(2.3)

(2.4)

and mortar.

E ascr

gave the following lower bound expression of

In the above expression, it is assumed that the average

-0
cr

E
cr

relevant mechanical properties of wire mesh

theoretically derived the expression of

E are the stress and strain at which the cOlllposite yieldsty

E are the stress and strain at the appearance of first crack.cr

1.5
1.6

6ly
Ety

=

=

upon the

Pama(3S)

The above expression seems to give an upper bound value to the experi-

A avg

Naaman and Shah(32)

o;y and

o andcr

is 1.6.

by Robinson(42,43)

The spacing and width of cracks depends upon the stress (or strain)

in the reinforcement, the tensile and bond strengths of mortar, the modulus

The modulus of elasticity of the composite In the cracked range (Ecr)

. (32)
Naaman and Shah predicted the average spacing of cracks (A )

avg

E which compared well with their experimental results:cr

presence of transverse reinforcement.

This expression is essentiully the silllle as that derived for reinforced concrete

crack spacing is 1.5 times the minimum crack spacing and the ratio of bond

strength between the mesh and mortar to the tensi Ie strength of the mortar

Huq and

by the foHowing expre~sJOn

and specific sur face of reinforce men t.

where

and

of elasticity of mortar and reinforcement, mortar cover and volume fraction

'mental results on ferrocement and the deviation has been attrributed to the

depends
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(2.7)

(2.3)

(2.6a)

(70Gb)

is the

w
fllax

d

-Irnrn

2mrn ,

( R + m)] (in mrn)
0-
m"
2[ ~ -

(in mm)

T
U

In the reinforcement in 1\\Pa, SL in

11---s .
L

o . Amu rnm
d • T

u

mm and T IS the ultimate bond strength of the mortar
u

3500 IEf=

= ~o [175 + 3.69 (~- 34.5 SL)]
f

IS the matrix area of the assumed model in

A =max.

w =max

w
max

w
max

~ IS the stress

A mm

(i i)

(ij) for 0; > 3450 SL

(;) for ~ ~ 3450 SL

in MPa. The maximum crack spac1l1g IS twice the minimum crack spacing.

in mm and Ef in MPa.

Huq and Pama(38) derived the following expressions to predict the

where

where Cb is the bond correction factor, I~ = V,JVf = Anln/AI!

rn = E IE and Aff is the area of cross section of the wire in mm2.f m

where

(44)
Naar.nan proposed the following two expressions to predict maximum

Here 6f is assumed to be less thah the yield strength and In any G1Se less

than 414 MPa.

diameter of wire in

maximum spacing of cracks ( A ) and maximum crackwidth by using themax

model of Bi;mchini, Kesler and Lott(45) for conventional reinforced concrete:

crackwidth (w ) in ferro~e'Tlent e.lements reinforced with sq"Clre ,"('shes :
/flaX



tension by assurning iJ one-dimcnsion,:d model in which the steel wire is assUlllcd

to be aligned In the direction of the applied stress. 13ased on the bond~slip

thefrornthe cOlnpos; te

Inspite of testing a large number of

behaviour of

They concluded that a statistical evaluation

the e~pressions for c:rackwidth Clnd elongation,

,

investigated 'the cracking behaviour of ferroceillent in

17

and cracking

The relation betw~en steel stress and crackwidth upto the

response

(46)Pama et.al

stresS-strain

behaviour of ferrocement in tension.

specimens, they could not isolate and study the influence of anyone parameter

or multiple correlation study of the crack width data could only give a mean-

ingful quantitative result.

becomes useful if the value of bo'nd stress is taken equal to the ultimate

Somayaji and Shah(48) developed a theoretical model to predict the

(47)- .
Somayaji. and Naaman studied the influence of transverse reinfor-

rnodulus of the .mesh system, the mortar cover, the volume fraction and the

yield strength was found to be linear and thereafter a r<:lpid incre<:lse in crack-

width. The crack spacing and cr<:lck+idth decre<:lses wi th an incre<:lse in volume

fraction of reinforcement and slip modulus. An increase in the tensile strength

bond strength.

cracks only in highly stressed ferrocement elements.

da ta showed a wide scatter.

on the cracking behaviour of the composite. Spacing of cracks and crackwidth

of the composite for various combinations of steel stress and bond stress were

derived. The det,crfnination of the i cr<:lckwidth beconlcs difficult bec<:luse the
i

value of bond stress at crack location is not known. However, the expression

of ultimate bond stress has significant effect on the width and spacing of

characteristic of the fiber,

specific surface of .the reinforcement on the stress-'strain response and cracking

of mortar callses an increase in the cr<:lck sp<:Icing <:Ind cr<:lckwidth. V,ll"iat,on

cement, spacing of the transverse reinforcement, the type of mesh, the apparent
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(2.9)

The latter relation was

The crack width is greatly influenced by

Th" p"raillet<:rs which signific'"111y jnlillence

=

They "ssulTied the following (unction (or bond stress distribution:

where w is the local bond slip and x is the distance from the primary crack.x

2
A x

+ B -x
C x Ox+ E (2.10)or w = e e + 2 +x

ill(ILJ<:llcc on crilck spilcing.

experimental results of specimens reinforced only with the longitudinal wires.

found.

18

retical results and the experimental data of their investigation as well as the

The five constants A to E were determined by the cross sectional properties

between the applied load and the transfer length.

equation, the strain In steel and mortar, I)ond stress, crack width and tension

stiffening contribution were computed. A good agreement between the theo-

experimental data from investigations on conventionally reinforced concrete was

ultimate. bond strength and modulus of elasticity of mortar has negligible

the crack spacing are the ultimate tensile strength of mortar and volume

fraction of mesh reinforcement.

assumed linear and was determined from pull-out tests. By using the above

of the specimen, the constitutive relations of steel and mortar and the relation

(~9)Recently Akhtaruzzaman and Pama from their study on cracking

behaviour of ferrocement in tension found that the value of slip modulus,

volume fraction, modulus of elasticity of steel and ultimate bond strength

but very small effects are observed for slip modulus, modulus of elasticity

of mortar and tensile strength of mortar.
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2.2.2 Ferrocement in Compression

prisms

The effect

The welded mesh was

p ,O:f and () arc percentage meshm u cu

An increase in the compressive strength was

Rao and Gowder(50) tested solid prisms reinforced
. (40)

Bezukladov and

in the matrix core.

to the reinforcement.

with wire meshes and found a very smal1 incre<lse 111 ultiln<lte strength due

Desayi and Jacob(.5]) tested solid and hollow

reinforced with wire meshes.

quantity given by Pm' Ofi~u where

found linearly related to the mesh-mortar parameter, a nondimensionalized

Unlike in tension, the mort"r lJI"trix contributes directly to the cOlnpre-

Its ultimate strength is due to the contribution of mortar, longitudinal reinfor-

cement (adequ"tely restrained along the length) "nd confinemcnt provided by

,
. (35)

Johnston and Mattar carried out tests on solid prisms with a polys-

the transverse reinforcement to develop triaxial compressive state of stress

ssive strength of the composite in proportion to its cross section,,1 are;].

tyrene core. Only welded mesh and expanded metal were considered as reinfor-

reinforcelnent, ulti,n;]te tensile strength of wire "nd ultiln"t" crushing strength

of mortar cube respectively. Pama et.a/34) from their experimental results

tha t of an equi valent pure mortar.

found that the ultimate compressive strength of the composite is lower. than

in providing stiffness and strength to ferrocement.

cement due to their super tor performance as compared to woven meshes

nletal to provide .effective lateral confinement to the mortar.

.found to be much superior. to expanded metal as compression reinforcement.

Specimens reinforced with expanded metal g<lve an ultimate load even less

than the sum of calculated load due to mortar and effective longitudinal steel.

This was attributed to the scissoring action and consequent inability of exp'lllded



reinforcement.
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thick and20 mm

At sOl11e locations,

the law of mixtures. The computed values

I f . . . 07, 50, 52)resu ts a varIOus Jlwestlgators •

All the eJements were

carried out tests on hollow cylindrical speci,nens In

ratio was also observed by Johnston and Mattar(5).

The stress-strain curve of ferrocement is linear upto

Local buckling of the plates of the wall clement or

oJ ultimate strength and thereafter nonlinear and similar to a

In colu"",s reinforced with welded '"esh, the contribution 01 lilteral

(53)I<.ao and Rao

onJy.

can be satisfactorily computed fro III

compare well with the experimental

direct compression.

50% - 60%

reinforced concrete specimen in compression. The Poisson's ratio was nearly

constant in the linear portion of the stress-strain curve and thereafter it

Desayi and Josh;<54) conducted compression tests on undulated ferro-

variation in Poisson's

and significant in columns with welded mesh for small reinforce,nent ratios

of polystyrene core is negligibJe in columns reinforced with expanded metal

reinforcement to the ultimate strength is '"ore than thai oJ longitudinal

The modulus of eJasticit}' in direct co'''pression ,n the IJllcracked range

mcreases gradually and reaches maximum value at the ulti'"ate load. A si"iilar

the amount of reinforcement.

cement wall eJements to determine the influence of slenderness ratio and

the spalling off of the mortar cover over the meshes.

the 'neshes buckled.

about 1.50 m long. 75 mm thick diaphragms were provided at the ends for

load transfer. The wall elements behaved like short columns UPIO a slenderness

ratio of 38. The clements in general failed with a cracking noise and with

Overall instability of the elements was not noticed. There was no appreciable

difference in the strengths of ferrocement pJates and pJain mortar plates

(150 nllll x 20 n"n x 300 mm size) in the range of mesh QUJ,ltitj' used and
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(2.1 I)

(2.12)

(2.13)

ferrocemcnthollowtests on

A are the yield strength and areas

expression, the effect of slenderness

. and
I

In this

and A are the strength of ferrocement plate and gross areag

P = K. 0- A ; or . A
fu cu m fy

167 mm, outer diametcr 206 mill and overall length 1000 mm.

Sandowicz and Grabowski(55), conducted

arc the following

where 6f"p

which gave good theoretical prediqions compared to the expcrimental rcsults

wall elements gave conservative values for ferrocement units. The expressions

cubes. Methods used for the predic'tiol1 of uitililate load of reinforced concrete

III li'l: ;)bovl: exprl:"iOI", the contribution of skeletal steel is neglected.

in compression respecti vely.

where Pu' K, 6fy' Am and Af are jthe ultimate load, reduction factor assumed

equal to 0.67, yield strength of wiremesh, area of mortar and area of wire mesh

the strength of the plates was abou 83% of the strength of 100 I1UI1 1110rt;)r

of ferrocement wall unit respectivel):.

where K1 = K2 = 0.67, L IS the effective length of the column, 0 is

ratio of the wall element and skelcta'i steel is included.

pipes and ferrocement pipes filled with concrete. The pipes had an internal

the depth of the section and 0
sy

of the skeletal steel respectively.

diameter

:'Nurnber of mesh layers .were varied. The tests on ferrocement pipes showed

that the effect of the reinforcc'lIcnt upon the load carrying capacity of the

. pipes is negligible. The failure of the pipes was rapid. It was preceded by a



effect.

diameter longi tudinal mild steel bars. All the plane elements were stiffened

12 mill

At this stage, the

The slenderness ratio for plane and L-

In the L-shaped clelllcnts, buckling was followed by l•.•teraiof the 1Il0rtar.

triangular ferrocement diaphragms.

panied by extensive microcracking on the tensile face.

The behaviour of ferrocell,ent in flexure IS governed by the cOlllbined

influence of factors that affect its behaviour in tension and compression.

The failure of the elements was preceded by horizontal bending aCCOlll-

shaped elements were 70 and 93 respectively.

plane clements acquired an s-shapcd form. Typical failure of all the clements

was by buckling halfway between the supports or stiffeners followed by crushing

cement plane elements 800 mm x 35 mm in cross section. and 2800 mm

by supports on both sides while L-shaped elelllents were stiffened by horizontal

I

Winokur and Rosenthal(56l conducted compression tests on three ferro-

0.56 mm wire diameter) equally distributed on both sides of four

waves. Tests on ferrocement pipes fi'lled with concrete showed that its load

carrying capacity was higher than that of reinforced concrete columns having

isimilar diameters and volumetric percqntage of reinforcement due to confining

long and three L-shaped columns made qf two such plane elements at right

angle. The elements were reinforced :with & wiremesh layers (4.2 mm square,

In the fractured region, the wires of the lIlesh showed buckling into lungiludin:.tJ

!
hollow sounding crack after which the spalling of the mortar took place.

distortion of the whole section. From the test results, it was concluded that

ferrocement can be satisfactorily used in compression elements, wi th the

buckling effect controlled by lateral diaphragms provided in sufficient number.

1
2.2.3 Ferrocement in Flexure
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(2.14)

(2.15)

iflcrCLlSl"'

76.2 mill

ullwithillcrCdSCS

is the modulus of rupture of

(in mill)

omr

:ferrocernClll
i

m MPa

762 mm I
10ing and reinforced with varymg sizes an~

The first crack stress in bending (0 b) in the extreme
cr

-52.3045 x 10

S 1/3
LT

=

50.8 mm deep,

0' b = 28.02 SLT + 0-cr mr

W
{flu.X

the uili,"ate flexurill strength of

Logan and Shah(59) carried ou~ tests on ferrocement beams

in mesh-mortar param'~ter.

wide,

layers of welded mesh.

. (57) : (58)
Co1Jen and KIrwan and Rao and i Gowder investigated the behaviour of

mortar fiber was found to be .lineLlrly related to the specific surf LIce of the
I

reinforcement in the tension zone (SL T)' From regression analysis, the following

relationship was obtained:

volume in the tension zone in ","'- j; LInd

ferrocement in flexure by varying .the amount of mesh reinforcement. It was

observed thill the elils tici ty and bendiilg strength of ferrocelnen t increase wi th

an increase in the mesh reinforcem<;,nt. Desayi and Jacob(33) observed that

where o;;rb is the bending tensile stress in extreme mortar fiber calculated

on the bilsis of trLlnsforined elilstic section; SL T IS the ratio of the surJace

area of reinforcement in the longitudinal direction and the initiLlI mortLlr

the Inortilr in MPa.

The ultim.ate strength of ferrocement beams was satisfLlctorily predicted

by the ultimate strength method of conventional reinforced concrete. The

average spacing of cracks was predicted by the theoreticill equation (2.5)

given by Naaman and Shah(32) for ferrocement elements in direct tension.

The maximum width of cracks was predicted by the fo1Jowing empirical equation

which co'npLlred we1J with their experinlen!LlI results:



than the rein forced concre le beams.
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(2.16)

(2.17)

However, for biaxial

-Irnnl

For any given steel content, and by

6 = 1.96 P + 3.33 in rvlPacrb m

6 = 7.26 P + 3.33 in f\Waub m

~

SLT = . specific surface as defined above in

metal, standard bars, welded rnesh and woven mesh.

than long narrow units unless the orientation of the layers is alternated.

The width of cracks in ferrocement beams for the s""'e percent,,!;e of

Welded mesh, 'on the other hand, offers equal strength in both directions

bending, the orientation effect in expanded metal precludes its usc in other

wide, 25 mm thick, 914 mm long and reinforced with meshes of different

types and orientations. The geometry and orientation of the reinforcement was

reinforcement and steel stress was found to be an order of mag"ilude smaller

Johnston and Mowat(60) carried out tests on ferrocement beams 150 ml1l

significantly .better than woven mesh .

found to have a marked effect on the strength of systems reinforced wi th

expanded metal and welded mesh. For a given effective cross~sectional area

of steel, expanded metal and welded mesh in their normal orientations perform

Surya Kumar and Sharma (61) from their tests on ferrocement beams

found that the ultimate and first crack strengths of the composite increase

linearly with a~ increase in the percentage area of mesh reinforcement. 13ased

on the test results, the following empirical equations were obtained for extrclll.~

fiber tensile stress of the composite at first crack and ultimate failure.

where <5£' = stress in the outermost layer of the mesh in MPa and

and is rnore effecti ve than woven meshes.

....implication cost, the order of performance for uniaxial bending is expanded
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wide,

mesh of

127 mmThe beams wereto predict deflection and crackwidth.

of the curve corresponds to the first cracking of mortar. The load at first

size. The location of cracks coincided with the location of transverse wires.

This trend was not b d' , 'f d 'tta serve In speci mens rem orce WI 1 woven

deflection curves consisted of three distinct st<lges (i) steep linear por'tion

6.35 mm woven mesh of 0.635 mm wire diameter. The experimental 10<ld

12.7 mm woven and welded meshes of 1.07 mm wire diameter and 6.35 mm x

before cracking 'of mortar; (ii) after the first cracking of IllOrlilr but before

almost parallel to the deflection aXIs (rig. 2.1). The end of the first stilge

yielding of mesh; and (iii) ilfter yielding of Illeshes when the slope becolnes

13 mm thick, 457 mm long and reinforced with various layers of 12.7 nlln x

where ~rb and ~b are the stresses in extreme tensile fiber of the composite

at first crack and ultilnate failure, based on I1oll,ogeneous section ill,d negleeling

(62)
BaJaguru, Naaman and Shah conducted tests on ferrocement beams

was obtained.

the transformation of steel area.

concrete theory WuS COlllputcd .:11'1d J!\\.XI f nrll'id! i~ll ",illl 11ll' C'xpcrillll'lll.:.t1 v.:.lllll's

load.

6.35 mIn x 6.35 mm' f h . h . 1 I .size except or t e group WIt SIX ayers at near u tlmate

cracking of the mortar was about the same for the different types and amount

of meshes. This is in contradiction ot'the result obtained by Logan and Shah(59).

Soon after the first cracking of mortar, a large number of crilcks appeared

on the tension face. The cracks ran through' the entire width of the beam.

The total number of cracks usually equalled the number of transverse wires

in specimens reinforced with woven and welded meshes of 12.7 mm x 12.7 mm



(2.19)

N IS

(2. I S)

are the constants of the series;A.
)

The predicted deflections compared well wi th

A S. «2j - 1)1l.€
j •• m :eo

The curvatures were numerically integrated twice to calculate the

0" = stress; € = strain;

Moments and curvatures were calculated iJt various points iJlong the

mental near ultimate load.

A regression analysis of the observed crack widths showed that the

The ultimate moment of resistance was taken as the minimum value obtained

the depth of neutral axis, moment of resistance and curvature were calculated.

the experimental values upto the second stage and were less th"n the experi-
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,I'.n analytical model was developed to predict the flexural behaviour.

average crackwidth primarily depends on steel strain in the extreme layer

of mesh. To predict an upper bound value of average crack widths, the following

design equa tion was proposed :

By assuming a linear distribution of strain across the depth and neglecting

when either the extreme compressive strain of the mortar reached a value

of 0.006 or the extreme layer of wirenlesh reached fiJilure strain.

span.

deflections at. load points.

the contribution of mortar in tension beyond a tensile strain of 0.000167,

taken 1.5 times the observed maximum strain.

the number of tcrrns in the series; and 1 IS a constant whose value was

where

The experimentally observed stress-strain values of mortar and mesh were

represented by the following trigonometrical expression



(2.20)

\ = sp3cing

(62)of l3alilgurtJ ct. ill

the crack spacing is a fu:., liol1 of the

p,erfectly plastic stress-strain diagram of

analysed ithe ferrocement elements in flexure by

_0 __
n'

. (63)Pama

For the above design e,qtJLltioll, it \\'as ilSSUITll'U 111'-11 the l!lortar

surface of reinforcement and curvature of the beCl'".

comparing the test resul ts

(611)
Balaguru observed tha t
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E' = tensile strain in the e'treme IClyer of wiremeshf

iJ.vg

Huq and

where

wirelllC'sll.

assummg an idealized elasiic

and curviltures were deterrllined for vClrious strilin states. ~!olJ)ent ctJrVatu,-e

ferroccmcnt in compression and u 'tri-Jinear stress-strain diugrLlll1 in tcrlsion

predicted ultimate moments were compared with the expe,-i,"c"tal results of
(62)

Balaguru et. al ' ilnd were found to be on the conservative side. AnalyticCllly

(Fig. 2.2). Assuming liriear distribu:tion of strain across the depth, moments

predicted deflections compared well, with the averaged experiment,,, vellues of

Balaguru et. al(62) in the cracked rClnge but differed in the yield range (Fig.

relations were approximated by tri-I,incilr curvc ilnd the deflectiolls at various

cr3cks equal the number of transverse wires .

betwccn the cracks is completely free frolll tC'flsioll und th~ll tll(' IHlIllb~"'r of

01 t/le trillisverse.: wires; and l~t::: ralio 01 the distances to tile neutral axis

frorn the cxtrcrnc tension fiber .:.lrid from the centre of cxtrclllC 1<:1)'cr of

2.3). The ilverilge spacing of cracks and maximum width of crilcks in flexure

were predicted by equations (2.7) ,mel (2.8) derived for dire',! tcnsion elSe'.

principles of mechanics, the following equiltions for average cr-Clck spacing

ilnd Clverage crackwidth (w ) were derived:
avg

speci fic

I.'y

Sh I (59)a 1 ,



and x = distance of neutral axis fro!'n extreme compression face of the beam.

of the bear}] at il given lu<.lu level, 0 :: ratio of average crack spucillg to

(2.21 )

~ curvature

(2.22)

predicted crackwidths

al(65) and logan and

The mortar matrix incorporated

300 mm x 25 mm x 1000 mm in flexure.

fl' ::: f.Jtio: of bond strength bctwcC'1l th(" IIIC'S!l unci

8 (D - x)

n' . Sl T

and n' = 1.6, the analytically

namely, the elastic, cracked and yield stages, whereas In

curvature of the beam at the onset of yielding, ~'

= I'!'. 'I'
y

The specimens reinforced with high tensile steel gave reduced

=

curve,

'l'
Y

w avg

w = 1.5 \Vmax avg

1.5 Ii¥:T' (I) - x )=
n' . Sl TY

Taking 8 = 1.5

where

rninillllJrIl crack spucillg,

Swamy and AI-wash(/?6) studied the deflection and cracking behaviour

expression of maximum crackwidth with 98 percent probability:

. (65)
r3ased on the test results of [}alaguru ct. al ,he gilve the following

the mortar to the, tensile strength of the mortilr. I) = depth of the bealll

The type and amount of mesh reinforcement, mortar cover and thickness

compared well wi th the test resul ts of Balaguru et.

Shah (59).

mens with mild steel mesh reinforcement showed the three stages of load-

of ferrocement plates of size

flyash as a replacement of both cement and fine aggregate. Mild steel mesh

high tensile steel mesh reinforced specimens, these three stages appeared In .

deflection

of the section were the main variables.

Som" lonn in only those specimens which were reinforced upto four layers

(Fig. 2.4).

and high tensile steel mesh were the two types of reinforcements. The speci-



was influenced to some extent by the, mesh opening, mortar cover and section

bottom of 8 mm diameter high yield strength deformed bars. Welded wire-

Various

Even after

studied the deflection and: cracking behaviour

0.42. A supc!rplasticizer equal to 2 percent of the

The presence of fibers caused additional cracks to form

In general all the initial cracks were fonned at the location of

Swamy and Spanos(67)

thicknC'ss.

types of steel, glass, and polypropylene fibers were used.

plus fly ash ratio of

weight of cement and fly ash was used for preparing the mortar.

tion curves of ferrocement plates with steel fibN' did not show any marked

Ferrocement plates 300 mm x 25 mm x 1000 mm were tested over an

50 mrn size with wire diameter of 2.0 mm were used. The mortar matrix

reinforcement was in the form of welded wiremesh layers provided at top and

consisted of 0.5: 0.5 1.8 of cement, : fly ash: sand with a water to cement

meshes of size 25 mm x 25 mm with 'wire diameter of 1.6 nll11 and 50 nun x

1

crack spacing and crack width at failu1re. The average crack spacing stabilized

in mild steel and high tensile steel teinforced specill,ens at specific sud ace

values of about 0.2 mm-l and 0.15 mm-J respectively. The crack spacing

of ferrocement with grupc<J reinforcem'ent and fiber reinforced matrix. Grouped
,

effective span of 900 mm under third point flexural loading. The load deflec-

deviation from linearity after the appearance of first crack.

transverse wires.

extensi ve cracking, the change m the slope of the curve was gradual. In

ferrocement plates with no fiber reinforcement, majority of the cracks appeared

IrlOltlCnt.

surface fibers, most of the cracks occurred at about 60 percent of the ultimate

at about 25 percent of the ultimate moment. In plates with high spC'cific

between the main cracks. The final c1eflections of all the specimens were high.

Fro," serviceabili ly point of view, spall/deflection ratio of 250 was reached



(2.23)

(2.24)

(2.2(,)

(2.27)

(2.25)

They proposed tile following design

The following modified expressions were

i

~0-30 percent of the ultimate load for
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predicted the spacing and maXlmum width

•

L .(~) dTU D _ X .11.
e

f. , . i
lr5t cr.:lC: <1I1g.

. I

!

(in fllIll)

<:. F(t)a
Auvg

=

=

(68-70)Desayi and Ganesan

..•. --

w
avg

reuched soon ufter

w F (t)rnax = A rnax . E: a .

Kt 0 A
A mu e
avg .-

n
Kb . ( M ) LT . ( a - x

) 11 • dM u o - xu e

A
max

was

al! the speci mens.

at relatively low loads of about

In majority of specimens, an ulerage cruck spacing of ubolJt 12.5 Illlll

The design equation gave upper bO\Jnd values of average crack widths at

average crack width (w d) equution :

all stages of loading.

of cracks in ferrocement flexural elements of channel, trapezoidal and built-

up I sections by modifying the rnethbd proposed by Desay/7 J) for reinforced

proposed to predict average crack spacing, maximum crack spacing, average

concrete members (Figs. 2.5, 2.6).

and

crack width and maximum crack width at any level along the depth of the

'element for a given load

."
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of cracked elastic analysis.

sections, these

M = ultimate momentu

The constants

A = effective area of mortar below the neutrale

M = moment at first crack,cr

bclow thc ext"CII}C cOllipressivc ja~c calculated on thc basisla'

=

I) = effective depth of the section and C = strain in II10rtar fibcr alea.

The constant F(t) was determined by the statistical best fit of observed

The above equations reduce to the case of reinforced concrete by taking

F(t)=

tion,

due to applied load,

capacity of the element,

dis tallce

n

to represent the values of Kt, Kb and n. For built-up.

strains with the corresponding theoretical strains.

and n were determined by stiltistical analysis. The set of values of K
t
,

Kb and n which gave best values of the average and lowest coefficient of

variation of theoretical crack width/experimental crack width were taken

where Kt, Kb, nand F(t) are constants, 1\1= moment at the cross-section

axis, a = distance from extreme compressive face to the level under considera-

values were 2/3, 2/3 and O./{ and were determined by taking the maximum

values of theoretical and experimental crack widths. By substituting the

values of these coefficients in equations (2.24) to (2.27), the theoretical values
;

of average and maximum crack spacing and crack width were determined.

These values compared satisfactorily with the experimental values.

Yen and 5u(72) studied the influence of skeletal steel on the flexural

behaviour of ferrocement. The effect of skeletal steel on the first crack

moment (or first crack load) was found to be negligible. However, the presence

of skeletal steel increased the ultirilate moment capacity and ductility of

the composi teo
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supported beams.

The restrained beams showed an

compared the behaviour of simply supported andKaushik et. al(74)

Prawel and Reinhorn(75) inJestigated the behaviour of under-reinforced

ultimate moment capacity was proposed. The method gave satisfactory predic-

in ultimate deflection, crack spacing and crack widths as compared to simply

increase in the firs t crack InOillenl alld ul tillia te 11101 lien I capaci ly ,Jlld decrease

the cracks open up more rapidly. For; a given grade of matrix, higher volume

(horizontally restrained ferrocement beams.

with smaller crack width. However, as the load approaches the ultimate value,

fraction of rcinforccrncnt, u lower grade fTlatrix gives J.Jrgcr lluIlIbC'r of cracks

tion of ultimate moments of their own investigation as well as the test results
. (59)of Logan and Shah •

cement ratio) or the volume fraction of reinforcement. For a given volume

Based on the concept of plastic analysis, a simple method to predict the

fraction of reinforcement provides more effective control of crackwidth.

i

iIH..:rc.J.sewith ufl illcrcase ill either tilL~ Illulrix gr,:'H..k.' (by decrcu::.illg lhe w;.}ter-

ratio of mortar. They found that both the first crack-and ultimate moments

beall1sby varying the volume fraction of reinforcement and water-celnent

. . (73)
Mansur and Paramaslvam in'vestigated the behaviour of ferrocement

ferrocement slabs in two way bending' They observed that the plates having

h ( ) 0/ 0mes es with square opening oriented at 30 60 to the principal direction

Trikha et. al(76) and Meek(77) studied the behaviour of two way slabs.

They found that the ultimate load cClrrying capacity of the slabs depended not

Only on the flexural action but also on the membrane action mobilized by

large deformation.

gave the lowest ultimate load carryillg capacity while those with lIlesh orienlCl-

tion of 45
0
/450 gave the maximum value.
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2.2.tf Shear Strength

35 percent of their flexural

Shear strength of ferrocement

t/lough the stresses in the wires and skeletal steel bars

tested £errocement specimens reinforced wi th woven rllesh alld

to fali"ue effect. t). ,

. (57)
KIrwan

volume fraction and strength of wiremesh.

of ferrocement elements was equal to about

2.2.5 Fatigue Resistance

that the shear strength of ferrocement depends Upon the strength of mortar,

Mansur and Ong(78) .and Venkata Krishna and Basa Goud)79) found'

beams with welded wiremesh was found to be more than the shear strength

of beam reinforced with woven or hexagonal wiremesh.

strength over a fairly wide range of steel contents (288 _ 480 kg/m3).

skeletal bars In bending at a she"r sp,,'n/depth ratio of 0.'1. The shear strength

of ferracement. Most of the applicatiar\s of ferracement have been in structures

Very little research work has been done to cV.:llu.J.tc the shc.:.J.rstrength

where high tens; Ie strength or S III " I,! cr"ckwidth is the governing cri terii!.

Ferracement panels used for roofing p~rposes, normally have a I"rge span/depth

ratio in flexure which precludes the ishear as " failure criteri". Collen and

The fatigue behaviour of ferrocement has been found to depend on

the fatigue properties of the reinforcernent. So far' only the flexlIrcd fi!tigue

behaviour has been investigated by a few researchers.

dlle

Picard i!nd Lachance(80) found that the rllaxirllurn 10i!d cauSing L:rilure
(,

at JU cycles was about 46% oj the ultimate static load. McKinnon and

Sirnpson(8J) found that ungalvanized wirernesh imparted greater filtigue strength"\

(82)than gillvanized wiremesh. KilraslIdhi, Milthew and Nimityongsklll studied

the effect of different types of wir'em,'shes. In all the specimells it was found

that the wires ;n the tensile zone of the ferracement section were cut off



repeated load expressed as percentage of the ultimate static load.

woven meshes. The beams were subjected to load levels of t 40%, t 50%

.(2.31)

(2.32)

is the stress range inSr

studied the fatigue life, deflection

In l\'lPa
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:In specimens with welded wiremesh and

••1';1Pa, calculated on the basis of cracked

I3re

IS the fatigue life In Kilocycles and

(83)Balaguru, Naaman and Shah

Sr = 0.6433 - 0.1345 10gl0 N
f

y = II

were below their yield stresses.

log I ON = 12.227 - 0.128 Sf (welded square mesh) (2.28)

log ION = 7.417 - 0.031 S' (expanded metal mesh) (2.29)

log ION = 9.750 0.073 S (chicken wire mesh) (2.30)

where N and S are the number of cycles to failure and the rll.:JXllllUlll

expanded metal, the failure was mostly at the nodes. The chicken wiremesh
i

showed greater fatigue resistance a~ compared to welded mesh and expanded

metal. The following load-cycle (S-r-,J) relationships for ferrocement specimens

reinforced wdh three differer:lt types of meshes were suggested:
!

and crack widths of ferrocement beams reinforced with square welded and

and t 60% of the yield load capacity of the specimens. The failure of

specimens Was due to the fracture of the extreme layer of wiremesh. Based

the extreme layer of wire mesh lt1

where

elastic section.

The deflection and crack widths in ferrocement beams for a given

load level and after a given number of cycles, were predicted by an equation

of the form :

'on the test results, the fatigue fife (N f) was predicted by the following equation:
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(2.34)

6
10 cycles was

welded mesh had higher fatigue streng th

increased with an increase in number of mesh 'layers.

l:l ,- 0.3291 + 0.1925 x 10-2N - 0.275 x IO-5N2 0.667 (for deflection)f f
(2.33)

B = 0.816 + 0.445 x 10-2N - 0.495 x JO-5N2 1.670 (for crack width)f f

for three different volume fractions of galvanized square woven meshes.

L1ennet, I~aktlrl' and SI'ngh(85) t d' d hIt' b I' 1 1s U Ie tea Igue e laVlour a erro-

, ' (84)
Param;)SIV;)m, Oas Cupt;) und L?e investig;)ted the futigue streflgth

lOud, LI = the COflstilflt reluled to ,the Jutigue cOfltributiofl to dellcctiofl or
>

The values LI for deilection, and crack widths were predicted by the

where y = the value of deflection, average crack width or lllaximuill crack

They found that the failure load for all the specimens at

following equations

to the number of cycles to f;)ilure.

width, A = the value of deflection or crack width under static maximum

crack width and r = the ratio 01 nllmber 01 cyries ;)t whi,h y is preciict",!

about 45% of their ultimate stu tic load. It was also observed th;)t the

cracks in specimens failing by fatigue were much fewer and wider than those

specimens which failed under static loads.

They found that the fatigue strength of ferrocernent (expressed in terms

cement beams reinforced with galvanized and ungalvanized welded wire meshes.

The specimens with galvanized

of stress in steel)

carll pared to the specilllens with ungulv;)nized welded mesh. This is in contr;)-

diction with the test results of McKinnon and Sirnpson(8J). The sp;)cing and

nUmber of cracks did not appear to be inlluenced by the type of welded rflesh



level.

115%

whicil were subjected to iligh value

6
lO cycles, the peak loads of
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The crackwidths increased with an increase

studied the fatigue behaviour of ferrocernen!

All tile slabs were reinforced wi til various layers

large clci..Ivings, the crushed /llUrUJr ill Icrroccrncllt

The .Iower load limit of the pulsating' machine was

Those speci rllens

compared the impact strength of reinforced concrete

type of reinforcement and the thickness of the element.

after every six hours. The peak loads were about

.. / . d S .(86)l~alSIng1anJ a~ al

The impact resistance of ferrocement is found to depend on the specific

or the diameter of the wire.

slabs under pulsating loads.

of chicken wire mesh.

to 120 seconds)

was observed In specimens whid1 \\"ercsubjectedto low value of the upper 10ild

Few specimens were subjected to peak loads of short dura tions (60

deformation.

occurred. Such specimens withstood 1 to 3 million cycles. Those specimens
6

which failed within 10 cycles, exhibited a continuous increase in the residual

reached a stable condition and again increased with load cycles till the fracture

subjected to upper load level quite less than the static ultimate load, the

residual deformations first increased with the increase in load cycles, then

short duration accelerated the' failure. No appreciable effect of peak 10ilds

about 130% to 180% of the first crack load of the specimens. For specimens

in tile load level and tile number 01 load cycles.

2.2.6 Impact Resistance

Surface, strength and

Bezukladov et. a/(40)

concrete

"of . tile upper load level.

of upper load level and failed in less than
(

,'.

't,and ferrocement plates by using a falling \Veight. They found that thc dispersion

:. ~~f reinforcernent promotes increase in the impact strength. While reinforced



found that the provision of skeletal steel bars along with mesh reinforcement.

2.2.7 Shrinkage and Creep

Their

Srinivasa Rao
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iIn the 'specific surface of mesh reinlorcernent.

found that the specirnens reinforced with welded nleshes offer

increasethe

al(9 J)ct.

in the number of cracks and decreLlse in their width LInd length.

the highest impact resistance fo!lo\\'cd by wovcn and chickcn wirelllcshes

for' a given steel percentage. I<ecent!!' Grabowski(92) observed that an increase

Shrinkage and creep characteristics of ferrocement arc function of.

• (40)
Bezuk!adov et. a! investigated the effect of sustained load on the

increases with the increase m steel content or in the specific surface of

improved the strength and deformabili ty characteristics under impact. Burgess

and Allen(89) found that the 'increase in thickness of ferrocenlent increases

the impact resistance. Nimit'yongskul ~t. al(90) found that the impact resistance

steel content condition, the impact resistance docs not always increase with

mesh reinforcement. It was observed that under an almost practical maximum

shrinkage and creep potential of thq mortar and the rcstraint offcred by

the mesh reinforcement.

was held back by. the meshes from disintegrating. Shah and Ke/87) observed

. that the damage to ferrocement plates decreased with a;, increase j'n specific

h I I. f G' d S 'I UH,)surface or the strengt of t le mes ,. rem orcement. reenlus an nllt 1

'in the slab thickness and specific surface of rcinforccment led to thc mcrcasc

test results indicate that the specimens reinforced with mesh and skeletal

steel show higher deflection than the specimens reinforced with mesh alone.
Brauer(93)

found that ferrocement reinforced with ungalvanized \Viremesh

exhibi ts higher creep than the one wi th galvLlnizcd wirernesh.

.deflection charLlcter'istics of ferrocelnent bearns under pure bending.



of drying.

50%.

1.4,5 to

45 to 50 delYs.
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studied the shrinkage and creep behaviour

studied the flexural creep characteristics of

The shrinkage of ferrocement specin,ells with

At sustailled load level l'qu;)1 to

was applied JI1 steps.

It was observed thelt the specirnens subjected to stresses Jess

'd 'I d T (94)R.avIn rara}a 1 an am

Raisinghani and 5ai(86)

of ferrocement slabs reinforced wi th square woven wiren,eshes. The shrinkage
,
I

of the 1110rlar l!latrix was found to decreusC' with an illcrcuse in tile VOJUJIIC

fraction of reinforcement.

the firs t crack load.

(termed as creep deflection coefficient)' was found to vary from

used Ir,inimuln of 250. The total illstantalreoLJs deflectiOIl ulr,it'r i.l load Wi.lS

recovery in deflection after the removal of sustained load was about

sustained for a period of time before adding the next increment. The total

2.65 for all the specimens for sustained load varying from 15~" to 100% of

observed to reduce when the load was 'applied in steps wi th the first increment

The average ratio of time-dependent recovery to instantaneous recovery Wi.lS

The ratio of tin,le-dependent, deflection to instantaneous deflection

1.8%) was 70% alld 65% of that for plain Ir'ortar specimens after 95 days

two and four layers of reinforce,nellt, (equal to volUine fractiOlls of 0.9% alld

crack load, the span to total deflection ratio was well above the commonly

the sus lained load

about 0.4. Under sustained fJexuraC loading, tensije creep strain was much

more than the compressive creep straih and the ratio between them decreased

with an increase in the volume fraction of reinforcement and also when

ninety days.
ferrocement slabs subjected to sustained central line load for a period upto

than the cracking stress, steaely state lVas not reached in

than the cracking stress of ferroceme~t. creep increelses at a decreasing rate

and attains steady state. Whereels, for specimens subjected to stresses higher
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of3096

The creep

The wireilleshes

The specill}ells subjected to

I\ut for stresses higher thelll the

The speci mens loaded <It

0.55 and 0.69, which is smaller than that

F Iyash mor tClr mixes showed ear Iy s tClbiIiza tion of

In compression and tension respectively compared to

The specimens with high steel strength mesh gave the

for plain mortar spe~imens. The creep Poisson's ratio W<lS

The average values of creep strain coefficients of the composite

times the instantaneous values. The value of the uitililate crack

1.12 and 0.66

is no effect of reinforcement percent<lge.

were subjected ini tially to sustained 'loads for

the stress level of applied load were the main variables.

lowest values of, creep deflectioll coefficiellt.

the ultimate load.

specimens after loading were tested :to co1Japse. These specililelis wi thstood

were

(95)
Swamy and Sp<lnos conducted tests on ferrocement plates subjected

10-15 percent higher co1Japse loads compared to their virgin parallcls.

with an aver<lge of 0.55 for the sustained load v<lrying froln 15% to 50% of

were ungalvanized. The creep deflection coefficient varied from 0.20 to 0.92

higher stress/strength ratio took longer, time for the cr~ep deflections to

to flexural loading. The type of m<l.trix, type and amount of wiremesh and

At stresses upto cracking stress, the creep is linearly proportion<ll <lnd there

cracking stress, the creep incre<lses at: a faster rale alld depellds Oil the percell-

tage of reinforcement. It decre<lscs with incrcClse in percent<lge of reinforce-

ment. It was <llso observed th<lt creep r<ltes wcre less for specimens which

stabilize.

the end of the loading periods (80 to 365 dClYs) were on an aver<lge 1.55

1.20 and 1. 11

plain mortar specimens.

width creep coefficient was between
, (%)reported for rernforced concrete , .

due to their reduced shrinkage., The average and maximum crack widths at

creep strains partly due to their increased strength development and partly

and 1.69

,on an average 0.10 for ferroceme'nt specimens as comp<lred to 0.14 for

_. .!heir .ultimate, flexural strength showed crack widths much less th<ln 0.10 Illill.
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strength of ferrocement.

for ferrocement

The clisintegr"tion

65%for plai'n'mortar "nd about,

The r"tiq of tot,,1 deform"tion recovery to total

The sustained loading had no adverse effect on ultimate flexural,

The fly ash mixes produced a more uniform distribution of cracks.

ferracement spcci rnens.

creep.

deformation was about 80%

specimens.

strength and do not disintegrate over a period of tirne..
of mortar is due to volume change caused oy various weathering agents such

its strength properties. rar fcrrocc"nlC'flt to be cl!lrahlf'. its COlllPOIlf'llt 1I1.:lteri.:lis,

depends to a great extent on its durability against the environment than on

The successful performance of ferrocement in an aggressive environment

as cyclic thermal changes and alternate wetting and drying. The action of

aggressive chemicals on hardened cement paste, particularly sulfates, causes

protected by the alkalini ty of the mortar and the cover. The cover in fcrro-

namely, mortar and wire mesh reinforcement should retain their bond ancj

2.2.8 DurabiJi ty

The high steel .strength and welded. mesh showed better crack control under

varied from 10% - 20% of the instantaneous recovery for both mortar and

The time-dependent recovery of stdins and deflections after sustained loading

to mesh reinforcement. To prevent corrosion, galvanized wiremesh is cOIIH1I0nly

cement elements is about 2 nlnl to 4 mm. This increases the corrosion risk

Used. The use of galvanized wiremesh along with ungalvanized skeletal steel

(14)bars creates the galvanic cell problem. Christensen and Williamson were

the first to identify this problem ancl also gave the solution. The)' suggested

the use of Chromium trioxide at the rate of 100-300 ppm by weight of water

in preparing the mortar. If the cracks are not wider than 0.1 n1l1l, GI"eeniu/'I7)

found that corrosion was not severe even when the depth of Cover \Vas 0.5 111m.

. volume change and cracking in the mortar. The mesh reinforcement is normally



corrosion.

also suggested the use of galvanized wi:remesh.

They

They6 to 12 years.

seemed to be adequate

, (98)Naaman and Sabnls

the corrosion In cracked

10 tillies Illore than in the

studied

They even suggested a smaller depth of

However, inad'~.~uate cover, bad cOllipilction

Ch dl d N" I 1(103)ow lury an lmltyongs<u

been extensively investigated by '~everal researchers. I'vlathews, Achyutha

Rao(100) subjected cracked ferroc:ement specimens to accelerated corrosIOn
!

J)u-rillg J.15t '1-5 ycurs, the con"ubiun ulld dUfrJ.biJity dSIH'cl ul Jl'IT(Jl'l'IIlt'llt
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From his extensive tests, limiting wa~er-cement ratio
!

under sea water exposure for satisfactory performance.

suggested cJ. nct cover of 2 Inlil.

has

tests by alternate wetting and dryir~g using sea water for 30 days.

and

cover lor those fcrroccrncnt CICfllCllts in which reinforcernellt \V.:JSgaivilllized,

surface painting was used and low lim:iting crack width was adopted. Bigg(99)

Selvi Rajkumari et. aJ(102), studied the corrosion resistance of polyrner

Trikha et. al(10J) investigated the extent of corrosion in 12 ferrocement

widths of about 0.05 mm and 0.10 mm ;was reduced by 4% and 12% respectively.

found that the uJtimate tensile strcn!jth of the specimens with initiill crack-

structures of various types ,with ages ranging from

conduded that in' mechanicaJJy cast ferrocement structures using gaJvahized

steeJ mesh and weJJ graded sand for mortar, corrosion is only mild with or

wi thout pro tecti ve coating.

and poor workmanship aJJ Jead to an increase In the incidence and rate of

impregnated ferrocement and unimpregnated ferrocement specImens. AcceJerated

ferrocement specimens was found to be nearly

and wetting In salt water (3.5% NaCl). The corrosion damage of unimpregnted

Corrosion tests were performed by subjecting the specimens to alternate drying

polymer impregnated ferrocement specimens.

and uncracked, ferrocement specimens by subjecting them to alternate wetting



,Conditions.

comes down to the same level as that for sea water.

impregnatedof sulphur

nlln to J Ill/II and very slllall irllprovc-

42

the ,durability

4 mm depth of cover, the degree of corrosion

studied

1000 cycles of drying and wetting in sea water or

\Vith

6% NaCI solution for 9 weeks. However, the first crack

" (105)YozuqulJu

A considerable improvement in corrOSIOn protection was obtained

Ravindrarajah and Paramasivam(04) studied the effects of alternate

Recently

variable.

and drying in sea wa ter and urine. The depth of mortar Cover was the "Jain

by increasing the depth of COver frol"

ment was obtained beyond 4 mm. The presence of cracks are contributory

factor for SllIall covers and their effect becomes negligible when COver thickness

is 4 mm or higher. The intensity of corrosion is higher in the rase of urine

than the sea wa ter.

drying and wetting in sea water and of curing in '6% NaCl solution on the

strength and 3tiffness of ferrocement ,in direct tension and flexure. The test

were not affected by

by .. exposing in

results indicated that the ultimate strength and stiffness of ferrocement

strength showed improvement due to maturity gain for the mortar component.

The ferrocement specimens which were initially subjected to first crack load,

did ,not suffer any loss in the ultimate strength due to the above exposure

ferrocernent ,specimens. These specimens were found to be practically imper-

meable with a noticeable increase In strength together with an improved

resistance against acid attack.

The durability of ferrocement can also be improved by mixing an acrylic
latex I ' (106), h d f f' I I '' so utlOn In t e mortar use or Ina p astering. Coa trng of ferro-

cernent surfaces by appropriate paints(107) also i,nproves its durability.



2.3 HEHI\VIOLJR OF JOINTS

In the constrtJr.tion of fcrrocC'fTlC'nt strllcttJl"C's, t\\'O kinds of joints OCCllr.

first kind of joint occurs when the size of wire mesh is not sufficient

overlapping of fllc:-;iles is prov,ided. This IJI~lY be in 011(' singl(' ei<.'lIlt'llt

sonIC cases, two precast elen,ents are to be joined by overlapping of

meshes. The second kind of joint occurs, when the casting operation

is completed in more than one stage.

(108)
Paramasivam and Mansur investigated the effect of joints on

tensile ilnd flexural behaviour of ferrocerllent. The type of joints investigated

(j) the joint between two precast elements by providing overlap of

(jj) the joint - provided due to overlapping of meshes in the S,Hne

and (iii) the joint provided by casting the sarlle clerliClit at two

times. They provided an overlap of 60 mm which was about 70

times the wire diillllater. The failure of the joints was avoided due to slippage

of wire meshes (j.e. due to insufficient development length).

The tension tests of the specimens showed that the specimens with

continuous reinforcement exhibited higher first crack strength than the speci-

mens with discontinuity of reinforcement or the mortar. However, the ultimate

strength of the SpeCilTlenS was not. affected by the provision of joints. The

specimens containing a joint showed considerably less ductility than the speci-

mens with no joint. The specimens without. a joint failed by the formation

of a number of well distributed cracks. In contrast, only a single crack appeared

in the specimens with a discontinuity in the mortar and two major cracks

in the speCimens- with spliced reinforcement.

The flexural tests showed that the specimens with continuous reinfor-

cement crilcked ilt il 10ild srrlililer thilrr the specimens wi Ih overl"ppirrg of

reinforcement. 'However, the -uiti-nlate morrrent 01 the specirrrens with" joint



lapping of meshes).

Ho\vcver,

variables,

The first

The span/depth

Tcsectioll.
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of steel reinforcement were the main

idealized as an equivalent

mesh overlap is sufficient to develop the requisi te strength through bond

BRIEF DETAIL OF INY~T1GATIONS CARRIED OUT ON VARIOUS TYPES

OF ROOFING ELEMENTS

the same amount of steel. When 'the mesh overlap is insufficient, bond

varying the length of mesh overlap. They found that the first crack and

was lower than the specimens with no joint. The specimens with continuous

by only two major cracks at the free ends of the spliced wires.

the maximum crack wid,th in specimens' with spliced reinforcement was smaller

I<aushik et. a/
109

) carried out flexural tests on ferrocefllent plates

M
cr

than the specimens with no joint (due to increase in volume fraction by over-

reinforcement, but containing a joint ,in the mortar exhibited a number of

well distributed cra~ks, while the specimens with spli~C'd rC'inforcelll('llt l.,il,'<1

ultimate loads approach the value corresponding to a continuous fllesh when

failure occurs due to sfippage at the overlap and the first crack load is much

lower than that of a continuous mesh reinforcement. They suggested a minimurn

overlap of 100 mm ' for wiremeshes.

2.4.1 Channel Sections

Channel sections are the simplest' form of roofing elements. Their Use

roofing purposes has been demonstrated by several researchers(l10-1l2J.

Desa' d R h( II 0) . . d h b h' 9
Yl an ames JnVestlgate tee aVJOur of channel shaped ferro-

cernent elefllents under SYfllflietrical third point loading.

crack moment \Vas determined by the 'following expression:

ratio and the percentage

The chunnel section was
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where

expressIOn

where

the .moment contribution of skeletal ste.el and determined by steel beam theory

The vertical deflection at mid span was calculated by the folloiving

where ~r is modulus of rupture or' mesh-mortar combination and depends

on the ratio p 0: /0 and is detdrmined from Fig. 2.7, which is a resultm fy cu

. ( 3 ,)obtained from their flexural studies of [errocernent specImens. .

in the following manner:

where A and A are the areas of steel bars in the compression and tensionsc st

Zones and y IS the distance between the areas o[ these two groups of steels.

expression

6 L2M
for Iv!

'" Mcr
= E Ic e

B L 2 M B 2L (1'1'1 - M )and 6 cr cr
for M /1'1

= + >E . I a E • ] crc e c cr

In which E = 1765.8;0::- III
c c

Jr;'lnslorrlled equivalent section, ..r. = constallt depending on the loading, Iv! = the
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(2.4 I)

{2JI2)

investigated the belraviour of ribbed

0.133

is lire ralio of area of longitudinal steel bars to tire rllortar

. ( I I 3)Tatsa and [ll}uger

0.003 LsO.1 '358 (~ / J ,
ms D

p .0s sy
o
cu

ps

Sardid,

Kaushik ct. ,,1° 16) tested 24 ferrocelnent ribbed slabs under unilorrlll)'

rnorllenl at rllid span and a is glvell by,

a =

IsW Jere IIl.S

in wlriclr

area.

2.4.2 Ribbed Slabs/Shells

ferrocement slabs and observed that the stiffness and ultimate strength of

the slab could be increased by reducing the rib spacing or by increasing the

depth of the ribs. BljugerO 14) later showed the use of ribbed elements in

ln U.S.S.R., ribbed shell elements have been used in constructing vaulted

roofs of 18 m, 21 m and 24 m spans. Lukashen'ko et. al(15) carried out

deflections compared satisfactorily with the experimental results.

The theoretically predicted first crack moment, ultimate ,"oment and

the construction of modular prismatic shell roofs of 12 'rn and 22 m spans.

tests on three hinged ferrocement vault of 18 m span and 9 m rise. The

three hinged vault consisted of two ribbed ferrocement shell elements of

3 m x 12.7 m size with flange thickness of 15 mm. Under design snow and

wind loads and line loads at the crown, the maximum deflection and tensile

stress were within the permissible range and no distress was observed at

any section in the span ..

distributed load and studied the ef fect of rib spacing, Vo/unle fraction, nlesh

nlOrtar pdrarneler and specific sudace ratio on tire del1<:ct;o:1, crack width

-.und the iilagni"iudcs o( first crack and ultrillale loads.



2.4.3 Folded Plates

yield stage, At collapse, the faiiure'pattern was assumed to follow Johans"n's

2.2 for

1.65 mm)

10 to 15 percent more than the

\Vas cillcuJ.::ltcd [rarll tile cracked "trallS-

crack Joads and the loads at the first

i47,

i

i
qy treating it as an equivalent orthotropic

load

I,,
".1

I
first

The panels were then joined in posi tion by

The orthotropic plate theory! was ilSSIJlIII'd to be valid even IIpto the
!

The ribbed sJab was analysed

plate.

yield Jille theory alld the ulti'"ate

The theoretically predicted

formed sections.

predicted ultimate loads were found to be

average ratio of ultimate load to the first crack load was about

the extreme layer of wiremesh. The square meshes showed a better cracking

a1J the slabs. The first crack Joad, the load at first yieJd of steel and the

behaviour as compared to hexagonaJ wiremeshes.

(117)
Vishwanath; Mhatre and Seetharamulu 'carried out the first test

ultimate loads increased with an increase in the number of ribs, specific

experilllental results in the specilllel~s reinforced wi th hexagonal ,nesh. The

surface, volume fraction and the mesh-mortar parameter. The average crack

spacing decreased 'with an increase in the specific surface or the stress in

yieJd of steeJ compared satisfactorily with the experimental results. The
I

on a ferrocement foJded plate of 1.83 m pJan width, 0.65 m depth, 5.33 m

effective span and 25.4 mm thickness. For constructing the folded plate,

welding the overJapped steel bars of the adjacent pilnels. In the longitudinill

each panel was separately cast.

direction, the fold Jine steel bar was welded with the overlapped steeJ' bars

of the panels. All the panels we'"e reinforced with two l'lyers of galvanized

steel mesh (J 9.0 mm x 19.0 111111 size wi th wire diillnCter of

sepLirated by longitudinal and transverse skeletLiI steel bilrs designed for flexure

and shear. Two tests, eLich_consisting of three cycles of 10Liding Lind unJoading,
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not reported.

275 kg/m •

and longi tu-Nx

The ultimate JClilure was

provided in all the specimens was the same.

The theoretical prediction of first crack load,

The second test was conducted after plastering th,~

M at mid span governed the design. Assuming thatx

The stiffness of the folded plate with plastered fold joints was,

The folded plates were designed for uniform live load of

The panels were simply supported over a span of 4.5 m and subjected

the first crack load.

fold joints.

found to be higher than the unplastered joints.

slip and shear were small.

The above' analysis show~d that the longitudinal normal force

elastic analysis was done by assuming ferrocement to be homogeneous isotropic

material. The membrane and bending actions were assumed to be uncoupled.

to deflection was caused by flexure; The deflections caused by transverse

of transverse reinforcement on ferrocement folded plate roofing panels. The

Fernandes et. al(l18) studied the effect of type of wiremesh and amount

in shear along the fold line joints at the diaphragms. The major contribution

ultimate load, load deflection response, crack spacing and crack widths were

the fold joints unplastered. The Itlaximult' applied load sec/ned to be ncar

were conducted on the folded plate. The first test was conducted by keeping

dinal bending moment

the total tensile force is taken by mesh reinforcement only, the required

steel area in the longitudinal direction was provided by two layers of galvanized

in one group of panels and by two-layers of galvanized hexagonal mesh (18 m'n

square welded mesh (12.7 mm x 12.7 mm size with wire diameter of 0.889 'llIn)

Transverse skeletal steel bars of 6 mm diameter were provided at 50 cm,

The longi tudina! skeletal steel

Opening with wire diameter of 0.889 mm) in the second group of panels.

60 cm and 70 cm spacings along the length of both the group of panels.

___~~_..uniform ,l?:ading" which was simulated by loading with sand in increments



deflections for the same load as 'compared to the panels made of welded

mesh than those with hexagonal mesh. Crack spacing and crack widths were

(2.113)

The elastic

behaviour of

I-sec tion of

the

The span/depth ratio, amount
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shape.

(120)Kanappan inves tiga tedViswanatha andDesayi,

M = 6 . I /ycr mr e t

of 200 kg until maximum permissible deflection was observed.

it was seen that for the same load, asbestos panels deflect more than the

The effect of transverse reinforcement was more pronounced in the higher load

The ultimate moment of resistance was deterrllined using a rectangular

smaJ1er for panels wi th square mesh than for panels wi th hexagonal mesh.

ferrocement panels made either of hexagonal or square mesh. The unit cost

square mesh. The cracks were initiated at higher loads for panels with square

ranges than in the lower load ranges. On comparing the behaviour of folded

1 I, h h b I f d" d f'J (119)p ate pane s Wll teas estos pane s a same ImenSlOns an pro Ie,

experimental values. This was attributed mainly to ineffective simulation of

the loading condi tion. The panels IIlade of hexagonal rllesh yielded larger

deflections predicted by the above analysis were marginally higher than the

of ferrocement panels was found to be about 35% less than the asbestos panels.

nine folded plates of trapezoidal

The specimens were tested under',symmetrical two point loading. Two different

of longitudinal reinforcement and the mesh type were the main variables.

rnethods were tr'ied to determine cracking and ultimate morllents. In method

I, the cracking moment was determined by the following expression:

stress block for mortar in compression and neglecting its tensile strength.

The wire mesh and sk-eletal steel were assumed to be stressed to their yield

stresses in tension or compressIon. For the purpose of analysis, the trapezoidal

,Ii

thc same height.

cross-section was converted to an equivalcnt unsymmetrical
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The deflection

rCLlsolldbJc agreclllen f~.:,'
( .~
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3 mm

The uni t was then unloaded.

'lIld unloading showed
::<45~3°

investigated the elastic behaviour of single

2 kN/m.

for determining crackin.s and ultimate mo,-n,~nt is the

The folded plate was designed for uniform vertical load

The method II

Paramasi vam et.' al(I 2 1)

The single unit was first tested by applying four layers of sand bags

loads. The single unit was 3 ITI X 3 m in plan with a rise of 0.7 m and

the theoretical and experimental deflections was satisfactory.

than the square wiremesh towards the load carrying capacity of the specimens.

, (I 10)same as discussed in section 2.4.1 and used in the study of channel sectIons .

Both the methods gave a satisfactory cOlnpanson with the experimental results.

increase in the amount of longitudinal reinforcement.

In general, the first crack and ultimate moments/loads increased with an

of theoretical and experimental ultima te moments.

wire mesh. The thinner chicken wire mesh had offered much less resistance

The deflections for trapezoidal sections were calculated in the same

way as determined in the case of channel sections(I J 0). The agreement between

The two specimens which failed in shear, were reinforced with thin chicken

Out of the nme specimens, seven failea in flexure and two in shear.

However, the method II gave a smaller coefficient of variation of the ratio

and combined unit of folded plates for bus shelter under uniform vertical~; '.",

450 sloping sides.

of 2 kN/m. The elastic analysis was done by finite element method using
, " (I 22)

computer program SAPIV . The' stresses obtained were Jaw and hence a

nominal mesh reinforcement wi th cover resulting into an overal1

thickness of 18 mm WClS provided. The two units were cast with a provision

of 100 111m mesh overlap fro,l') the outer edge for joining at a later stage.

resulting into a total of

and s train readings during loading
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pressing and cured for fi ve days.

2 kN/m

diameter mild steel

for single and combined uni t,

3 mm

the behaviour of single and

The co!nbined uni t was also loaded

2
1.2 kN/m , the II1ilximUlll deflectiofl

investigated

i
ana 2.62 111m

L
. (123)
ee

centre to centre with one layer of woven wiremesh at

and

A t working 10ild of

The strain readings. were observed to be linear and computed

The reinforcement consisted of

I

The combined shell :uni t was found to be more efficient than

175 mm

Paramasi vam

meshes and subsequently plastering it.

were found to be 2.96 mm

connection at maximum loading. : The maximum deflections. under

respectively.

2.4.4 Cylindrical. Shells

The single and combined she,ll units were tested under uniformly distri-

values of membrane stresses from the strain readings were found to be very

to be about 30% less than the similar type of reinforced concrete bus shelter.

with four layers of sand bags. The load deflection curves of the single and

small. It was observed that thetentral bay is stronger than the outer bays •.

The cost of construction of thes~ units including the foundation was found

combifled unit showed linear behayiour upto the fllilXillllJIIl ilpplied IOild. No

distress was observed in any part of the structure including the cast-in-sitll

The second uni t was then connected to the first uni t by tying the overlapping

in plan with a rise of 0.5 m. It was designed for a supermposed load of

combined ferrocement cylindrical shell units. The single unit was 3 m x 3 m

21.2 kN/m .

bars at

top and bottom of the skeletal steel. The shell thickness was 15 mm. The

the two units with an overlap of 150 mm. The mortar was applied 9Y hand

combined unit was obtained by tying the projected mesh reinforcements of

the single uni t.

buted load.

and principill tensile stress were found to be 7 lllm and 1.9 MPa and these



2.4.6 Funicular Shells

The sheJJ

investigated the behavia~Jr .of

thearetiCul predictians using cJussicul

52

• I

"'i t h

337.5 mm spacing. One Jayer .of chlck"n

wire diameter was provided on both sides .of the

intensity of 4.8 kN/m
2
• The maximurn deflection and principal

2
4.8 kN/m load level were faund ta be 1.6 mm and 1.25 MPa

The shell was supported continuausly on edge beams of size

G P . d' L (J 24)Das upta, ararnasl vam an. ee
i

K (J25)
Elangovan and Santha umar investigated the behaviour of ra.am

30 mm.

values were in close agreement

membrane theary.

2.4.5 Hyperbalic Parabalaid Shell

a ferracement hyperbalic parabalaid' shell in the shape .of an inverted umbrella.

The shell was 2.44 m x 2.44 m ,in plan with the rise frarn the centre ta

the exteriar edge of 0.37 m. The shell was J6 rnm thick imd reinfarced

with twa Jayers of waven wiremesh spaced by 3 mm diameter mild steel

bars at 150 mm centres bath ways. It was tested under unifarmJy distributed
laad up ta a load

tensile stress at

and na distress was observed in any part of the structure. The shell was

faund ta be in gaod agreement wi th theareticaJ predictions.

analysed by classical membrane theory and the experimented results were

size ferrocement funicular shell under unifarmly distributed loads. The funicular

shell roaf was 2.7 m x 2.7 m in plan with a rise .of 0.5 m and shell thickness
of

250 film x 250 mm. The funicular shape .of the shell was pravided by 6 mm

diameter skeletal steel bars at

wirefllesh .of 0.7 11 mm

lVas cast withaut the farm wark.

skeletal steel. Farm wark was used .only for the edge beams.

The sheJJ was tested under unifarmly distributed load applied in the farnl

a! sand bags over the entire area. A maXillllJIII laad .of 1(, kN (2.2 kN/n,2)
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2.4.7 Tension Ribbon

The maximum deflection under the applied

The funicular sheU had the COmpressive stress in

The theoretical maximum deflection compared weU with

Subrahmanyam et. a/
12
7) investigated the behaviour of 25.1 m long,

was applied in increments of 4 kN. This load is about four times the Illinilllum

l. 10"d IS' C d (J 26)J ve u as per " 0 e •

load was 0.24 mm. The elastic analysis of funicular sheU was done by finite

the experimen tal value.

element m"thod.

and 0.025 MPa respectively. The maximum moment in the sheU was every

sm.3U (0.09 N mm/mm).

0.93 m wide and 30 mm thick ferrocement tension ribbon under increasing

uniformly distributed load. The ferrocement ribbon was designed for a normal

working load of 150 -kg/~2 (self weight and finishes) and an occasio;,al
2

live load of 75 kg/m. The main reinforcement consisted of 10 numbers

10 mm diameter high yield strength deformed bars in the longitudinal direction,

5 mm diameter steel bars at .50 cm . centres in the transverse direction and

two layers of galvanized wire mesh of 10 mm x 10 mm size with wire diameter

edges. The maximum values of compressive and tensile stresses were 0.01 MPa

most parts of the sheU except for a distance of about 10% of span from the

of 0.889 mrn. The ribbon was cast without the form work in one single,

operation. The initial central dip due to reinforcement was 0.70 m. After

28 days of casting, the central dip was found to be 0.80 m.

The uniformly distributed load on the structure was applied 111 the form

2of brick layers. Th." first visible cracks oCcurred at a load level of 137 kg/m .

. 2Some of the observations were discontinued a.fter a load level of 266 kg/m

2due to safety reasons. The structure was loaded upto 395 kg/m without

the occurrence of the failure.
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design load

2395 kg/m

:The maximum crack width at this loadI

i 20.06 mm. At occasional working load of 225 kg/m (2.21

was only span/157.

level was about
2

kN/m ), the maximum crack width was 0.185 mm. Against the
2 . 2 ,

of 150 kg/m (1.47 kN/m), the Structure withstood a load of
2

(3.87 kN/m ) with a deflection of span/80.

the material and geometrical nonlirjearity of the structure. An iterative
,

finite difference method was used tb solve the problem. The analysis was

Several researchers have investigated the behaviour of different' types

Research investigations into the behaviour of ferrocement has revealed

that its mechanical properties depend on the volume fraction and specific

2.5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

carried out by considering (j) the I composite action of ferrocement, and
!

(ii) the action of' reinforcement alolle. The horizontal (C'nsion was bC'ttN
!

predicted by the analysis considering the composite action, while the defor-

mation behaviour was better predicted by considering the action of the reinfor-

cement alone. The central 'deflection: due to normal working load of 150 kg/r1l2

"i,,
I

The ribbon was idealized as cable-beam system. The analysis incorporated,

surface of' mesh reinforcement, tensile strength of mortar, yield strength

between mortar and mesh reinforcement and the mortar cover.

of wiremesh, modulus of elasticity of mortar and wiremesh, bond strength

of ,.roofing/flooring elements.' These include simple channel sections, ribbed

lIased on the test results of ferrocenlent control specimens, some approximate

slabs and spatial elements like folded plates and sheJJs of various shapes.

and guasi-empiri'cal relations have been propo~ed to predict the load deforllla-

tion and cracking behaviour of these elements. Simple classical theories such

as beam bending theory, plate bending theory and the membrane cum bending
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•

in the computations for the prediction III the post

The above element provides flat top surface and better

Such an analysis tends to be approximate uS it IS unable

flexural rigidity (EI )
cr

cracking range.

theory have been used. to predict the behaviour in both the elastic and the

to section in the post cracking range, orthotropy of the composite material

In the present study; the behaviour of a new type of roofing/flooring

post cracking ranges. Invariably nlost of the reseClrchers hClve used the Inodilied

to cater for the complexities arising due to the changing EI values from section

and yielding of wiremeshes at the critical sections leading to local redistribution

ultimate load. This would also need to establish a suitable failure criterion

of stresses. Thus, there is a need to develop a rational basis of the analysis

of ferrocement structures which can predict their behaviour right upto the

for the constituent materials of the composite under different stress states.

element in the form of box girder shape has been investiga ted experimentally

load deformation and cracking behaviour as compared to ch<:mnel sections

and analytically.

rigidity. A rational analysis _of the box girder has been carried out through

and ribbed slabs which are also flat top due to its larger flexural and torsional

the elastic, cracked and ultimate stages using the finite element method.

The details of the analytical method are presented in the following chClpter .
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3.1 GENERAL

extended to ferrocement in which suitable idealized stress-strain relations for

They

using

shell

fini te

A sui table

(/3)Naaman

is neglected

- (59)and Shah .

beams and ribbed sli\bs respectively
120) .
. also followed this approach.

CHAPTER III

The effect of mortar in tension

METHOD OF ANALYSIS

shapes, i.e. hypped hyper shaped ferrocement
(/29) . . .

Tatsa et. al and fmally analysed by the

O .'t 1{/10,esaYJ e. a

In one approach, conventional reinforced concrete theory has becn

For the analysis of ferrocemel:)t elements, two approaches have been

used.

reinforcement are assumed.

or it is included upto the cracking st~ain of the mortar. Logan

. (/28) . (62)Rajgopalan and Parameswaran ,Balaguru et. al . and

ferrocement composite is treated as a homogeneous material.

The tensile contribution of. the mortar is incorporated in the stress-strain

relation of the composite in tension. Hug and PamalJ8, 63) and Kaushik

this approach.

et. a/74, 116) analysed ferrocement

stress-strain relation for the composi te is assumed in compression and tension.

the component materials, namely, mortar and mesh (or mesh and skeletal steel)

have unalysed ferrocement beanlS using this approach. In the secund uppr\'uch,

expressed stress in the composite as a function of the mesh-mortar pilrilmeter.
f

Three dimensional ferrocement. plated structures and shells of various

shapes have been analysed in the elas~ic stage by using beilm theory{/IO, 120),

I . 1 b h . (/23, 124) • b . d b d- h' (118) dc asslca mem rane t eory , mem rane an en mg teary an

more recently the finite element method{/22, 125) (described in section 2.4).

Classical membrane theory fails to predict even the elastic behaviour in the

element as reported by

case of complex shell

element method. In the cracked (ange, the analysis has been reported only in



BOX GIRDER ELEMENTS

due to the distortion and warping of the cross-section.

and

Chu and Dudnik(136).

cover the distortion

and

St " I (J33)em eand

These approximate methods however do not

K f
(132)up erRichmondli31),by

:varping of the cross-section.

because they consider all the structural actions involved in the three dimensional

usc of a slide-rule or programmable desk calculutor. The methods presented

method in which the structure is diseretized into a finite number of strips

various methods of elastic analysis of thin walled box girders and presented

and bending actions. These two actions also include the tradi tionally known

distortion and warping of the cross" section. Maisel and Roll( 130) reviewed

Thin walled box girder -elements carry the applied loads due to membrane

3.2 LlRfEF REVIEW Or- VARIOUS METHODS OF ANALYSING THIN WALLED

the case of trapezoidal shaped folded plate uSIng beam theory by Desayi
(120) "

et. al . Even the elastIc analysis of folded plates by beam method is

and finite element methods can be described as relatively exact methods

a brief summary of the simpler app,oximate methods which require only the

an approximate one because it does not take into account the stresses induced

plated structures. Folded plate method, also known as elasticity method,
"' (134)

was developed by Goldberg and Leve, • It was used in the study of simply
. (135)supported box girder bridges by Scordelis

which have constant cross-section and material properties over the entire

was first introduced in analysing prismatic folde.d plate structures and box

girder bridges by Cheung(137, 138). It is a special form of finite element

"cover all the structural actions of the box girder. Folded plate, finite strip

length. The method can be used for orthotropic materials. The computational

The method however suffers from being fairly complex, and is difficult to

apply to orthotropic folded plates or box girders. The finite strip method



3.3 CHOICE OF THE METHOD OF ANALYSIS

rnaterial behaviour is assumed. This approach has been applied to reinforced

(J 39)method .

-----.~--..~------

An attempt was made by -Kaushik

60

W~ile even at ultimate failure, the entire

Nonlinear analysis of reinforced concrete pJates and

required IS very small as co'mpared to finite elell,ent

The folded plate and finite strip methods are suitable only for the
t
Ielastic analysis of box girder elements.

(J 40)
et. al to analysis ferrocement b<;>xgirder elements in the cracked range

by fini te strip method. The predicted [deflections at mid span in the lIncracked

assumption in the strip method).

The finite element method is the most powerful and versatile tool

The use of beam or finite strip method leads to the approxililate solution

increase at a much faster rate as compared to the uncracked sections.

compared satisfactorily only in the uncracked range and were about 50 to

length is never cracked. After cracking at a particular section, the strains

65 percent of the experimentally observed strains in the cracked range.

The large discrepancy in the cracked range is due to the basic assumption

that the entire length of the strip is cracked (due to constant material property

cracked range compared satisf,actorily with the experimental results

while predicted longitudinal strains at: 25 mm above the soffit at mid span

in the cracked range. The above methods fail to predict the complete load

Using two different approaches i.e. the modified EI approach and the layered

shells by _finite element method has been carried out by various researchers

of structural analysis.

taken. An overall moment curvature relation reflecting the various stages of

approach. In the modified EI approach, a macroscopic view of the probJellI is

deformation response and progressive cracking in the structure due to increasing
- loads.
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slabs.

\Vire mesh and skeletal

In the cracked stage, the dep th of

The material properties are assumed to be constant over the eachstate.

butions due to membrane, bending and membrane-bending interaction. Recently

Prakhya and Adl"dafTl(143) dId I" I" f tuse ayere" approac 1 Irl ana ysmg errocemen

strain relations are assumed for the component materials i.e. in the uncracked,

ill lerlllS of slrilills .:..llld curv.JtUf"es of lhe rt'Jel"l'IH:e surlac('. Idl' ..di/.t'd 'slrt'~s-

of all the layers. The resulting sti:ffness matrix contains the stiffness contri-

assigning different material propeqies to layers" depending upon their strain

cracked, yielded or crushed sta te for concrete and unyielded or yielded state

for steel. "The stiffness of the ele~ent is obtained by adding the contribution

modified and adopted. For thin ferrocement structures, the element IS assumed

In the present study, the layered finite clement approilch is sultilbly

between membrane and bending actions. In the layered approach, the element

, (141)concrete plates by Jofrient and McNeice and to plates and shells by

Bell( 142). The approach is simple but can not accurately reflect the interaction

is assumed to be consisting of suitable number of concrete and steel layers.

The variation of material properties across the plate thickness is allo\ved by

layer thickness. Kirchhoff's assumption is used to relate strain in any layer

to be consisting of single mortar layer in the uncracked stage, uncracked and
,

cracked mortar layers in the cracked stage "md slHeared layers of wire IHesh

and skeletal steel (Fig. 3.1 and 3.16).

cracked yielded crushed mortar is determined.

steel are checked against yielding. The stiffness of the element in the cracked

cracked/yielded mortar layer and unyielded layers of wire mesh ilnd skeletal

stage is obtained by adding the: contributions due to uncracked mortilr layer,

sleel. This results in a silving in the compl/tulional effort in lhe COIII[JlJler

program ilS compilred to the conven tionill layered u[J[J,'oilch.
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3.4,1 Choice of the Element

loads.Ii VC'

4 noded elements. The

inr:reasing

Different flat shell elements arc

fllOllO ton'ica IIy

i

between: the cracks and the nonlinear stress-strain
!

method IJncler dead loads and

is adopted. Only material nonlinearity due to cracking of mortar, tension

stiffen ing effect of mortar

eiements are the most appropriate: one.

obtained by combining the different membrane and the bending elements.

For the analysis of above type of structures, rectangular flat shell elements
(144 145). : .

with 4 nodes ' or Isoparametnc parabolic. shell elements with 8 or 9

nodes(143, 146, 147) have been used. For the same size of element and

,

the reinforcement and mortar, time dependent and thennill effects.

is not considered. Also not considered in the analysis are bond slip between
I

relationships for the mortar, wireme:sh and skeletal steel is considered. Since

For the analysis of prismatic box girders with linear edges, flat shelJ

the box section provides large flex~ral and torsional rigidity, the deflections
I

in the cracked range arc assumed to. be small. Hence, geometrical nonlineari Iy

The ferrocement box girders, have be-pn analysed by finite ",lefT,pnt

bending action and the interaction between membrane and bending action

A rectangular flat shell element chpable of representing membrane action,

3.4 FINITE ELEMENT FORMULA nON OF THE PROI3LEM

same degrees of freedom per node, .the computatiol,lal effort required in 8 or

9 noded elements is very large as. compared to

computational effort increases even more when iterative nonlinear analysis

a simple 4 noded rectangular flat shell element with six degrees of freedom

Of the structures is carried out. In order to save on computational effort,

per node is adopted for the present analysis. The chosen elefT,ent can also

be-. used for the anaJysis of prismatic folded plates, cylindrical shells and



(3.1)

on the

(3.2)

x, y

The efficiency

. (148)Mltwally ,

and a cubic variation

twelve degrees of freedom

for membrane action and

representing membrane action Qnd

Sy2 ...•.. } for bending action, with

The six degrees of freedom at each

u , v , w at any point,0 0 0

representing bending action.

and d v / a xo

and Nj 1 , NQ arc the shape functions.

- aw I axo

u , vo 0

and

[N I v , + Nn . 0 )J OJ .I; ZJ

and Lim(l5J) by analysing different types of reinforced concrete

plane are described in terms of nodal displacements, fisted as

= { wI' S I' S I' w 2' 8 2'o x Y Ox
. ,

shape functions given below, :

with a twelve degrees

4
= I: N, u '

i=l } OJ
'.

= 3i - 2 and N, are the shape functions.
J

4
= I:

ie I

= 3i, . I = £ - I

structures such as box girders, folded plates and frames with shear

The displacement componen ts

aw/ayo

vo

in the elastic range.

f the chosen, element has been established by Gibson and

procedure developed, however, allows the use of any general type of element.

(,3

The chosen element is obtained by combining a

membrane element(l48) having a Jine~r variation of u
o

: 1]119)of freedom nonconforming plate element ,

other three-di'"ensionai structures : consisting of rectangulClr plates.' The

of

as shown in Fig. 3.2. Such an element provides a better inter-clement compati-

bility of displacement at fold lines.

corner node are

reference

{ <5 }e
m

as{ <5
b
}e

the help of
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(3.4)

which are perpendicular to the
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= 1-2, k = 1-1 and Ni ' Nk ' NP are the shape functions.

a va= () x

The straight fibers of a plate

reference plane before deformation remain so after deformation

and do not change their length.

3
+ B lOy +

4
= I:
i= I

8z

(j)

where X = 3i,

A flat continuum subjected to combined action of stretching and bending

(2) The normal stresses acting on planes parallel to the reference

plane may be neglected in comparison wi th the other stresses.

Choosing a non-dimensionalized coordinate system with E;= ~ and n = -bV
. a

(a and b are the sides of the rectangular element), the shape functions
,

are-easily determined as given in Table 3.1.

3.4.2 Basic Formulation For Elastic Analysis

IS essentiaJly a problem. of three dimensional elasticity but, however, using

Love-Kirchhoff's assumptions for thin [Jat plates it reduces to il two dill,ell-

sional one. These assumptions may be stated as follows:

Although the first assumption results in a plane strain condition and

the second one in a plane stress condition, these assumptions give reasonably

aCCurate results for thin plates on account of normal strains being very small

and having little influence on stresses and strain.



Shape Function (f'b)

lor Bending .Element

2 2 31-31; -1;T)-3'1 +21;
2 2 3 3+3 I; T)+3 I;T) +2 T) -2 ~ T)
3-2 I; T)

2 2b(T) -1;T)-2 T) +21;T)
3 3+T) -I;T)

2 2-a (I; - I;T)- 21; +2 I; T)
3 3+I;-I;T)

2 3 231; +1;T)-2 I; -3 I; T)
2 3 3-31;T) +2 I; T) + 21;'1

2 3b(I;T)-21;T) +I;T) )

2 3-a(l;n-2 I; T)+ I; T)

Nodal
Freedom
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Table: 3.1

Shape Function (N )
m

lor Membrane Element

2 3 2 3!-T)-3 I; +2 I; +31; T) -2 I; T)

2 3 2 3a( 1;-2 I; -I;T)+ I; +2 I; T) -I; T)

2 3 2 33 I; -2 I; -3 I; T)+2 I; T)

Shape Functions (N) lor Membrane and I.\cnding Elements

2 3a(I;T)-21; T)+I; T)

Nodal
Freedom

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

8z4

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2 3 23 2 2 3 28z2 a(-I;+I;+I;T)-l;.T) 8

2
-a(-I;+I;T)+I;-I;T)

-------------------------------------------------------~-------------------------------------
2 2 3u03 I; T) w 03 -I; T)d I; n,31;n -2 I; n

-2 I;q 3----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2 3 2 3v03 3 I; T) - 2 I; T) 8

x3
b(-I;T) +I;T)

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2 3 ,2 38z3 a(-I; T) + I; T) 8 3 . -a(-I; T)+ I; T)

-------------------------------------------------------~-------------------------------------
u04 T) - I; n w04 1;T)+3 n2_3 1;2T)-31;n2 _ 2rY

3 3 3+2 I; T)+ 21;n

2 3 2 2 3 3v04 T)-3 I; T)+2 I; T) 8
x4

b(-T) +I;T) +n -,I;n)-------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



(3.5)

•Using Kirchhoff's assumptions, th.~ displacements (u,v,w) at any puint

a wou = Uo (x,y) - z a-x-

aw
v = v (x y) - z --.Q

0' a y

w = w (x,y)o
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The displacements {u ,v ,w ) can be expressed in terms of shilpe functions. 0 0 0

I au N
J <50 m /Tl
I
Iv = ----1- (3.6)0

I
VI a I Nb <5b0 I

I

au ( 2au 0 a. Woax ax 2a x
() v av a2w{E} = 0 +z 0ay - ay 2a y

a u a v <iu av a2w0 0
0--+-- + -2a y a x a y a x

a x J y
= { E:oJ + z{ )

(3.7)Xo

can be described in terms of the d,isplacements and their derivatives on the

reference plane. Thus,

'P' in the shell (f-'ig. 3.3) at a fiber distance 7. from the reference plane

and nodal displacements at the reference plane as follows:

where Nm and Nb are the shape functions for membrane and bending actions
respectively.

The strains {E} at point 'P': are obtained by differentiating equation

0.5). Thus,



o.S)

0.1 J)

0.12)

contains the

are lf1 plane strains and curvatures at the reference

call be expre,S$cu in lCrlllS 01 noual uispl'-lcCIlICllts allu

{o }e
III

and (X )
o

allu (X )o

[OJ ({d- (E:i) ) + { 6'}
o 0

{E:}
o

[B J contains first order derivatives of [N J and [BbJm rn

lE:) =o

{X} =o

the material constructive jaw, the stresses
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(oj e =

where

plane. (E:o)

appropriate derivatives of shape functfons as follows:

where

second order derivatives of [NbJ.

Writing equation 0.7) in terms of strain derivative matrices [8
m
J, [BbJ

and nodal displacements,

Where [OJ, {E::J and {6~} are the material property '"atrix, initial str"ill

Vector and the initial stress vector. respcctively.



(3.14)

(3.15)

(3.16)

and element nod'll displacements {o}e 'lrc rcl'lted through

[Bm]T [0] [13m] [Bm]T zeD] [B
b
]

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• d V
T : T 2[Bb] zeD] [13

m
] [Bb] z [0] [B

b
]

=J
vol

nodal forces {F}c

Applying the principle of virtual work, it can be shown that the element

{I'} c o[f [B]T[D][13]dV] {o}c, - J [BJT[l)J {£~} dV + {[I\lT {O(~} dV _

J [N]T {p} dV (3.13)
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follows:

r,,]ea square symmetric matrix lJ' 'called the element stiffncss matrix, as

[Kl = 5 [B]T [0] [13]dV

= 5[Bl

where the element stiffness matrix

the consistent nodal forces due to initial strain {Ei}
a

the consistent nodal forces due to initial stress {o'l
a

tho,consistent nodal forces due to body forces {p}

Substituting for' [13] from equation (3.10) in equation (3.14), the clement

stiffness matrix Gin be expressed 'lS given below:



numerical

dA

t 2
= S z [DJ dz

Q
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[BrnJ
T

[DmmJ [BmJ • [8,)T[Dn'bJ [BbJ
•••••• 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

0
•••••••••••••••••

[BbJ
T

[DmbJ [BmJ : IBbl[DbbJ [BbJArca
=J

[KmrnJ
.

[KrnbJ•.
[ • J (3. J 8)

= •••••••••••••••• 0 •••••••••••••••••••••

1K,nb1 [Kbb]

[Krnrn 1 =
(ca

[BrnJT [Dmm] [I~mJ dA

[KmbJ =
~rea

[Bml [Drnb] [BbJ dA = [K JT
bm

IKbbJ J T= (Bbl (Dbb] IBbl di\
Area

[DmmJ = { [OJ dz
0

[DmbJ = )t zeD] dz and
o

[KmmJ , [KmbJ and [KbbJ are the membrane stiffness, coupling stiffness

and bending sUfIness respectively. If the rnaterial properties ilre sym'lletricill

respect to the middle plane, ,;he terrn J z[DJd; becomes zero and thus

[KmbJ.. For such materials, the membrane and bending actions are
uncoupled.

The element stiffness [Kf and the consistent nodal forces {F}e have

been evaluated by numerically integrating the equations (3.14-3.17) over the

element area. A three by thr"", C;':'ussquadrature 1m1=, followed for

integration .. The element stiffness [kf is thus determined by



(3.19)

c. C. .ab
I I

: [5 J! [0 bJ. [l3bJ.: rn 1) rn I) I)." j: , j: .
ll3bJ ,,[0 bJ. [B J [BbJ," [ObbJ. [Bbl.

1) rn I] rn 1) IJ 1) I)
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T
[B J ,,[0 ]., [B J,m I) - - mm IJ m I)

function is three, the highest power expected in the integra tion

stiffness is six. The three points Gauss integration rule can

The position of sarnpling, points and the weighting coefficients

n n
-, " I:,.

I- I j J

Table 3.2. Since in the present study, the highest power in defining

[B J ,[Bbl. II) I. II) / J.. and In. J. ilre tlH" appr'1Jriale str-ain nutrin.'s ane!ml) I) flJlfll] , fI)l) -!hI)

lIJaterial lIJatrices as defincd earlier at Gauss points (i,j), C
i
, C

j
<lre

appropriate weighting coefficients,and n is the order of Gauss quadrature

Thus the element area is divided into n2 number of arcas whicl, can

Position of Sampling Point
Weighting Coefficient

21 = 0.11270, 0.16653, 0.79253 0.27777, 0.77778, 0.77778
22 = 0.5

0.44444, 0.44444, 0.44444
23 = 0.88729, 0.83346, 0.20742

0.77777, 0.77778, 0.77778

Table 3.2 Gauss Integration Constants for Three Point Integration (n = 3)

different [OrnmJij' [OrnbJij ,[ObbJij' Figure 3.4 shows the typical

sampling (Gauss) points and areas under their command for three point integra-

exactly integrate functions only up to fifth order (one order less). Going in

for a higher order i.e. fourth order increases the computation effort almost

The reduced integration has a favourable feature that it yields
b tt b h . 'd' b 2' k:" 1(J52)e er e aVJOur as pomte y len leWlcz et. a .



0.21)c. . ab
)

{Ol} dV
o

T[Bbl.IJ

••••••••••.••.••.•••••••••.•••. C.
I

n
I:
j = 1

n
I:
i=1

=

{F}e =
Lrea

[N]T {p} dAb

n n
T= E I: [N

ij
] { p}

ij C. C. . a.b (3.20)i= 1 j = I I )

Similarly, the consistent nodal forces due to initial stress {oJ} can
o

{ F } .. and {M } .. are the membrane forces and bending momentsom I) 0 I)

initial stress {Oi}at the Gauss point i,j.o
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The consis ten t nodal forces due to body forces can be determined by

The element stiffnesses and nodal forces which may be in a local Coordi-

system, are to be transformed to a global coordinate system. To make

where {p ..} arc the pressure intensities at the Gauss points i,j.I)

be determined by

the transformation simple, al1 the .three displacement components (ll , v , w )
a 0 0x, y, 2 directions are arranged together fol1owed by

the three rota tions(8 ,
8y' 9 ) about x, y, 2 directions. /[ (u , v w ) and (8 , e , 9)

x 2
0 0' 0 x Y 2

are. the deformations in the local coordinate system and W, vo' w ) and0 0
(ex' 8 , e) are the deformations in the globaJ COordinate system as showny 2

in Fig. 3.5(a), then these arc related by a transforrnation matrix [T] as



(3.23)

are the direction cosinesOJ , n )z z

-[T] for an elernent nodal deforrna-

to the global axes X, Y, Z respec ti ve Iy.

rn , n) andy y
with respect

is obtained as ;.
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II
tJu

l)I

V [T] I 0 v0 j 0
Iw
I w0 - ______ L _______ 0

(3.22)
= -------I

El I Elx I x
I

(T]G 0 J GY
I Y

G • 97.
7.

(24x 1)

(T] is a 3 x 3. transforrniltio~ rnatrix consisting of direction cosines

local axes x, y, z with respect ,to the global axes X, Y, Z. In general

I
[T] I 0

I
I

[T] , I-----,-------
I [T] i
I ,

: [T] I
I - - - --:- - ~

J (TJ ,
I I

I [T] I
, I,-----,---

o I [T]
I

I IT]
I

2x rn nx x
[T] = Jy m ny y

iz rn n
7. Z

The cornplete transforrnation rnatrix
e .

vector {tS} , consisting of. the six displacernents at each of the four

=

'here (2x" rnx,n), (f
y
'

f the local axes x; y, z



(3.26)

(3.24)

(3.25)

X axis, i.e. the web elements of

7J

~
[T] {F} e

=

nodal forces are transformed as

elements rotated about the

the box girder;

{f}e =

Rotation about the X-axis (Fig. 3.5 (e».

l(otation about the Y-Clxis (fig. 3.5(d».

~T e= [T] [K] (f]

is related to the element stiffness matrix in global coordinate system

Using principle of virtual work or minimum potential energy theorerll,

by

For prismatic box girders, the transformations are further simplified

(jj) elements rotated about the Y aXIs, J.e. the diaphragm elements.

The transformation matrices for the two cases are:
. ,

u 0 ..., a u0

0

v = a cos G sin G v (3.27)
0 x x 0

w a - sin G cos G w0 x x 0

two transforma tions are as. foJJows :

can be shown that the clement stiffness matrix in local coordinClte system

the span-wise direction and the Z axis downwards, as shown in Fig. 5(b),

only two types of transformations arc necessary. Taking the X Clxis oriented



(3.29)
[K]{o} = {F}

The resultant
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on the structure. These two are related by a, set of linear simul-

assembled to give the structure stiffness [K] and the nodal force

u cos El 0 -sin G u0 Y Y 0

v = 0
0 v (3.28)a

a

w Sin G 0 cos 0 w0 Y y a, !,,
!

The transformed clement stiIfnesses and nodal forces in globed coordinate

nodal displacements in the local coordinate system, the iIH'/clfl(, strains

After subs ti tuting the appropria te boundary condi tions, equa tian (3.2~)

Fmx

{F m} = F = f {oJ dz
(3.30)

my
t

Frnxy

isplacements are transformed in to local coordinate system for each element.

taneous equations defining the equilibrium of the structure under the applied
loads as gi ven below :

auss points are determined by equations (3.7) and (3.12).

s solved to yield nodal displacements in global Coordinate system. These

where {o} is the nodal displacement vector of the structure.

and curvatures {X} at reference plane are determined at Gauss pointso

f each element. ,The strain and stress distribution across the thickness at

embrane forces {F m} at Gauss points are determined by integrating, the
tresses {O}over the plate thickness:

Sirnilarly, the resultant bending mOlllents (M} at Gauss points arc deter-

I]i,,<:uby integr"ting the 'na'nenls af lhe Sl,esses {o)"baut lhl' rde,<:nc,,: pi"",,,
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(3.3 I){o} z dz

. (I 28)Ra)gopalan and Paranleswaran

On the tension' side, the curve is nearly linear upto

Iv!
x

M
Y

M
xy

the material. In the present study, the use of Kirchhoff's

then deviates gradually from linearity till the slope becomes

the ultimate stress. A descending tail follows the peak

properties of mortar and reinforcement depend on the stress

the mortar, the wire mesh ahd the skeletal steel reinforcement.

ends with a complete crushing. In analytical form, the stress-strain

mortar Was represented by Fourier series (equatiOIl 2.18) b)'.Llalaguru

{M} =

in analysing ferrocement beams.

fcrroC':p.fnCtlt bC<lIll-s by tl~~J/lg the following p,-lrabojic ."lr('ss-.t.;(r~li/l

The stress-strain relation for mor-tar in uniaxial compression has been

to incorporate the characteristic properties of its constituent materials,

i
A realistic model for the analysi~ of thin walled ferrocement structures,

3.4.3 Material Modelling and Failure Criteria

to be in a state of plane stress. The plane stress cOnstitutive relations assumed

second assumption in neglecting the trarisverse nOrJllal stress allows the elelllent

for the constituent materials are given below:

3.4.3.1 Mortar

investigated by many researchers as part of their investigation on Inechanical

properties of ferrocement. A typical uri axial stress-strain relation for mortar

is shown in Fig. 3.6.

tensile strength where the mortar: cracks and the stress drops to zero.

On the Compression side, the curve is nearly linear upto about 30 percent of
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(3.32)

In the absence of such an information

_(_£_)2)
Eco

The strcss-str.]in relation in tension W,]s uSSUJllcd to

Hence an elaborate stress-strain Jaw in compression zone

In the present study, the mortar is idealized to be linearly

" (153 154)researchers ' .

necessary guidance from the reported concrete results has been

= 0 [2(~)cc £
co

The c lassi ca I nor mal it y [low rule Was consi der"ed [or the yie Ided

value of 30 percent of uniaxial ultimate compressive strength

yield surface was assumed when the principal compressive stress

<5 and E are the peak cOlnpressive stress and the corr"espondingcc co

respectively.

corresponding to the tensile strength and the cracking strain of the

semi-parabola without a descending portion, the peak stress and the

In additon, a crushing surface, analogous to the yield surface but

No investigation, on mortar lJ)(b" biaxial or muJtiaxial stress state has

reported, whereas for concrete, several such investigations have been

In ferrocement structures, the failure is norrnally governed by tensile

(0-£) relation for mortar (Fig. 3.7) JI) compression.

( j " - \
Prakhya and Adidam ", assumed the yield surface for mortar based

the test results of Kupfer et. al(153) (Fig. 3.9). Considering strain hardening,

mortar respecti vel y.

suitably adopted.

cracking of the mortar and yielding of wiremeshes and rarely by crushing
of the mortar.

tension and tension-compression (Fig. 3.8).

elastic-perfectly plastic in biaxial compression, and jinearly elastic in biaxial

Failure Criteria for Mortar



ncracked Elastic Stiffness

TheE •cr

In tensioll, the Inortar was assulned to
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reaches a vaJue equal to E i.e. correspolldillgcy
The crushing of the mortar is assumed when the

material property matrix,; while in adopting strain based failure

compressive strain re;]ched a v;]lue equ;]1 to the crushing str;]in

In tension, the mortar is assumed to be cracked when the principal

Hence in calculating stresses, an approximation creeps In due to

o (Fig. 3.8).cy

Stresses are obtained by multiplying the strain vector with the material

compressive strain attains a value equal to the ultimate crushing

this problem does not occur.

criteria in finite element analysis has olle advantage that the strains

Instead of correlating faiJure with the stresses, the failUre of the Consti-

materiaJs in the present study is ~orrelated with the strains. Strain based

ti,e yielded IIl0rtar. Ti,e II10rlar Was assullied to have crushed whell the

terms of strains was used in defining the complete col1<lpseor crushing

cracked when the principal tensile stress reached a value equ;]1 to the-

mortar in ulliaxial compress lOll.

In the present study, the mortar is assumed to be yielded w,hen the

In the elastic region, the ..morlar is assumed to be homogene-ous, isotropic

linearly elastic. Thus the stress-strain relations are

mortar tensile strength.

are first calculated by multiplying nodal deformations with the strain derivative

principal compressive strain

dopted failure criteria is shown in Fig. 3.11.

tensile strain reaches a value equal to the mortar cracking strain



mortar.

v 0 E
Xr:

/I,
v a { oJ c [OJ {e:}

=
.(1_v2) Ey or

I -v
0.33)

a 0 Z- \y

,
When any of the principal straihs exceed or equal the cracking strain

the mortar will crack in a directtion perpendicular to the strain. The

Let the co-ordinate axes x', y' b~ perpendicular and Parallel respectively

the crack (Fig. 3.12), then the stress-strain relations referring to x'y'

Cracked Stiffness

modulus of elastici ty Em and Poisson's ra tio v are assumed to be zero in a

perpendicular to the crack. 1\ reduced shear modulus equal to 0.4 G
,;(155)

assumed for the cracked sectIon where G is the shear modulus

Coordinate syatem are



0.37)

0.38)

The stress strain relations in

= [T]T [D'][T]c c

0 0 0 E'
X

= 0 0 0 dE ,
(3.40)y

0 0 0.4G
Y~y

If both the principal strains exceed the cracking strain E

cr
' the mortar

crack in both the principal directions.

coordina te system then reduce to ':

0' 0 0 0 E'X

X

0' = 0 0 0 E' 0.39)
Y

Y
T' 0 0 0.4G

Y~y
xy

0.39) can be transformed to xy Coordinate system uSIng equation

If the mortar cracks in one direction, and the strain parallel to the

{oj = [0] {d
cr

reaches yield strain E ,then the stress-strain relations can be expressedyc
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0'x

do'
Y

The stress vector transforms as follows

2 2
-2sc 0'

c s
x

2 2
2sc 0' {o}= [TC]T{O'J 0.36)

= s c
ory

2 2sc -sc C -$
xy

Equation 0.34) can be transformed to xy coordina te system as follows

,
, Txy

follows



Stiffenin' Effect

is cOllsi-

The concept

If the first solution

The mortar stress is zero a t the

, then 6~ I intend of 0;-
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be

equation of (3.40). indicates that the material retains the yield

not zero if aVeraged over the length. As the load increases,

does not require any increase in stress wi th the further increase

Thus the average mortar stress vs. strain curve for the element

the mortar cracks, but the unbalanced stress is graduaJJy released

to an assumed unloading curve (Fig. 3.14).

of the bond between the mortar and reinforcing bar. This phenomena

Cracking in a composite material like ferrocement is complicated by

a reinforced mortar element under uniaxial tensile stress. When strain

of stress and the force in the reinforcement equals the external load.

presence of the wirernesh and the skeletal steeJ reinforcement. Figure 3.13

the mortar between primary cracks is still capable of carrying stresses

principal strain "1 (Fig. 3.14) greater than the mortar cracking strain

the mortar cracks, .and zero modulus is used for the foJlowing solution.
tile slress corresponding to "J

the present study, the elastic modulus of the mortar is assumed to be

mortar reaches its cracking strain" ,primary cracks form at randomcr
ritical sections. A slip OCcurs between the mortar and the reinforcing bar

t the primary crack section. The mortar surfaces at the cracked sections are

ay be considered to have an unloading portion (Fig. 3.14).

s called the 'tension stiffening effect!.

nore cracks forrn and the amount of tension Carried by tile mortar progressively

f working with average stress and strain over a relatively longer gauge length

. (J 56)aCCOunt for the tension stiffening effect was first Introduced by Scanlon .

ered as the unbalanced stress. For the second solution 602 is tile unbalanced
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Stiffness at Yielding and Crushing 01 Mortar:

•

(3.41)

line. The average tensile stress is assumed to be zero when the tensile

the extreme fiber is equal to the failure strain of the wiremesh.

When one of the principal strains of the mortar exceeds the value E:
yc

3.8), the mortar is assumed to be yielded. The stiffness in the yielded

do' 0 0 0 d E:~
x

0' = 0 E 0 E:'
Y

m
YT' 0 0 O.4G

Y~y
xy

do' 0 0 0 dE:'
x

xdo' = 0 0 0 d' (3.42)
Y

cy,
0 0 O.4G ,Txy

Yxy
When any of the principal strains reaches the crushing strain

ECU'
the

then be expressed as

When both the principal strains exceed the yield strain E: , the mortar
yc

assumed to be yielded along both the directions. The stress-strain rela.tion

stress etc. For the sake of simplicity, the unloading curve is assumed to be

stiffness. Therefore, the stress-strain rela tion can be expressed as :
0' 0 0 0 E:J

X

x
0' = 0 0 0 ,

(3.43)
y

E:y
T' 0 0 0 ,xy

Yxy

modulus equal to O.4G is assumed for the yielded mortar to account for the

direction is zero. As in the case of cracked mortar, here also a reduced shear

dowel action of reinforcement. The stress-strain relations can be expressed as

mOrtar is aSsumed to be crushed. The crushed mortar is assumed to loose all



(3.45)
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[0] d (d

and elastic modulus in t~nsion and compression. It is further

. i
" IWiremeshes and skeletal steel

in the form of smeared layers :of equivalent effective area (Fig. 3.1).

smeared layers car'ry only uniaxial stress. When stress
!

reinforcement remains in the &lastic range, the stress-strain rclation

The wiremesh and skeletal steel reinforce/nent are assumed to be distri-
I

expressed as

\ ..,0 E or E 0 0
€x

x s f

U = 0 0 0
€y (3.44)

Y

T 0 0 0
, Yxy

xy

,
corresponding wiremesh layers and skeletal steel bars.

The stress-strain relations' for! the wiremesh and the skeletal steel •

assumed to be linearly elastic-perfbctly pl'astic (Fig. 3.15) with the same
I

d {oJ =

,When the wiremesh or the skeletal steeJ yield, they are assumed to

zero incremental stiffness. The stress-strain reJations, therefore, become:

The centres of the smeared layers are assumed to be the same as that of

.4.4 Rigidities of the Composite Mate~iaJ

In a plane stress pr?blem, membrane forces (F } at Gauss points can
/II

e obtained' by integrating the stress vector {o} over the plate thickness.
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(3.47)

[0 ]
bb

and

,

at the reference plane,

to membrane-bending intera<;tion and bending

= ) {oJ z dz

dz = J [OJ{ {Eo} + i {\,}}zdz

{E}+[J[0]z2dz]{X}a 0

+ CObb] {Xo}

M
x

M
Y

Mxy

"

to stresses {o} about the reference plane. Thus

= ,

= S [o]{£}z
= [J[o]z dz]

'= [0 b] {E}'m 0

8.3

=[0 ] {E } + [0 b]{ XJ (3.46).. mm 0 rJl

=~ J[o]fddZ =J[o]{{Eo} +z{X
o
}} dz<[ J [o]dz] {EO}; [j [o]ZdzJ(X

o
}

F
" mx

[ F ) = . F
" J 0- uzm my

--
,

F
mxy

Defining the rigidities as the derivative of membrane force wi th respect

Similarly, the internal moments at Gauss points are the Sum of the

{ M}

Taking the derivative of moments {M} with respect to the membrane

to membrane strains k } or curvatures {X } at reference plane, [0 J and
: 0 0 mn]

[Dmb] become the tangent reigidities for membrane action and membrane

interaction respectively.

Ctio
n
respectively, Rigidities of ferrocement are then Obtained by summing up

Strains {E } and. curvatures {X )
a 0

become the 'tange,nt rigidities due
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etc.

(3.48)

(3.49)

(3.50)

Sinlilarly, A
stx

'

etc. are the areaAfbx I' Afby I

y directions.

Afty1'

x and

are the areas of skeletal steel per unit width along
and A

sby

directions.

t and b correspond to the location of wiremeshcsor skeletal steel

and below the ,.(derence plane respectively. For the sake of conve-

distances of wiremeshes or skeletral steel bars from the reference plane.

Referring to Figure 3.1, A
ftxl

'

subscripts m, wm, and ss correspond to the mortar, wiremesh and

[0 J - [0 J + [0 J + [0 )
mm mm m mm wm mm ss

wir"rneshes per uni t width along

the rigidities of the component materials, namely, mortar, wiremesh and

skeletal steel.

Rigidi ties in the Elastic 5 tage

v 0

{/2 E t
[OJ dz m

v 0
= = 2-t/2 m

(I-v)

0 0 - v
2

l:(/\ ).+l:(A
fb

) a 0tx J X l

mrnJwm = E 0 l: (Afty)i+l: (Afby)i 0f

0 0 a

Asty' Asbx

and y

keletal steel respectively, and

nience, the middle plane of the element is taken as the reference plane.

Membrane rigidity [0 J of ferrocement is the sum of the membrane. mm

rigidities due to mortar, wiremesh and skeletal steel. Thus
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o

01
o

oj

o

(3.52)

(3.53)

(3.54)

(3.55)

(3.56)

o

o

. 0

l: (Aft.D ).+ l: (A
fb

.D
b

).
y ty J y Y J

o

(A .D +!\ b .D b )sty sty s y S Y

o

.0

o

o

l:(Aft.D ).+ l:(A
fb

.D
b

).x tx J X X J

[D] dz = [0]z

(A + A ) 0 0s tx sbx

= E 0 (A + Asby) 0 (3.51 )s sty

0 0 0

membrane-bending interaction rigidity [Dmb] of ferrocement is
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Es

= E
f

= J t/2

-t/Z

= [8 b] + [D b] + [D b]m m m wm m ss

e bending rigidity [Dbb] of fe'rrocement is equal to



(3.59)

idities in the Cracked Sta e

(3.58)
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. 2-
(Alb .O~ ) a a(Aftx.Ot)i' x x I

2 2 aa (Afty.Oty)i + (Afby.Oby)i

a a a

If the principal compressive strain exceeds £ ,the mortar
cu

mortar cracks or yields in a direction perpendicular to the

v a

= (/2 2 E t3
[OJz dz = rn v a (3.57)-t/2 I 2( I - })

a a - v
2

(Astx
2 2 a a.0 t +A b .0 b )sx sx sx

2 A 02) 0= E a (A .D +s sty sty sby sby

a a a

are given by equations (3.48 to 3.59). If the principal strains exceed

For determining the rigidities in the cracked stage, the principal strains

calculated at the top and bottom surfaces at Gauss points. These are

against the cracking strain £ or yielding and crushing strainscr

and £cu of .the mortar. The strains in the wiremesh and skeletal steel

checked against yielding. If the principal strains are less than £cr and £ cy ,

the composite remains in the elastic stage and the expressions for rigidi-

l/](.~./llortar cr~lcks or yicldcd/cl'usllcd <J.lollg both the princip<JJ directiOlls,

ts crushed. The depth of cracked or yielded/crushed mortar is determined by

r or £ , the
cy

incipal strains.

Suming a linear distribution of principal strains across the element thickness.
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rigidities of the moteriol for a given strain stote.

yield ~d/ crushedrigidities of the crocked or

rigidities of such 0 section ore determined by odding the rigidities of

ullCf"acked fllOrlar depth, cracked or yielded Illortar depth alld 1I1lyieided

then the moximum cracked or yielded/crushed depth is adopted for deter-

mining the

layers of wiremesh and skeletal steel. Since these rigidities are bosed on

the latest stroinstate of the composite and determined by takillg the derivative

of the resisting membrane forces ond moments, these ore Coiled tongent

The rigidities of the uncracked.-unyielded mortar core can be determined

t/2-tbot

= (tt
btMembrane rigidity [0 ] ~j . [0] dz [0] dzmm uc

-t/2 + tt op tp

V 0

=
Em(tbt + ttp)

v 1 0 (3.60)(l - ,/J
(J -v)0 0
2

ttp = t/2 - t and tbt = t/2 - tbottop

lembrane-bendjng interaction rigidity

[0 ] = fbt [O]z dzmb uc

tp

v 0

=
Em(t~t - t~p )

V 0 (3.61 )(l - v 2)

0 a i!. -v)
2

Let ttop and tbot be the depths of the mortar cracked or yielded/

crushed (Fig. 3.16) measured from the top and bottom surfaces respectively.



(3.61)

(3.63)

(3.611)

o
(I -v)

2
o

v 0

1

+ t top
(D~] dz

v

+ t Icu

o

-t/2

= f
-t/2

[D~]

2[0]7. dz

[D~]z
t
cuI

t I' then the depth of cracked or yielded rllortar layer iscu

=

=

-t/2 +' top

=s
-t/2 +

the Top Cracked or Yielded Mortar

[D't]' The various rigidi tics are as follows

88

from the principal cracked/yielded directions to the local coordina te

of the element by equation (3.38). Let this transformed material

For the sake of gmerality, let the depth of top crushed rllortar layer

3.16) be

Melnbrane rigidity [D ]
mm tc

embrane-bending rigidity

Bending rigidi ty

tt - t I' (D'J matrices for various cracking and yielding cases of the lllortarop cu .

are given in equations (3.34 and 3.39 to 3.43). These matrices can be trans-



(3.66)

(3.67)

(3.68)

(3.65)

t 2' The depthcu

[D' ]
b

[D' ]b

(t,2 _ t2
cu2 bt

2
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(t,3 _ t3 ) [0' ]
cuI tp t

- tcu2
[Di) dz

tbot

_ t3 )
bt

3

=

-t'cuI

I
--- 3

t/2

= r
t/2 -

=

[Dbb]tc
= s-t Ip 2

[D~] z dz

= t/2 - tcul

= t/2 - tcu2
t'cu2

let the depth of bottom crushed mortar layer be

Bending rigidity

Rigidities of the Bottom Cracked or Yielded Mortar

bottom cracked or yielded mortar layer is tb - t 2' let the transformed
ot cu

materia! matrix in the local coordinate system of the clement be [Db]' The

various rigidities are obtained as follows:

Membrane rigidi ty [D ]b
mm c

-
Membrane-bending rigidity [DmbJ

bc
= f t~u2 [Db]z dz

tbt

__ft~u2Bending rigidi ty [DbbJ
bc

. tbt

t,3
cu2



(3.69)

(3.70)

(3.71)

(3.72)

Thus, the various

Hence the orientation of cracks

- t [DI]

t/2=f [D'J dz
-t/2 f

interaction and bending action are obtained by

[0 J'Olm m

at the top .and bottom surfaces may have different orientations due

[0 J'mb rn

Membrane rigidity

Therefore, the rigidities of the mortar corresponding to ",embranC'

')0

idities of the Mortar when Full Oe th is Cracked:

When the principal strains at the top and bottom surfaces exceed t/1(' <:1"'-1(1<-

strain E:cr' the fuJI depth of the efement is cracked which is quite common

bottom soffit slab of a box girder in the mid-span regim.The prirlCip'"

variation of strains across the depth.

top and bottom surfaces may be marginally different. Let the material

[D'J transformed with respect to the crack orientations at top and

surfaces be [DitJ and [OibJ. ln this case, the transformed material

atrix for full depth cracked is assumed to be the average of lOttJ and [O'fb].

action, membrane-bending

Membrane-bending rigidity

adding up the rigidities of the uncracked/unyielded mortar core, the top depth

cracked/yielded if any and the bottom depth cracked/yielded if any. l'hus,

Bending rigidi ty

et the average transform"ed material matrix be [OfJ.

igidi tics of the mortar can be expressed as
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( 3.73)

2lD;J • z dz

The stiffness matrix of the cracked element

t/2

= ft/2
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t/2
rigidity [0 bJ' =J [Of' J.z dz = [OJ

m m -t/2

wiremesh and skeletal steel layers exceed their respective yield,

and skeletal steel.

The total load on the structure is applied in a suitable number

limit. The Initial Stiffness Method uses the tangent stiffness based

equilibrium and constitutive relations are satisfied within a certain

In the cracked stage, the strains in the wiremesh and skeletal steel

As in the elastic stage, the. rigidities of ferrocernellt in the cracked

are taken as the sum of the corresponding rigidities due to the mortar,

An incremental iterative method has been used to carry out the nonlinear

then the determined by substituting cracked rigidities [0 J', [0 b
J
'

11'lf11 rn
[ObbJ' of the composi te in equa tion (3.19) .

using the Ini tial Stiffness Method (Modified Newton-Raphson Method)

Membrane-bending

Bending rigidity lDbbJ:n

Ri idities Due to \Viremesh and Skeletal Steel

layers are checked against their yield strains. If the strains are less thall

the yielding strains, the wiremesh and skeletal steel are unyieJded and their

rigidities are given by equations 0.50, 3.51, 3.54, 3.55, 3.58 and 3.59). If

strains, then their rigidities are taken as zero.

•4.5 Nonlinear Analysis

.4.5.1 Method of nonlinear analysis

f load increments. Iterations within each load increment have been carried



(3.75)

(3.76)

(3.77)

(3.78)

in the nodal deformations of the

d {o} at strain !eveJ{d + d{E'} is equalo .

diE'} = [B] d{o'}

The unbalanced stress

and d {o'} in deformations, strains and stresses may be obtained

The. anticipated increment d { 0' }

[OT] represents the tangent material matrix at strain level {d as

in Fig. 3.18.

[KT] is the tangent stiffness matrix of the structure assumbled from

etangent stiffnesses of individual elen,ents [K
T
] , defined by

shown in Fig. 3.17. Let the 'llJd~1 dcforrnations, str~ins ~nd stresses corres-

he anticipated incremental stress d (" 'j WIll not be equal to the actual

Consider a structure whose load deformation relationship is nonlinear

iterations in the current load increment.

on the stress-strain state at the beginning of the load incrcmcnt, for all

ponding to load {F} be {oj ,{€l and {oJ respectively. I\ssunling a linear

behaviour during a small load increment d{F} , the incren,ents d{o'},

using equations (3.29, 3.9 and 3.12) as follows:

ncremental strain

tress d { "}.

structure corresponding to the load increment d{F} is

ncremental stress

o the anticipated incrementa! stress d{cr-'} minus the actual incremental

ncrementaJ stress d {,,} due to nonlinear constitutive relation of the'material

Fig. 3.18).
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(3.81 )

(3.82)

used for

(3.80)

d{ fl'} due to force {R J is obtained
o

93

d{a} at this level by equations (3.16 or 3.2]) as follows:o

The incremental deformation

ll' with an unbalanced force vector {R
o
} which is related to the

Similarly, at {a} + d {a'} , the load deformation curve corresponds to

{ R } = J[ST] d{a} dVo 0

diE "} = Ill] d{ a"}

d {a"} = [Oy.1 d{E"}-

unbalanced stress

increment.

This unblanced force (R) out of the original load increlnent d (F )o

is applied on the B' stage of the structure and the structure analysed using

[KT] based on the stress-strain state at the beginning of the current load

as

The corresponding incremental strain d {E"} and stress d {a"} are obtained

as

where [DT] is the tangent material matrix at strain level {E} + diE'} .

Thus the unbalanced stress at strain level {E } +' d{E'} + d{E"} becomes
o

d {o- '} and the corresponding unbalanced force vector as {R' } Note tha to 0

the unbalanced stress in the current iteration is determined on the basis

of tangent materia! matrix [OT] corresponding to strain state at the end

of the previous iteration while structure stiffness matrix

the current iteration again corresponds to the strain state at the beginning

of current load increment. Next iteration is carried out with unbalanced

force vector { R '} applied on the S" stage using structure stiffness matrixo

[J<T]' The iterations are continlleci for sUccessive unbalanced forces till the
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dispJacernen ts.

0.83)

0.84)

(3.35)

{ R} or theo
provide a measure of satisfactiond { 6' }

Some of -the convergence criteria commonly

T 1/2
=({F} {F})

the procedure repeated as outlined above tiH failure is indicated

a large increase in the unbalanced force or by a large increase

The norm" R ,,= ({ R ) T {R } )1/2
o 0 0

Convergence cri teria

In the i tera ti ve procedure, the unbalanced nodal force

Norm of residual forces

loads, II F II

non-positive definite state.

where " F"

Norm of displacement changes

The norm" d{o'} II = (d {o'} Td{0,})l/2

is computed and compared wi th a percentage of the norm of the total

For the nonlinear analysis, iterations in each load increment arc carried

is specified not to exceed a percentage of the norm of the applie-d

to satisfy equilibrium and constitutive relations. Theoretical1y this situation

pecified accuracy as defined by a suitable covergence criteria described

3.4.5.2 is achieved. The structure is loaded by the next load incre-

n incremental deformation or by the structure stiffness matrix deteriorating

riteria are satisfied.

he convergence may be assumed to have reached when certain convergence

s obtained only after infinite number of iterations, but for engineering solutions,

f the equilibrium equations.

sed arc as foHows :

ncremental nodal displacements
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(3.87)

•

component may depict the structural
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= II { R }T d { 6' } IIo

and added to the next load increment.

IS computed and compared wi th a percentage of the energy norm due

to applied loads given by

(iii) Energy norm due to residual forces

to be obtained separately. Again from amongst forces or displacements; only

vector contains deflections and rotations. These quantities are not dimensionally

The nodal force vector contains forces and moments and the diaplacement

The absolute value of the largest term in {R } IS found and checked.
o

(i v) Residual forces - Absolute magni tude

where {o} is the displacement caused by applied loads{ F} •

homogeneous. . Thus the norm of each type of force or displucelllent hus

to see if it exceeds a fraction of the norm of the applied load vector.

one type of force or displacement

behaviour in a predominant way. Convergence criteria based on this predQmi-

nant quantity may also indicate the general behaviour of the structure.

In the proposed procedure, the norm of residual nodal forces in a specified

dfrection is compared with the norm of applied loads in the same direction

and the energy norm due to residual forces is compared with the energy norm

of the above norms is satisfied. The computer then stops the iteration and

goes on to the next load increment. The residual unbalanced nodal forces

due to applied loads. The convergence is assumed to be achieved when ei ther

are carried over
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Usually the failure of a structure is symptomatically indicated by the

divergence of the iteration. In order to prevent the computer from wastelul

computation, divergence criteri;l ;lre ;llso specified for the norm of residu;ll

forces and the energy norm due to residU;l1 forces. Whenever the norm of

residu;ll forces or energy norm due to r('sidu;ll forces exceed their respecti ve

divergence norrlls, the computer stops the solution. To save on COlllputer

time, a J,inlit on rTluxilTlllrJl Illllllbcr of iterations ill each load increlllent is

also imposed. The solution goes on to the next load increfllent if the nUfllbcr

of iterations for a particular load increment exceeds this limit.

3.5 COMPUTER PROGRAM

A general computer progra.m has been developed to carry out nonline;lr

analysis of three dimensional plated structures of prismatic cross-section under

dead loads and monotonically increasing Jive 10Llds. Ferrocefllent structures and

thin reinforcement concrete structures can be analysed by this program. As a

particular case, ferrocement pIa tes and thin reinforced concrete slabs can also

be analysed. A brief description of the solution algorithm is as follows:

OJ Total load on the structure is divided into suitable nurllber of load

increments.

(ii) For the first load increment and for the first iteration, the structure

stiffness matrix IS generated based on the uncracked rigidities of the

element given by equa tions (3.49 to 3.59).

(iii) The equations of equilibrium are solved for the incremental deformations

under the load increment. The incremental strains and stresses at

each Gauss point are obtained as described in section 3.4.5.1.

(jv) At each Gauss point, the total strains are obtained by adding incremental

strains to the accumulated slrLlins. The totLlI anticip'atec1 stresses arc
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then obtained by adding the increlllenlal stresses based 011 lh,' liltest

rigidities of the previous iterulioll (using equulioll 3.78) 10 Ihe u('[u,d

stresses at the end of previous iteration.

(v) The actual stresses. at each Gauss point are calculated using lulest

rigidities (given by equations 3.'19 10 3.7/1) corresponding to the' tOl,,1

strains and incorporating the tension. stiffening effect described In

section 3.4.3.1.

(vi) Unbalanced stresses at each Gauss point are converted into unbalanced

nodal forces using equation (3.21).

(vii) Norm of unbalanced nodal forces and energy norm due to unbalanced

nodal forces are checked for convergence and divergence. If they have

converged or maximum number of prescribed iterations have been carried

out, the analysis is continued to step (viii). If they have diverged;

then solution is stopped.

(viii) The residuals are added to thE\ next load increment and the structure

stiffness matrix is assembled based on the latest rigidities of the last

iteration. If the structure stiffness matrix [K] becomes non-positive

definite, the analysis is stopped, otherwise the analysis is resumed

from step (iii).

The flow diagram for the incremental iterative procedure IS also explained

in Fig. 3.19.

The computer program for the incremental iterative procedure, written

In FORTRAN IV, consists of a number of modules as shown in a block diagram

(Fig. 3.20). The main module ca1Js and controls various modules required

for the solution of the problem. 11 b,-jef description of various modules js •

given below:
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This subroutine reads in the information as regards the location

It reads and prints the nodal load vector in global co-ordinate

It generates shape functions [NJ and strain derivative matrix [BJ

This subroutine calculates the contribution of the gIven Gauss point

point of an element from the generalized values obtained in SHAPE!.

This subroutine numerically evaluates the element stiffness matrix

It also generates the consistent nodal load vector for dead loads and

transformed to global coordinate system by calling subroutine TFORM.

GAUSS:

GD/\T/\: It reads and prints the vital information about the problerll, such

parameters 1; and n of the 24 degrees of freedom J la t shell elemen t.

the strain derivative matrix at Gauss points in terms of nondi/l,ensionalizcd

their nodal connections and material identification number, boundary nodes

SHAPEl: This subroutine generates the shape functions and the elements of

and the corresponding weighting constants for integration points ..

as the title, general control data of the problem, material properties, elements,

and the boundary conditions and the number and the size of the load increments.

uniformly distributed loads on the element, if any and transforms the same to

global coordinate system by calling subroutine TFORM. Finally it assembles

the nodal load vector for the structure in global coordinate system.

inally it wri tes the clement cO/lllection infoflniltion ilnd the transfofliled

rom [KmmJ, [KmbJ and [KbbJ submatrices generated at Gauss points in sub-

outine STIFGP. The element stiffness matrix is rearranged by calJing subroutine

lement stiffness matrix on a scratch tape.

,EARNG for the convenience of transformation. The clement stiffness matrix

of an element towards local [K J,[K bJ and [KbbJ of the element •." mnl m .
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and redtlced to a trian-

This subroutine reads the element nodal connections and stiffness

This subroutine finds out the unknown nodal deformations Or reac-

Lastly it determines the stresses released as the difference of

This subroutine picks up the nodal deformations for each element

TFORM: This subroutine transforms the element stiffness, the load vector

and the nodal deformation vector from the JOGll to tl1<' globed system or
vice-versa.'

REARNG: This subrotltine rearratlges the ele,nents of lil" sliff,,,,ss tl'''trix of

the finite element in t'he order of the six degrees of freedom per node for

the convenience of transformation as described in section 3.4.2.

SOLVE:

from the scratch tape and assembles the structure stiffness, introduces boundary

by the Gaussian elimination process. It stores the reduced equations on another

conditions and reduces the structure stiffness to an upper triangular form

back substitution for getting the solution in the form of nodal deformations.

RESOLV : - This subroutine is useful when the structure with the same stiffness

and boundary conditions is to be solved for a number of load cases. In such

cases, the structure stiffness need not be asse'nbled

. peripheral storage device to be used for other load cases, if any, and for

gular form again.

tions by back substitution. It also calculates the vectorial norm of incremental

BSUB:

and total nodal deformations.

STRESS

and calculates the strains and their principal values and directions at the

Gauss integration points and/or at nodes of the element. It also calculates

the anticipated stresses at the Gauss points assuming material characteristics

as at the begifling of the iteration. Further knowing the latest total strains

at the Gauss points, the actual stresses as per the assumed material model arc
eValua ted.
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span. The rIJid span and the quarter SP;:lrl resul l~are
one eighth

Taking advan tage of the sYJIJIJletry, only hall of the folded pia Ie has

anticipated total stresses minus the actual stresses and the contribution towards

unbalanced nodal forces from each Gauss point.

CHECK: This subroutine checks the mortar for cracking, yielding or crushing

and wire mesh and skeletal steel for yielding. It also determines the forces

resisted and develops the tangent rigidities as per strain distribution at each
Gauss point.

An aluminium model of North light folded plate was tested by Scordelis,

Croy and Stubbs(J 57) to verify the theoretical results obtained by the folded

plate theory and elementary bearn theory wi th the experimental results.

3.6 TEST PROBLEMS

100

The model was 1219.2 mm x 914.4 mm in size and made from bent aluminium

3.6.1 Test Problem for Elastic Analysis

sheets 1.6 mm thick and rested on 4.83 mm thick end traverses. The fonll

and the loading are shown in Fig. 3.21.

been analysed using a fini te element discretiza tion, as shown in Pig. 3.21,

with appropriate boundary conditions. The number of the elements and the

nodes used in the discretization are 18 and 28 respectively. The tot;:l! COJnpuler

time required for complete analysis is 14.30 seconds on DEC 2050 computer

. (157)The reported results of analYSIS based on Goldberg and Leve's

method(J 34) consist of longi tudinal stresses and transverse momen ts a t mid,

cOmpared with those obtained by the present formulation in Fig. 3.22.
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the maximum deflections at nodes 'a' and 'f'.

2.885

f

2.865

0.693

e

1.755

1.744

1.382

0.627

0.0597

0.0561

.6.03

-0.015

0.0597

6.03

0.0561

0.0025

1.755

1.379

1.744

0.627

Mid-span deflection (mm) at
abc d

2.88~

2.867

Table 3.3 Comparison of Vertical Deflections at Mid Span of
Aluminium North Light Folded Plate

Method

The computed results compare favourably at mid and quarter span

is 8.9 percent at nodes 'c' and 'd' and in transverse moments 5.4 percent

Two models of folded plates having a butterfly type of cross-section and

in the present analysis, satisfactory results are obtained.

Present FEM

The mid span vertical deflections as obtained by Scordelis et al.(l57l

usmg Goldberg and Leve's method and by the present finite element method

% variation between 0.624
the two methods

Experimental

Goldberg and
L (I34)eve

6.0 % is 'Jl nodes 'c' and 'd' wliere llie deflections are just 2.1 percent 01

are compared in Table 3.3. At nodes 'a' and 'f' where the deflection is maxi-

sections. The maximum variation at mid span section in longitudinal stresses

at free edges 'a' and' f '. This shows that even with a coarse mesh as adopted

Of. approximately one-sixth geoilletrical scale of a prototype canopy over

3.6.2 Test Problems for Nonlinear Analysis

(I) Folded Plates Tested by Scordelis and Gerasimenko(I58)

a school walkw'JY were tested under simply supported end conditions by Scordelis

tn.lJm, the computed results are less by only 0.7%. The maximum variation of
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(J •.. . . ...l,;;.... •

8 cycles of

0.000170, 0.002 and

compressive strength for

was determined by the folded

The models were finaJJy tested

lA'

20.69 MPa and that for model '13' after

The Poisson's ratio Jar concrete was assumed

2
2.753 kN/m were applied at a number of points

16 days was

25.03 MPa.

'A' after

reinforcement requirement for model

14 days was

The concrete cylinder (J 52.4 nllll x 3Uj.8 mm)

model

by the ACI code formula, were 22754.0 MPa and 25029.0 MPa for models

to be 0.18. The values of the modulus of elasticity for concrete determined

and Gerasimenko. The two models as shown in Fig. 3.23 were of identical

'A' and '(3' respectively. In both the models, 14 gauge 2.032 min diameter

geoilielrical dillielisiolis but di11ered ill the provIsion of reinforceillent. The

In the model tests, line loads equal to the joint reactions pro~uced

and the plates were 12.7 mm thick cast with 38.1 mm thick diaphragms.

The overal1 plan dimensions of the models were 762 mm x 1778 mm,

plate clastic analysis, whereas for rnodel '(3', the reinforcerllent was determined

by the elementary beam theory. The purpose of the study was to compare

the behaviour through the elastic, inelastic and ultimate stages of the two

models reinforced differently.

annealed tie wire was used as reinforcement. The yield stress, ultima te strength

and modulus of elasticity for the wire were 227.54 MPa, 358.)'1 MPa and

196508.0 MPa respectively. For the nonlinear analysis, the cracking, yielding

by a uniform design load of

0.0035 respectively. The unit weight of the models is assumed as 25 kN/m3 .

loading and unloading upto the design load.

longitudinal reinforcement over a gauge length of 152.4 mm were measured

at the mid span. Both the models were initially subjected to

and crushing strains of the concrete are assumed as

under increasing loads upto the failure.

on the fold lines. The vertical displacement of the joints and strains in the
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load is applied on the modeJs in seven load increments. The Iirst load increment

2 minutes

The maximum variation is at the

and'S' wi th complete displacement and stress output is ncar Jy

and 25 seconds each.

energy norm due to residual loads. This is also indicated by the Jargc Jncrease

is indicated by the divergcnce in thc residual load vectorial norm and the

load increment. The failure of both the models at the seventh Joad increment

to half the design load. A maximum of four iter<Jtions arc perllli t ted in each

is taken equal to the design load and the rest six load increments taken equal

in the defJections. The total computer time taken for the anaJysis of models 'A'

One quarter of the folded plate IS discretized as shown .in Fig. 3.23(<1)

by twenty eJements and thirty nodes with appropriate bound<Jry conditions.

The actual reinforcement as shown in Figs. 3.23(b), (c) is discretizec! into .eight

types of pJate materials with steel bars assumed to be placed <Jt the middJe

of the thickness of the plates. A total load equaJ to 4.0 times the design

the intermediate nodes 'b', 'c'. <lnd 'd'.

The clastic longitudinal stresses and transverse moments at mid span

under the design load for model 'A' as obtained by the folded plate theory(J34)

arc compared with the results of the present analysis in Figs. 3.24 (b) and

(c). The predicted longitudinal stresses(Fig. 3.24(b» by the present analysis

are in good agreement with those obtained by the foldcd plate. theory at

thc concrete and steel aJong with the variation in the amount of steel for

the different rcgions is properJy taken into account. ,z\

at nodes 'c' and 'd'. The variation is probably due to the moduJus of eJasticity

for thc composite being takcn equal to that of the concrete in the folded pJa te

anaJysis, whereas in the finite clement anaJysis, the moduJus of elastici ty of

free edge node 'a' where the predicted stress is more by about 18 percent.

The predicted transverse moments (Fig. 3.24 (c» are in good agreement wi th

.'the foJded pJate theory at nodes 'a' and 'b' and arc less by about 12 percent
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The predicted mid span deflections at the fold lines for model 'A' under

illcre<.l,ingIY''1)plied load, <.lre cOlllp"red with the e'peri,"ellt,,1 deflectioll' ill

Fig. 3.25. The predicted deflections compare well with the experirnent,,1

deflectiolls' upto 2.5 ti,"es the design load •. At higher lo"d" the predicted

deflections are more than the experimental deflections. At 3.5 times the

design load, the experimental load-deflection curve at the free edge node 'a'

becomes almost horizonta!' Beyond this load, the slope of the load-deflection

curve increases and graduaJJy changes sign. At the reported tes t failure load

of four times the design load, a reversal in the experimental load-deflection

curve takes place. At failure load, the diagonal tension cracks in the sheJJ

near the supports and th~ cracks in the diaphragm had become excessively

.~,:rge. In the present analysis, the diaphragms have not been modelled due

to the rectangular shape of the fini te element chosen.

The longitudinal strains in the steel at various points on the cross-sectioll

at mid span are compared in r'ig. 3.26. The predicted tensile strains compare

weJJ with the experimental values upto two times the design load. Beyolld

this load, the predicted tensile strains are more than the experimental strains

and increase at a fast rate. This is because the yield strain of steel is predicted

at 2.5 times .the desigll load. Beyond this load, the stiffness cOlltribution

of steel is zero due. to the assumed linearly elastic-perfectly plastic stress-

strain. curve of the steel. The predicted compressive strilill' conlpare well

with the experimental strains upto 3.5 times the design load and only at

the failure' load, the predicted compressive strains become large as compared

to the experimental strains.

The first crack load for model 'A' IS theoretically obtained at 0.85 times

the. design load while the experimental value from the load-deflection curves

is also less than the design load as evinced by the point of nonlinearity on the

load-deflection curves. The predicted crack-patterns at failure load (Fig. 3.27)
6
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compare well with the reported experimental aile except Ilear the supports

which is due to the noninclusion of the diaphragms in the analysis as mentiolled

above.

For model 'B', the predicted mid span deflections at various points

arc cOII'pared with the experimelltal olles ill rig. 3.28. The predicted deflectiolls

compare well upto three times the design load and beyond this load, the pre-

dicted deflections become more than the experimental ones. I" this model

also, the experimental load-deflection curves become stiffer beyond 3.5 times

the design load. This model had also failed at four times the design load due

to widening of cracks in the shelf near the supports and ill the diaphragms.

The predicted mid span longitudinal strains in steel at different load

levels arc compared with the experimental strai"s in rig. 3.29. The predicted

tensile strains arc on the stiffer side of the experimental str;)i"s upto two

times the design load and are on the flexible side at 2.5 times the design load.

The steel is predicted to yield at about 2.25 times the design load. The

reported load-tensile strain curve IS only upto 2.75 times the design lo;)d.

The predicted compressive strains continue to be on the stiffer side upto

three times the design load and beyond this load these are on the flexible side.
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proposed method are more clos.e to the experimental values and are also

10 layers.

The deflections predicted by the

They divided the concrete thickness in

The total computer time taken for only displacementvector norm ratio.

The results of the present method are compared with the analytical results

is indicated at 14 kN load due to large increase in deflection and the residual

Taking advantage of the symmetry of the geometry and. the load, a

0.002, 0.0035 and 0.0022 respectively. The unit weight of the slab is assumed

as 25 kN/m3•

and 49 nodes. The total load of 14 kN is applied in six load increments

output at various load levels is 3 minutes and J3 seconds. Nonlinear analysis

(2) Corner Supported Square Slab Under a Concentrated Load at Centre

/\n isotropically reinforced square cOllcrete sJab, sililply "'pported at

the four corners was tested by McNeice(J59) under a central load. The slab

was ') 14.11 ITiro x 9111.11 ITIln x 41'.'15 IIlIll ill size isotropically ",inlorced wi th

strains of the concrete and yield strain of the steel. are assumed as 0.000 15,

was 199955 MPa. For nonlinear analysis the cracking, yielding and crushing

of 4 kN, 2 kN, 2 kN, 2 kN, 2 kN and 2 kN each. The failure of the slab

0.85 percent steel in the two perpendicular directions. The compressive strength,

quarter of the slab is discretized as shown in Fig. 3.31(a) by 36. elements

modulus of elasticity and Poisson's .ratio of the concre.te were 37.923 MPa,

28614 MPa and 0.15. respectively. The modulus of elasticity of the steel

the present analysis.

a quarter of the slab by the same number of elements and nodes as done in

of Lin and the experimental results in Fig. 3.3J(b). The predicted mid span

deflections are comparable with the experimental deflections in the elastic

stage but are on the stiffer side in the cracked range up to about I1.6 kN

and thereafter are on the flexible side.

.of the above slab using layered technique and incorporating tension stiffening
.(160)effect has also been reported by Lin and Scordelis • They also discretized
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are large as14 kN

The discrepancy ilt neClr ultilllClte load is

were provided in the compression and707 MPa

The predicted deflections at ultimate load of

2500 mm, effective span 2400 mm, overall depth 207 mm, ov<;ra11

The theoretical first crack load is obtained as 4.03 kN and the experi-

flange. The value of ferrocement elastic modulus under flexur.e was

reinforced with or without skeletal steel. The box beams had an overall

Ferrocement Box Beams Tested' by 'AJ-SuJaimani and Ahmad(J6J)

Al-Sulaimani and Ahmad carried out flexural. tests on ferrocement box

. yield strength of

6.35 mm and wire diameter 0.90 mm. Yield strength of wire mesh

MPa.

the crilcked rilnge. There is also il silving in cO/llputationill effort as cO/llpared

comparable with the analytical results of Lin except near the ulti/llate failure
load.

compared to the experimental results and those of Lin, but the present method

has shown better comparison in the major portion of the cracked range as

cornpClred to the results of Lin.

due to modelling of the concrete thickness by 10 layers by Lin and by two
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layers (uncracked and cracked layers) in the present method. Since ferrocement

elements are usually 15 mm to 25 mm thick, the results of this example

also justify the present approach of considering the element to be consisting

to layered approach in which the Illatrix thickness is'divided in "bout 1\ to

of single matrix layer in uncracked range and of Uncracked and cracked layers

10 layers.

idth 156 mm and thickness of webs and flanges as 20 mm. The beams were

mental first crack load as evident from the non-lilleilri ty of the load-deflection

rovided with two layers of galvanized square woven wire mesh having opening

as 414 MPa. In one box beam, three skeletal steel bars of diameter 4.3 111m

curve is about 4.0 kN.
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The modulus of elasticity of mortar "s determined from the l"w of mixtur-es

18000 MPa.

The cracking, yielding and crushing strains of

For the box beam without skeletal steel, m"rked

The predicted deflections compare well in the elastic range but

1+ kN, 2 kN, 2 kN, 2 kN and 2 kN each. The failure of the box beam

Deflections of the _box beam C-i-l at mid span are compared in Fig.

is obtained as 1+ .33 kN whereas the experiment,,1 first cr"ck lo"d as evident

from the nonline"rity of the loa-ci deflection curve is "bout 4.5 kN.

the mortar have been assumed as 0.00015, 0.002 and 0.0035 respectively.

The unit weight of the ferrocement h"s been assumed as 25 kN/m3.

C-i-I, a total load of of 12 kN has been applied in five load increments

T"king advantage of symmetry of cross-section and lo"ding, " qu"rter

the centre to the plate thickness, thus providing a cover of 5 mm to the

The modulus of elasticity of mortar, wire mesh and skelet"l steel h"ve

poisson's ratio for ihe mortar has been assumed as 0.20. The two layers

ratio due to residual forces. The total comp~ter time taken for only displace-

ment output is 1 minute and 29 seconds.

of the box beam has been discretized as shown in Fig. 3.32 by 24 elements

and thirty five nodes.

3.33(a).

of wire mesh have been assumed to be placed at a distance of 5 mm from

-,

not been reported. For analysis, the modulus of el"sticity of wire mesh "nd

(neglecting the contribution' of skeletal steel) comes out to be

at 12 kN is indicated by a large increase in deflection and energy norm

are on the stiffer side upto about 9 kN and thereafter on the flexible side

of the experimental deflections. At ultimate load of 12 kN, the predicted

deflections are more by about 60 percent. The theoretical first crack lo"d

skelet,,1 steel h"ve been assumed as 150000 Mp" "nd 200000 Ml'" respectively.

centre of the mesh layer.
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For the box beam with skeletal steel, marked C-ii-I, a total load of

20 kN has been applied in seven load increments of 5 kN, 2.5 kN, 2.5 k1':.

2.5 kN, 2.5 kN, 2.5 kN and 2.5 kN each. The failure of the box beam

at 20 kN load is indicated by large increase In deflection, resiuual load

vector norm ratio and energy norm ratio due to residual forces. The total

computer time taken for onlydisplaceillent output is 2 minutes '-lild 8 seconus.

Deflections of the box beam C-ii-l at mid span are compared in

Fig. 3.33(b). The predicted deflections compare well in the clastic range;

are on the. s tiifer side up to about 12 kN and thereaf ter on the flex ible

side of the experimental deflections. The predicted deflections in the 111aJor

portion of cracked range compare well .with the experimental ones. The

predicted deflections can be considered satisfactory in view of the actual

modulus of elasticity of the mortar, wire mesh and skeletal steel being unknown.

The theoretical first crack load is obtaineu as 4.89 kN. The experimental

first crack load as evid.ent from the nonlinearity of the load deflection curve

is about 4.5 kN.

3.7 CONCLUDING REMARKS

For three dimensional ferrocement structures involving membrane and

bending actions, ClilSsici.l1 1IlCIIlbrdllC arlO bendillg theories hi.lvt' beC'll used.

These theories can predict the behaviour only in the elastic range for some

simple shapes, loading and boundary conditions. For complete analysis through

elastic, cracked and ultimate stages, finite element method has been used

by several researchers to analyse reinforced concrete plates anu shells of

various shapes. In the case of ferrocement, nonlinear analysis using fini te

element me thou has been reported only in the case of two way sJabs. The

method can incorporate the materia! and geometrical nonline<:lrity of the

problem. The me thou predicts the cOlllplete load-ueforrnat.ion response, intunal I
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stresses and strains In the constituent materials and propagation of cracks

U/lder i/ll:re",i/lgly "pplied lu"d"

In the present investigation, finite element m.ethod in conjunction with

the modified I"yered approach h"s been adopted for the nonlinear analysis of

thin ferrocement plated structures. Instead of considering the element to

be consisting of sui table number of layers of mortar and reinforcement as In

the conventional layered approach, the element is assumed to be consisting

of single mortar layer in the uncracked stage, uncracked and cracked mortar

layers in the cracked stage and smeared layers of wire mesh and skeletal

steel. In the cracked stage, the depth of cracked/yielded/crushed mortar is

determined. The stiffness of the element in the cracked stage is obtained by

adding the contributions due to uncracked mortar layer, cracked/yielded mortar

layer and unyielded layers of wire mesh and skeletal steel. This results in

a saving in the computational effort as compared to the layered approach.

The validity of the proposed formulation for the nonlinear analysis of

thin ferrocement structures has been established with the help of three different

test problems chosen for the investigation whose test results were known.

It is seen. from the comparison of the results that the predicted values are

generally in good agreement with .the test results except near the ultimate

failure load where predicted values are on flexible side. The proposed formula-

tion is quite economical and yet capable of predicting the complete behaviour

of structures in uncracked and cracked stages including the crack propagation

and the distressed zones.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME

CHAPTER IV

The reinforced concrete flange had nominalIl1 ferrocement box girders.

skeletal steel reinforcement.

Two single cel1 box girders were tested under uniformly distributed load

(udJ) over the entire top flange. To study the behaviour under unsymmetrical

loads, two single cell box girders were tested under udl over halI the flange

width and ful1 span. The double cell box girder was investigated to study the

behaviour oI a combined unit under various combinations of 10uds applied on

side webs as provided in the single cell ferrocement box girders. The thickness

of the top reinforced concrete flange was kept 40 mm as compared to 25 mm

reinforcement. The double cel1 box girder was obtained by joining two single

Al1 the single cel1 box girders had two layers of wire mesh and skeletal steel

same wire mesh and skeletal steel reinforcement in the bot!o", flange and

The bottom IJange of the two cells was provided and ex tra third layer of

wire mesh in the middle half portion. The composite single cell box girder had

top fJange of reinforced concrete were cast. Al1 the box girders had the same

cel1 box girders, as above, at the level of the top flange. The distance between

the inner webs of the two cells was kept equal to the width of bottom flange.

size room span of 4 .58 m was chosen. A span to depth ratio of 20 was

chosen for Jimi ting the deflections under service loads as per IS 456(162).

span, depth and size of the cells. To eliminate the scale effect, a m",dium

single cell box girder having bottom flange .and side webs of ferrocement and

In order to investigate the behaviour of ferrocement bo~ girder elements,

four single cell box girders, .one double cell box girder and one composite

4.1 INTRODUCTION



•2.2 Sand

4.2 M/\ TERI/\LS

The only drawback is

130
••

The specifications and properties of these materials

compared to reinforced concrete. Adopting a compression flange

and chromi urn trioxide were used in cas ting ferrocernen t box girders,

The gr<lding and fineness modulus of the sernd are givC'1I ill T<lble " .2.

Cement,. sand, aggregate, wire mesh, skeiC'tili sleC'1 bilrs, wiltC'r, supC'r-

The double cell box girder was finally tested under monoticully increusing

one cell, both the cells and also between the two cells in the elastic stage.

sustained loads of short durations applied over the entire top flange. The

corTiposi te box girder wus tested wi th a view to replace the top corllpression

the bOllonl . flange were kept of ferroce'nent as they have betler tensile

flange by reinforced concrete having nominul reinforcement. The webs and

of reinforced concrete results in econolny because wire mesh reinforcement is

S<lnd from /',<ld<lrpur (ne<lr flC'lh;) IVas usc'd fo,- prC'p,lI-ilig III(' Iliol-ter,- <11111

several times costlier than ordinary ,-einforcing bars and also only nominal

reinforcement is sufficient in the compression zone.

that the weight of the reinforced concrete flange increases due to Increase in

thickness as compared to a ferrocC'rllen t compression f iunge.

Ordinary portland cement conforming to Indian Standard Specifications

:269-1976(7) was used throughout the investigation. The cement was

btained in one lot and stored in an air tight silo. The physical test results

f the cement used are gi ven in Table 4.1 .

reinforced concrete diaphragms and reinforced concrete top flange of the

composite box girder.

are gi ven below:

'.2.1 Cement



I. Fineness-determined by sieving
the cernen t through 15-90 Illieron 9.5% 10%
s;~ve

2. Normal consistency 2596

3. Setting time in~nl1inutes
a) Ini tial 85 30
b) Final 190 600

4. Compressi ve strength (i\I f\)
a) at 3 days 180 1(,0
b) at 7 days 240 220

5. Specific gra vi ty 3.15

IS Sieve Designation Percentage weight retained
on individual SIeve

4.75 mm nil
2.36 rlltn 4.59
1.18 rnm 25.27
600 micron 22.97
300 micron 40.28
150 micron 6.13

Fineness Modulus = 2.80
Specific gravity = 2.54
Densi ty (Loose), kN/ m 3

= 12.86
Densi ty (compacted), kN/ m 3

= 13.97

Value specified(7)
by 15:269-1976

Result
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TABLE 4.1

TABLE 4.2

Physical Properties of Cernell t

Characteristics

Sieve Analysis and Physical Properties of Sand

SJ.No.
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4.2.4 Wire Mesh

Thus

20 kg

13 mm thick, 40 mm wide and

galvanized steel wire mesh of opening size

Each mortar pad was about

100 mm including embedded 7.5 mm length of wire mesh at

Machine woven square

Tension tests on the specimens were carried out on an universill testing

6.35 mIn x 6.35 mm with an averilge wire diameter of 0.80 mm was used.

Wire mesh rolls of 0.92 m x J 5.0 m were procured in one single lot. Tensile

tests on wires taken out from different rolls were carried out on Monsanto

tensolneter (made in U.K.). The stress-strain curves showed il lilrgc vilriiltion.

This was probably due to slippage of wire from the anchoring disc.

Clumps of clay and other foreign matter were separated out from the sand.

jO mm size crushed stone aggregate \Vas used in preparing lhe concrete

mix. It was obtained by passing the crushed Slone through 10 nllll size si"ve

and taking out the rna teriill retilined on {1.75 111111S/l've.

4.2.3 I\ggrega te

tests on wire mesh samples were carried out in a milnner similar to the one

reported by Balaguru et al.(62). In this case a 4 a mm wide strip of me:;h \VilS

embedded in i.l Illorti.lr pad at ei.lch end, jei.lving a free mesh length of 85 '11m

(Fig. 4.1).

110 mm long. The mortar pads were provided extra layers of mesh _ one

above and one below leaving central 100 mm length of the test piece. For

measuring strains, demec points were fixed on the mortar pi.lds providing gauge
length of

each end. The effect of the embedded length of the wire mesh at ei.lch end

is ignored in determining the modulus of elasticity of the wire mesh.

machine. 100 mm gauge length extensometer Wi.lS used to measure the exten-

sian between the demec points. LOi.ld was applied in increments of

(J96.2N). Photograph of the specimen and test setup is shown in Plate 4.1.
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in Table 4.3.

5.91 nltn

sulphona ted

The compound

ThC' Incchan ica I

The modulus of elilstici ty, proof stress corresponding to

of these bars are given in Table 4.3 and their stress-strain curves

in Fig. 4.3.

Locally available superplasticizer containing synt~etic

Potable tap water was used for preparing mortar and concrete mixes

also for curing purposes.

shown in Fig. 4.3.

longitudinal and transverse direction in casting the box girders.

0.2% proof strain ilnd the ultimate tensile stress of the wire mesh Qre given

Skeletal steel bars of 5.91 mm and 3.23 mm diameter lV('re used in

The. averQge stress-strain curve obtQined from SIX wire mC'sh spC'cill1cns IS

Chromium trioxide supplied in granular form for lilboratory purposes

'1.2.5 Skeletal Steel Bars

diameter Q,rs wcrc 'lise lr;ccf as reinforcement for diaphragms.

4.2.6 Water

4.2.7 Superplasticizer

naphthaline/formaldehyde condensates was used to improve the workability

of the mortar. .As specified by the manufacturer, the superplasticizer had a

specific gravity of 1.14 and pH value of 7.61. It did not contain chlorides

and sulpha tes.

was used to effectively reduce the hydrogen gas problem.

had instant solubility in water.

4.2.8 Chromium Trioxide
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4.3 CASTING OF BOX GIRDERS

CIJrollliurllpercellt by weight of cemellt Wil' added to the 1l1ixing wilter.

The concrete mix had cement, sand and 10 mm size aggregate In

the ratio of I: 1.8 : 2.4 by weight. Water cemcllt ratio was kept at 0.50.

The average compressive strength, direct tensile strength, modulus of rupture,

modulus of elasticity and Poissoll's ratio for the concrete arc given in Table

Table 4.4. The stress-strain curve of the concrete ill uniaxial compression

is shown in Fig. 4.4.

trioxide equal to 200 parts per million by weight of water was also added to

the mixing water. The average compressive strength, direct tensile strength,

modulus of rupture, modulus of elasticity and Poisson's ratio for the mortar

are given in Table 4.4. The stress-strain curve for the mortar in uniaxial

compression is shown in Fig. 4.4.

The mix proportion for the cellwllt salld mortar was I: 2.5 by weight

with a water cement ratio of 0.45. To improve the workability of mortar,

a locally available superplasticizer (as described in section 4.2.7) equal to OIlC

4.2.9 Cement-Sand Mortar and Concrete Mix

For casting. box girder eJellH'llts, a bric.'k IIl.1S0Ilry rlloldd ,IS sho\vn ill

Fig. 4.5 was made. The mould was plastered from inside. The vertical sides

of the mould were given a slight tapering (j in 20) to facilitate easy lifting

of the girder. The bottom corners were also made round. Plastered surface

was given a smooth finish by applying rich cement water slurry with a steel

trowel. The mould was cured for two weeks and then allowed to dry for

about three weeks before the first girder was cast.

The casting of the girders WilS carried out in three stages. III the first

stage, the bottom U-part of the girder cOllsisting of side webs clild bottom
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TABLE 4.3

TABLE 4.4

Strength Properties of Mortar and Concrete at 2& Oays

Strength Properties of Wire Mesh and Skeletal Steel Bars

Particulars

Machine woven square GI
Illesh wi th opening size
6.35 mm x 6.35 mm and
average wire dia'"eler of
0.8 111111

Plain mild steel bar of
5.91 mm diameter

Plain mild steel bar of
3.23 mm diameter

Cement: Sand: Water .= I: 2.5 : 0.45
(by weight)

Average compressive strength of 100 mm size cubes = 21.70 MPa
Average direct tensile strength of briquettes having minimum cross-section of

100 mm x 100 m = 2.30 1\1Pa
Average modulus of rupture from 100 mm x 100 mm x 500 mm size prisms

= 3.46 MPa
Average modulus of elasticity (from 75 mm x 1.50 nllll .cylinders)

= 1', 000 MPaAverage Poissoll's ratio = 0.20
Average cracking strain = tensi Ie strength/modulus of elas tici y =
Average unit weight of ferrocement (from plates) = 25 kN/m

Cefllent : Sand: 10 !Tun size aggregate: Water (by weight) = 1 : 1.8 2.4 0.5

Average compressive strength of 100 mrn size cubes = 24.7 MPa

Average direct tensile strength of briquettes having minimum cross-section of

100 !TlIn x 100 rnm = 3.30 MPa
Average modulus of rupture from 100 mm x 100 mm x 500 'nm . size prisms

= 3.82 MPa
Average modulus of elasticity (from 150 mIn x 300 mrn size cylinders)

= 2 I 600 MPa
Average Poisson's ratio = 0.16

Average cracking strain = 153 microns

Average uni t weight of reinforced concrete =
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were cut, straightened and given the mould shape. Utmost care was taken

lkfore tying

thick cover blocks made of

Till' wldtil of tile wirl"llJ(:sl1 \\\.lS

10 mm

Before casting the U-part, the mould was thoroughly

diameter for the U-part were tied at this stage.

Reinforcement was now placed on the mortar layer and properly

to rCllIOVC allY ullduia lions III tlie fllcsh.

the second layer of wiremesh, about

5.91 mm

aJso tied at 1.20 m from the two ends. LongitudinaJ skeletaJ steel bars of

bars were projected beyond the mould top to ensure monolithicity at the top.
About 100-120 mm length of both the mesh Jayers and 3.23 mm diameter

tied to the skeletal steel. The mesh overJap in the second layer was staggered;

between the two wire mesh layers. The second layer of wire mesh was then

a large number of points. These were provided to maintain uniform distance

rich cement-sand mortar and of about 25 mm x 25 mm size were placed at

150 mm centre to centre. Two hooks made of JO mm diameter plain mild

verse skeletal steel bars of 3.23 nlll1 diameter were tied to the mesh at

flange was cast. For casting the U-part, wire mesh p,eces of required size

insufficient to cover the entire perillleter of the mould. Hence ,111overJap of

steel bars (Fig. 1+ .6) passing through the bottom flange and side webs were

100 nn!l was provided in the end pan ion of the bot tOll' fJallge. The overlapped

portion was properly tied at a large number of points aJong the length. Trans-

join ts of the girder.

mould surface and the bitumen paper were removed by gently pressing the

cleaned and water was sprinkled. About 0.1 mm thick bitumen paper of

one single length was placed along the mould surface. \Vetting of the mould

surface helped in sticking of the bitumen paper to it. Air pockets between the

paper. First mortar layer of about 5-7 mm thickness was laid on the prepared

surface.

the meshes wi th a trowel. The mortar was compacted by a portable surface

aligned. Further mortar was placed on the reinforcement and pressed through

vibrator (Plate 1+.23). After cOll'pactin.g the bottoll' flange, '!lortilr was pressed
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through the web reinforcernent. The webs were also compilcted wi th the

portable surface vibrator. The cast surface was given a smooth finish. The

thicknesses of the bottom flange and side webs were lIf'intilined to 25 nUll as

filr as possible illl illong the length. About 60-70 n1l11 wide grooves 01 150 111111

from both the ends were milde in the bottom flonge for fixing diaphrogills.

At these grooves, the mortar wos removed upto, the level of top mesh loyer.

The mortar in the end 150 rnm leng th of the webs was also removed upto

this mesh layer.

end portions between the webs WCI"e. not cast.

thickness of 25 Illill was checked at the various points. The

150 mm x 630 mrn

In the second stage, the top flange of the girder was cast after 4-

5 days of casting the bottom U-part. Par casting of the top flange, temporary

formwork consisting of brick pedestals and plane wooden planks as shown

in Fig. 4.7 was rnade. The planks were levelled and the gaps between the

planks and between the planks and the webs were filJed with waste Calton

fibers. The top of the cast webs was tioroughly chipped and cleoned. Chipping

was done to obtain rough rnortar surface which could provide better bond

between the already cast webs and the top flange. 8i tumen paper was spread

over the planks. The projected inner wire rnesh Jayers were bent inwards and

the outer mesh layers outwards while the 3.23 mnl bars were alternately bent

inward and outward. About 5 min thick and 25 ITWl x 25 mm size cover

blocks made of rich cement-Simd Inortar werl' placed bl'low the projected

wire mesh layers and at various points on the formwork. The wire mesh and

skeletal steel reinforcement of the top flange WilS then tied with the proje~ting

web reinforcement. Again between the two layers of wire mesh of the top

flange, 10 mm thick cover blocks were plilced al sufficient points. The

mortar was then placed over the reinforcement, pressed into the mesh J"yers

by trowel and finalJy compacted with the portable surface vibrator (Plate 1,.2b).
Only

. The required
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top surface and longi tudinal edges were gi ven a smooth finish.

After two days of casting the top flunge, the te,nporary for,nwork consis-

ting of wooden planks and brick pedestals were removed from inside the cell.

Inside of the cell was cleaned with a wuter jet. For curing the bottom and

top flanges, mortar .bunds were mude und wuter stored. For curing the webs,

water wus regularly sprayed through a hose pipe. The girders were wet cured

for 28 days. A t the end of the curing period, the mortar bunds were broken

and the water was removed. The grooves kept for the diaphragms were cleuned

with a wire brush.

Four single cell ferrocement box girders having reinforcement and

sectional details as shown in Fig. 4.9u, were cast in the above manner.

The double cell box girder having reinforcement and sectionul details

as shown in Fig. 4.9b, was obtained by first casting two single cell box girders

as above and then joining the two ut the level of the top flange. In the bottom

flange of the girders, an extra outermost third layer of wire mesh of 3.20 m



For casting the composite single cell box girder having bottom flange

and side webs of ferrocement and top flange of reinforced concrete, depth

of the mould was reduced from 200 mm to 185 min. This was done to keep

the overa11 depth of the composi te box girder the same as for other box girders.

length was cen trally provided.

lJ9

The two single cell box girders were cast
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weeks.

ra tio,

direct tensile strength and modulus of rupture of the nlOrtar. For concrete

instead of 75 mm x 150 mm size cylinders, 150 111111x 300 mm size cylinders

were CilSt to determine the modulus 01 el"sticity ilnel Poissoll's ratio.

the composite box girder are shown in Fig. 4.9c.

The casting of the bottom U-partltop flange of the girders was completed

m one single operation. In each casting six 100 mrn size cubes, six 75 mm x

150 mm size cylinders, three briquettes of 100 mm x 100 mm neck cross-

section and three 100 mm x lOO mm x 500 mm Sl ze prJsms were cas t to

The mould was cured for two weeks and then allowed to dry for "bout thr'ee

The bottom plelster of the '"ould \VelS brokell "lid fresh 1I10l"t"I" lelYl'l" I"id to

obt.Jill the required Irlould dept/I. llle corners 01 tile Illould were 1I1ddc rUtJlHI.

The bottom U-part of the composite box girder was cast in a manner

described above. . For casting the top reinforced concrete flange of 4,0 mm

,thickness, the reinforcement of the top flange was tied and placed in posi tion

while the mesh and skeletal steel reinforcement of the webs was kept vertical.

About 15 mm thick mortar cover blocks were placed below the reinforcement.

The concrete mix was' poured and compacted up to the level of skeletal steel

reinforcement. The projecting wire mesh layers and skeletal steel of the webs

were then bent inward and outward and tied to the flange reinforcement.

'It was ensured tha t the mesh did not remain free. The balance depth of

the top flange was cast and compacted subsequently. Fixing of the diaphragms

etc. was done il' described above. The reinforcernent and section;)1 details of

4.4 TESTING ARRANGEMENT

To achieve simply supported end conditions, suppa,'t, Illilde of Illilel stecl

plates wi th ralJer type arrallgclIll"H were fabrica ted. S Inletllt'"J dctail, of the

determine the compressive strength, modulus of elasticity, Poisson's
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two supports are shown in Fig. 4.2. The support marked 'A' consisted of

a 28 mm diameter mild steel rod centrally welded to the bot torn plate.

The top grooved plate provided fre.:: rotation about the rod. This arrangement

provided fixity to the reaction but free rotation to the test speci'llen. Support

marked 'L1' had two 8 nllll diameter rods welded to the bottoll} pJate at a

distance of 25 mm from the plate edges. This provided a central 100 '1I1l}

distance for movement of the 28 mm dia rod. The top grooved plate rested

on the rod. This support provided translation to the reaction as \\'ell as free

rotation to the test specimen. Thus simply supported end conditions were

achieved by these supports. The mild steeJ rods and the grooves we'-e throughly

lubricated before testing each box girder.

After placing the box girder on the simple supports, the layout for

the dcmec points was marked on the eciges of top flange ilnd illollg the depth

of the web in the centraJ half span on both sides of the girder. These demec

points were marked to obtain strains at mid span, t 203.2 mill, t 406.'"

t 609.6 mm, t 812.8 mm and t 1145.0 nlln distance on both sides of the

mid span. Along the girder depth, the demec points were milrked at 5 mm,

20 mm, 100 mm, 150 mm and 200 mm from the extreme edge of the top

flange for ferroce,nent box girders and at 5 mm, 35 mm, 100 nlln, 150 mm

and 200 mm for" the composi te box girders. The dernec points were obtilined

by fixing 8 mm diameter and 3 mm thick brass studs with a punch mark at

the centre. The brass studs were fixed to the cast surbce with the help

of araldile. The strain between the demec points was measured wi th the heJp

of 203.2 mm gauge length Huggenberger deform"eter of 0.00254 -mm least

coun t.

For measuring strains on the top surface of the top flange and bOtt011l

surface of the bottom flange a t the mid and quarter span sections, electrical
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resistance strain gauges were used. The bakelite based electrical resistance

strain gauges of gauge length 20 ''''", resistance 120 ohms and gauges

factor 2.0 t 0.02 were used. All the strain gauges were from one single lot.

For fixing the strain gauges, th" layout was I"arked. The "lOr tar/conuete

surface was cleaned with emery paper and the fine dust particles were rellloved

wi th acetone. .The strain gauges were also cleaned wi th acetone and pasted

on the mortar/concrete surface with araldite. The strain gauges were connected

to the switching unit and strain indicator .

. After fixing the demec points and strain gauges, the webs, bottom

flange and edges of the top flange were gi ven a coa t of whi te-wash. This was

done for ease in detecting the cracks and 'finally "larking .thcln 011 the girder

surface.

The deflections at various points along the span were II1easured with

dial gauges. The crack widths at various load levels were measured with

the help of a crack measuring instrument having a least count of. 0.02 mrn.

The reaction below one of the supports was measured for the single cell

box girders with the help of two 5 ton capacity load cells. The strain from

the load cells was measured with a SR-4 Strain Indicator. The load cells

and SR-4 strain indicator were calibrated on a 10 ton capacity universal

testing machine. The general arrangement of the simply supported box girder

is shown in Fig. 4.10.

4.5 TESTING OF GIRDERS

The girders were tested under uniformly distributed load Jpplied over

the top flange. Uniformly distributed load was applied in the form of brick

layers. The strain gauges fixed on the top surface of the compression flange
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were completely sealed by pasting a thick paper over them. This was done to

protect them from brick dust. At the location of the strain gauges, bricks

. were cut to appropriate sizes in the first two luyers. The strain guuges were

also protected from any direct contact with the bricl<s. I'hl(:ing of each brick

layer was started from the two ends simultaneously and progressed towards

the centre. Bricks in the subsequent layers were pluced one on top 01 the

other to avoid any arching action. Unloading of the brick luyers was started

from the centre and progressed towards the two ends simultaneously. Same

lot of bricks was used for testing box girders.

To determine the unit weight of bricks, ten samples euch containing

twenty bricks were we.ighed anef the averuge was taken for detcflllining the

load due to each brick layer.

The testing programme for various girders is as fol1ows
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The position of the cracks

i.e. spanning between the inner webs of the two ceJls (Fig. -II .11 vii).

(v) seven brick layers (7.89 kN/rn2) in the central part of the top flange

tions "in,] fll.Jflncr sirnilaf 10 tIll' dnllbJc cclJ box girder.

and side webs of ferrocement and top flange of reinforced concrete was

months, the girder was again ,ubjected to Sustained loads of shor! dur<:I-

PRESENTATION OF TEST RESUL TS

caJly increasing sustained loads of short durations applied Over the entire top

flange (Fig. 4.11 viii). Each brick layer was aJlowed to remain on the girder

Deflections and strains were measured at the selected points before the

tested under udl over the entire top f1ill1ge (Fig. 4.1 Ii) upto six brick
2

layers (6.19 kN/m ) and then unloaded. After a rest of about three

(iv) four brick layers (4.51 kN/m2) on the two cells (Fig. 4.llvi).

_After a rest of about one month, the girder was tested under n10notoni-

for a few days till the deflections stabilized. The girder was loaded upto

six brick layers (6.16 kN/m2) and then unloaded.

(4) One composite single cell box girder marked 'G-6' having bottom flange

start of loading, after the application of each brick layer and also after the

unloading of each brick layer. After the application of each brick layer, the

bottom flange and side webs of the girders were checked for cracking if any.

having maximum crackwidth) were measured.

were marked on the girder surface.

The thr"ee different types of box girders casted above namely the single

cell-(marked G-l to G-4), the double ceJl (marked G-5) and the composite box

"After detecting the cracks, crack widths of only some prominent cracks (i.e.

girder (marked G-6) were tested for the different loading condi tions as described
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above. The load-deflection and the load-strain characteristics were observed

under both symmetrically and unsymmetrically applied loads.

of the observed test results are gi\'e'n Olle' by one for the' thre'e caws.

4.6.1 Single Cell Box Girders

4.6.1.1 Girders subjected to udl Over the entire top !lange

500

DEFLECTIONS ALONG THE CENTRE LINE OF BOTTOM FLANGE

DEFLECTIONS ACROSS THE CROSS-SECTION AT MID SPAN



1.31

2.35

4.88

11.30

16.02

22.03

28.72

° &12, J3

1.33

2.39

4.93

11.24

16.04

22.20

29.07

1.22

2.32

4.80

11.11

15.88

21.82

28.44

1.0 I

1.98

4.18

9.35

13.50

18.92

24.72

Girder G-2

0.82

1.66

3.26

6.53

9.60

13.56

18.21

°2, °8

0.54

1.05

1.98

4.12

5.85

8.05

10.61

It, 6

Girder G-I

Deflection + ° I' °9 °2, °8 ° 3' ° 7 °4, °6 °10, °5, °11 °12, °13Load (kN) +
4.438 U.46 U.S4 1.13 1.30 1.36 1.37
8.876 0.99 1.95 2.30 2.59 2.75 2:8 I

13.314 1.85 2.95 4. J 8 4.42 4.59 1,,82
17.752 3.64 5.43 7.22 9.05 9.20 9.38
22.190 5.08 8.63 11.75 13.82 14.16 14.19
26.628 6.74 12.09 16.46 19.20 19.61 19.56
31.066 8.49 15.36 20.85 23.95 24.43 23.97

Dei lection +

4.438

8.876

13.314

17.752

22.190

26.628

31.066

.Load (kN) +



Girder G-2

1,5 -32 . -68 -100 -137 -181 -231 -306
2,4 -45 -92 -145 -208 -286 -395 -562
3 -34 -79 -127 -188 -264 -362 -1,90

6,10 29 60 J 10
7,9 52 1J 0

8 47 104

SOFFIT
-OF THE
BOnOM
FLANGE

-TOP
- SURFACE

OF THE
TOP

FLANGE

QUARTER
SPAN

-10

-5

MID SPAN

_7

-.8

-2

-3

-4

FRONT
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BACK

BACK

Note: Negative sign indicates compressive strain.

. -6
Average strams (x 10 ) on the top surface of the top flange

and the soffit of the bottom fl<lnge

-1

-6

QUARTER
SPAN

Table 4.6:

FRONT

L AVOUT OF STRAIN GAUGES FOR GIRDERS (;1,(;2,(;3,(;4 g. G6

Girder G-I

--- LOild (kN)+

Gauge No. + 4.438 8.876 13.134 17.752 22.190 26.628 31.066

1,5 -28 -58 -87 - I 13 -155 -210 -269
2,4 -37 -83 -131 -178 -237 -34 6 -480
3. -32 -66 -121 -175 -225 -323 -445

6, I 0 31 67 108

7,9 49 104

8 44 98

NCTION
F THE
LANGE
NO WEB
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Table 4.7 : Average longi tudinal strains (x 10-6) across the

girder depth at various sections

*Sym

2 3.2 203.2 203.2 203.2 203.2 203.2 203.2

J..
• • • • • • I'i 1'i(3• • • • • T'i/

FOR
C-. COMPOSI1• • • • • • • GIRDER

• • • • • • 0-. •

• • • • • • E - • •

QUARTER MID
SPAN SPAN

POINTS ON WE CANTI LIVER FLANGE AND 'TH E WEBS FOR GIRDERS G1 TO (,6

Girder G-l

Strain Load (kN)
Section at Level 1$.876 13.314 17.7 52 22.190 26.628 31.066

A -85 -147 -181 -238 -328 -450
B -63 -112 -125 -134 -159 -163

At mid
C 13 125 244span 500 938 1250
0 75 . 275 450 875 1338 1738
E 113 431 713 1238 1806 2313

A -75 '-125 -163 -213 -294 -388
B -56 -88 -100 -125 -150 -150

/\t ,,406.4
C 13 88 175 4 00mm from 725 1025

mid span 0 56 163 344 688 .1088 1500
E 94 338 513 975 1463 1988

A -56 -88 -100 -144 -219 -256
B -38 -63 -75 -109 -125 -131

At quarter
C a 13 25 125 32.5 538span
0 38 50 100 269 550 963
E 63 I J 3 181 4 00 756 1350
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Girder G-2

Strain Load (kN)
Section a t Level 8.876 13.31" 17.752 22.190 26.62X 31.066

A -100 -I y, -206 -256 -363 -513
13 - 75 -100 -131 -Jl17 -172 -188

At mid C 19 113 306 550 1025 II, 88
span

0 88 200 550 925 1475. 2225
E 122 335 875 1406 2000 3163

A - 75 -125 -175 -225 -313 -4.38
B - 56 - 88 -J 06 -131 -150 -169

At t 406.4 C 13 81 213 413 750 1088mm from J) 63 150 438 750 1150 1825Illid spall
E 100 275 688 1088 1625 2588

A - 63 -100 -125 -163 -231 -281
B - 44 - 75 - 75 -125 -134 -150

At quar ler C 0 13 31 175 388 600span
0 38 63 125 331 650 1075
E 75 125 225 513 919 1538

Table 4.8 : Average and maximum crack widths at various load levels for

Girders G-l and G-2

Load (kN) Average Crack Max. Crack
Width, w (mrn) Width w (mrn) w /w. avg max max avg
girder girder girder girder girder girderG-I G-2 G-l G-2 G-l G-2

13.314 0.06 0.06 0.10 0.10 1.67 1.67
17.752 0.09 0.11 0.15 0.20 1.67 1.82
22.190 0.14 0.17 0.25 0.30 1.79 1.77

26.628 0.20 0.26 0.40 0.50 2.00 1.92
31.066 0.35 0.4 I 0.60 0.80 1.71 1.95



,r-<..,
\
1

572.5572.5

CROSS- SECTION

GIRDERS G3,G42.G6

AT QUARTER SPAN

QUARTER
SPAN

LINE OF BOTTOM FLANGE

Sym
572 .5

MID
SPAN

CENTRE

572.5

ALONG THE

572 .5

DELECTIDNS ACROSS THE
LAYOUT OF DEFLECTIONS FOR

150

QUARTER
SPAN

DE FLECTIONS

572.5

AT MID SPAN

Table 11.9 : Average deflections under udl over half flange width and full span

4.6.1.2 Girders subjected to udl over half flange width and full span
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Girder G-3

• (rnrn) ..•.o °
012, 013 02 06 OJ', 015 ° 3, °5 Os Q; °4 °10 °Il(kN) + I, 7 , ,

0.23 0.24 0.36 0." I a." 0 0.30 0.31, 0.'16 0.55 0.66
0/1'1 0.48 0.7 I 0.86 O.S1 0.58 0.66 0.S9 1.10 1.33
0.68 0.73 1.07 1.32 1.2'1 0.90 0.99 I. 32 I. 7 I 1.99
0.88 0.97 1,1,4 1.7'1 1.66 I. J8 1.33 1.77 2.27 2.66
1.11 1.22 . 1.81 2.16 2.09 1.46 1.67 2.24 2.78 3.34
1.40 1.5:1 2.25 2.56 2.60 1.91 2. J2 2.74 3.25 3.94
2.1 I 2.93 3.46 4.J 8 3.72 3.20 3.52 4.18 " .76 5.4 7
3.15 4.1,8 5.7.4 6.00 6.22 5.74 6.21, 7.06 8.04 8.76
4.74 7.25 8.31 . 9.25 10.36 9.80 10.21 11/,4 12.63 12.38

Girder G-4

0.24 0.32 0.40 . 0.51 0.50 0.40 0.43 0.58 0.74 0.80
0.46 0.63 0.77 1.02 0.98 0.74 0.8! 1.13 l.36 1.52
0.66 0.88 1.1" 1.52 J.I, I 1.12 1.20 1.62 2.05 2.29
0.88 1.17 1.51 2.16 1.93 1.29 1.59 2. j 8 2.97 3.20
1.10 1.48 1.89 2.65 2.',2 1.73 1.98 2.73 3.58 '1.05
1.76 2.46 3.05 3.50 3.39 2.1,5 2.87 3.76 4.75 5.28
2.44 3.75 4.36 5.04 5.38 4.5', 5.06 5.93 7.()I1 7.65
3.21 5.12 .5.73 6.50 6.66 5.8 j 6.32 7.37 8.53 9.14
4.20 6.90 7.77 .8.65 9.77 8.86 9.52 J 0.70 II ..53 12.30
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Table 11.11.: Average longitudiml ~train~ (x 10-() aero" the girder depth on the
loaded ~ide

<.;irder <';-3
Strain at Lood (kN)

level 6.657 8.876 I 1.095 13.3111 15.5 J3 17.7.52 19.971

A -63 -88 -113 -138 -150 -200 -281
13 -38 -63 -88 -100 -100 -125 -150

At mid c. 0 13 38 63 181 231 625
span D 38 75 100 150 294 413 1000

E 63 109 169 213 419 769 1400

A -50 -81 -100 -125 -J38 -175 -244
Att406.4 13 -25 -56 -75 -85 -88 - II 3 -138
mm from. .c 0 6 13 38 100 163 475mid span

D 31 63 81 125 225 375 800
E 56 100 138 191( 338 (, 13 II 75

A -50 -75 -85 -100 -109 -138 -194
B -25 -50 -63 -75 -85 -113 -135
C 0 6 0 19 38 75 244,
D 25 50 63 75 125 194 475
E 50 85 109 131 194 356 731

Girder G-4

Strain at Load (kN) ,
level 6.657 8.876 J 1.095 13.314 15.533 17.752 19.971
A -75 , -100 -122 -150 -172 -225 -256
13 -50 -63 -88 -113 -113 -131 -138
C 13 25 63 88 256 269 563
D 50 88 150 206 425 525 900
E 88 II/II 21,4 381 638 ')50 1263
A -69 -94 -113 -138 -150 -194 -225
B -50 -75 -75 -100 -100 -125 -125
C 0 12 50 75 188 200 413
D 50 75 125 188 350 1125 725
E 75 125 206 338 525 775 1050

(COlltd ..... )

'" ,
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Girder G-4 (Col1td ..... )

Strain Load (kN)Section at
level 6.657 8.876 I 1.095 13.134 15.533 17.752 19.971

A -63 -88 -100 -113 -122 -150 -172
B -38 -63 -75 -75 -100 -106 -122At quarter

spal1 C a 6 13 38 63 113 206
D 38 63 75 106 159 238 391
E 88 113 134 181 256 413 600

•

Table 4.12: Average and maximum crack widths at various load levels

Load Average crack width, 1.I,,\iI1ll1/11crack width,
(0 ",0.) Wa vg.(kN) Wavg. (mm) w max. ("1/11)

Girder G-3 Girder G-4 Girder G-3 Girder G-4 Girder G-3 Girder G-4

j 1.095 0.04 0.0.5 1.25
13.314 0.03 0.07 0.05 0.10 1.67 1.43
15.533 0.06 0.09 0.10 0.15 1.67 1.67
17.7 52 0.10 0.12 O. J 5 0.18 1.50 1.50
19.971 0.14 0.15 0.20 .0.22 1.43 1.47
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Double cell box girder subjected to variou5 combination5 of 'Y"lInetric and
un5ymmetric load5 in uncracked 5tage

DEFLECTIONS ACROSS THE CROSS- SECTION AT MID SPAN

Double Cell Box Girder
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Deflections Across the Girder Cro~~-~ction at Mid Span

Table 11.13 : Three bricks layers on half width of top flange and full ~an(Fig. '1.1 1 i ij)

Deflection(rnm) ..- oJ ~ °3 °4 °5 °(; °7 °8 °9Load (kN) t

5.55 0.08 0.10 0.17 0.21 O. )' 0.7') (). ,'\'I rJ. ,) I O.'!?
lJ.IO 0.20 0:22 0.37 0.43 1.07 1.61 1.70 1.83 1.95
16.64 0.33 0.35 0.59 0.75 1.69 2.54 2.69 2.87 2.97

Table 4.111 : Six brick layers from free cantilever end to the centre of the
nearer girder cell (Fig. 4.11 iv)

Deflection(mm) ..- °1 °2 °3 °4 °5 °6 °7 °8 °9Load(kN) t

2.22 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.05 O.J 6 0.30 0.37 0.'i6 0.48
4.44 0.03 0.0 5 0.05 O. J a 0.33 0.59 0.76 0.91 0.%
6.66 0.05 0.07 0.09 0.15 0.49 0.88 I. J J 1.32 1.44
8.88 0.07 0.10 0.12 0.22 0.66 1./5 I '/18 1.74 1.89
I I. 10 0.09 0.13 0.1 (, 0.30 0.85 I '/i 5 un 2.19 2.37
13.31 0.12 0.16 0.20 0.35 1.03 I. 78 2.2'1 2.(,6 2.89

Table 4.15 : Fi ire brick layers from free cantilever ends to the centres of the
girder cells (Fig. 4.11 v)

Deflection(rnm) ,. ° 1 °2 ° 3 °4 °5 0(, °7 °8 °9Load (kN) t

4.438 0.43 0.44 0.39 0.36 0.36 .0.40 0.49 0'(,4 O. (, I
8.876 0.88 0.85 0.77 0.71 0.72 0.82 0.98 1.20 1.23
13.314 1.36 1.30 I. 18 1.08 I. J 0 1.21 1.'16 I. 74 1.79
17.752 1.83 1.77 1.59 1.46 1.47 1.63 1.94 2.27 2.36
22.190 2.31 2.22 2.00 1.84 1.83 2.02 2.37 2.70 2.89

....
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ble 4.16 : Four brick layers over the girder cells (Fig. 4.11 vi)

°1 °2 °3 °4 °5 °6 °7 68 o~

6.657 0.59 0.63 0.61 0.60 0.62 0.68 0.72 0.75 0.79
13.314 1.18 1.24 1.21 1.20 1.22 1.33 1.40 1.116 1.?2
19.971 1.78 1.87 1.84 1.80 1.83 1.94 2.05 2.18. 2.27
26.628 2.39 2.50 2.116 2.112 2.1,5 2.1,0 2.7(, 2.'n 3.00-_ .._-

ble 4.17 : Seven brick layers between the girder cells (Fig. 4.1 I vii)

flection(mm) -> °1 °2 °3 °4 °5 °6 °7 08 o~
+

3.329 0.23 0.25 0.31 0.34 0.38 0.36 0.33 0.28 0.28
6.657 0.45 0.49 0.60 0.69 0.77 0.71 0.66 0.57 0.56
9.986 0.66 0.73 0.90 1.04 1.16 1.07 0.98 0.85 0.84
13.314 0.88 0.98 1.21 1.40 1.55 1.43 1.31 1.14 1. 1I
16.643 1.11 1.23 1.52 1.77 1.94 1.80 1.64 1.43 1.38
19.971 1.34 1.49 1.84 2.14 2.34 2.19 1.99 1.73 1.66
23.300 1.57 1.76 2.16 2.54 2.78 2.62 2.36 2.04 1.95
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S trains (x 10-6) on the Top Surface of the Top Flange and

Soffits of the l\oltorn nanges

,/,.18 : Three brick layers on haIr width of T"ble 1'.1 'J : Six hrick layers rruln
top flange and full span (Fig. 4.11 jij) free cantilever end of

.the nearer girder cell
5.55 11.10 16.64 (Fig. 4.11 v)'

Load (kN)
f~ .'1 '1 s.~~ 13..11-07 -15 -2(, G'lUgc No.

-09 -21 -35 -02 -03 -06
-12 -25 -39 2 -02 -07 -13
-14 -30 -46 3 -(XI -12 -20
-23 -48 -77 4 -14 -30 -49
-25 -49 -77 5 -20 -41 -63
-34 -72 -108 6 -25 -52 -78
10 22 34 7 -28 -57 -88
1I 2~ 36 8 ()Ij 07 10
II 21 30 9 01 03 06

-12 -26 -l, 7. 10 03 08 12
II 5 91, 147 II -05 -10 -17
4.1 92 141 12 32 67 I(XI

48 98 150 13 35 74 116
14 38 82 12 'I
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e 4.20 : Five brick layers from free Table 4.21 : Four brick layers over the
cantilever ends to the centres girder cells (Fig. 4.11 vi)
of the girder cells (Fig. 4.11 v)

Load (kN).•.
13.314 26.6288.876 17.752 22.190 gauge No. ~

-28 -57 -78 1,7 -47 -102
-25 -49 -(13 •. 2,6 -42 - 82
-25 -51 -65 3,5 ..lJ3 - 85
-27 -55 -68 4 -37 - 78
48 100 132 8,14 60 132
45 93 124 9,13 54 113
44 90 117 10,12 59 122
-0(, -14 -18 II -25 - 5]

Table 4.22: Seven brick layers between the girder cells
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s (x 10-6) Across the Girder Depth at Mid Span

4.23 : Three brick layers on half width Table 4.2f1 : Six brick layers fronl free
of top flange and full span can ti lever end to the centre
(Fig.4.11 iii) of the nearer girder cell

_ .. - ....... '-'-- (I_~iF.._~L!_ivL_______________Strain at Front Ilack LOCld Strain Cit Front l\ad;Level Face r<1ce (kN) Level Face f".Jce
A -38 -100 A -13 -100

B -25 - 75 B 0 - 75

C jJ 25 13.31 C 0 - 13

D 25 63 D 25 50

E 50 134 E Z5 100

4.25 : Five brick layers from free Table 4.26 : Four brick layers OVer the
cantilever ends to the centres girder cells (Fig. 4.11 vi)
of the girder cells (Fig. 4.11 v)

Strain at - Front Back Load Strain at Front [,ack- Level Face Face (kN) Level Face Face

A -85 -85 A -100 -SS
B -63 -50 B - 75 -(,3

C 06 0 26.628 C 25 13

D 63 50 n 63 5(,

E 11~ 100 - E 134 125

Table 4.27 : Seven brick layers between the girder cells (Fig. 4.11 vii)

Load
(kN)

23.30
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Double cell box girder subjected to monotonically inereasiun!; sustained loads
of short durations

, .
Table 4.28 : Deflections (nHn) across the girder cross-section at

mid span and quarter span

Load 01 09 °2, Os oJ 07 04, °(, 05 "10 ,\ 12 ° 11, °1'1(kN) . , ,
6 ' S '

~U
1.29 1.22 I.18 1.1.3 I./I, O.SI, 0.91
1.42 1.4 I 1.40 1.38 1.37 0.96 1.06

11.095 1.51 1.50 1.47 1.45 !.I15 I.CYI I.1'1
1.55 1.53 1.51 1.47 1.49 1.06 1.17

3.00 2.92 2.88 2.811 2.88 2.10 2.22
3.16 3.12 3.08 3.03 3.07 2.20 2.33
3.36 3.30 3.25 3.21 3.28 2.YI 2.48

22.190 . 3.44 3.36 3.32 3.28 3.36 2,1'0 2.55
3.62 3.57 3.54 3.4 9 3.55 2.52 2.67
3.70 3.65 3.62 3.55 3.62 2.57 2.72

7.51 7.43 7.40 7.32 7.4 I 5.15 5.40
8.33 8.23 8.19 8.12 8.20 5.69 5.95.
8.53 8.42 8.37 8.30 8.38 5.82 6.08

33.285 8.88 8.77 8.72 8.65 8.73 6.07 6.32
9.25 9.12 . 9.06 9.01 9.09 6.32 6.57
9.93 9.80 9.73 9.67 9.80 6.79 7.06
10.34 10.22 10.15 10.09 10.16 7.18 7.49
10.42 . 10.31 10.26 10.21 10.28 7.2S 7.60

14.57 14.50 14.46 14.4 I 14.52 10.22 j 0.58
14.98 14.92 111.83 111.79 14.93 10.52 10.86
15.4 j 15.35 15.28 15.21 15.36 10.80 1I.1 8.__ .

44.380 15.57 15.51 15.43 15.35 15.52 10.92 11.30
15.73 15.69 15.62 15.55 15.73 11.05 11.42
15.93 15.89 15.80 15.70 15.90 11.13 11.50
16.06 16.03 15.~ 15.84 16.02 11.22 11.60

tantancous deflections
urs

COil td ........... .r-,
\~I

.•.
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Table 4.28 (Contd ......... )
.._.~--_..~-.-.__ ._----_._--------_._~-- - ---."- - .._--_._- .

Load ° I, ° 9 °2 °8 °3, °7 °4, ° 6 °5 ° ° 011, °14(kN) , 10, 12,

°13 °1520.82 20.77 20.69 20.56 20.78 14.57 15.09
21.33 21.29 21.23 21.07 21.30 14.89 15.44
21.75 21.70 21.60 21.44 21.68 15.13 15.67
22.02 21.95 21.85 21.70 21.92 15.30 15.88

55.476 22.22 22.18 22.07 21.93 22.15 15.45 15.98
22.47 22.42 22.27 22.10 22.33 15.59 16.1 1
22.70 22.65 22.51 22.35 22.60 15.76 16.28
22.77 22.74 22.59 22.43 .22.69 15.86 16.39

28.09 28.0'1 27.85 27.77 28.07 19.58 19.85
28.75 28.72 28.51 28.42 28.73 20.05 20.69
29.22 29.18 28.97 28.85 29.17 20.40 21.03
29.47 29.43 29.22 29.11 29.43 20.57 21.19

66.570 29.77 29.78 29.56 29.42 29.80 20.:!!1 21.46
29.96 29.98 29.77 29.65 30.02 20.98 21.62
30.16 30.15 29.92 29.80 30.19 21.09 21.71
30.36 30.35 30.13 30.01 30.40 2 I. 2'1 21.86
30.40 30.38 30."5 30.03 30,112 21.25 21.88

o
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Table 4.29 : Strains (x 10-6) on the top surface of the top flange and
soffits of the IX)ll"", r langes

11.095 22.190 33.285 44.380 55.1'76 66.57
ins t. after inst. after ins t. after inst. after ins t. al ter inst. after3 I 1 23 10 13 15da s da s da s da s da s da '5
-35 -43 -92 -120 -171, -232 -280 -JlO ..J, 18 ..J, 85 -550 - ()S'1

-30 -40 -85 -107 -156 -22 I -275 -338 -422 -492 -588 -744
-32 -40 -92 - J 16 -170 -240 -272 -34 5 -408 -469 -576 -732
-27 -38 -79 -96 -14 I -198 -260 -327 -382 -445 -530 . -672
45 53 !O3 120

50 60 115

57 68

-25 -34 -57 -68 -84 -93 -87 - J 21 -114 -99 -87 -93
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Table 4.30 : Average longi tudinal strains (x 10-6) across the
girder depth at various sections

Strain at Load (kN)
22.190 33.285 44.380 55.476 66.57level

inst; after ins t. after inst. after inst. after ins t; afterII 23 10 13 15days days days days days
A -75 -113 -150 -181 -219 -256 -306 -)1.4 -413 -475
13 -50 - 75 -113 -125 -113 -125 -100 -100 -113 -138
C 25 50 138 225 563 688 1013 1200 1563 1825
0 75 125 294 500 1000 1175 1638 1900 2450 2788
E 125 208 11 63 750 1475 1738 23562(,88 )1.7.5 3888

11 -69 -100 -138 -175 - J88 -238 -263-313 -388 ..1'25
13 -50 - 75 -100 -113 -113 -113 -106 -1 J3 - J 13 -125
C 13 25 JOO 200 450 563 775 888 1213 1325
0 63 94 225 400 788 950 1263 11,.50 1975 2225
E 113 163 363 613 1150 1388 1825 2063 2825 3213

A -56 -75 -91. -113 -138 -163 -200 -225 -275 -325
B -38 -50 -69 - 75 - 88 -100 -ID -125 -125 -150
C 13 19 38 63 150 213 338 4 J3 588 675
0 50 63 100 163 288 375 613 725 10~3 1263
E 88 100 175 275 450 563 888 1063 1525 1788



Table 4.31: Average and maximum crack widths at various load levels

I • (,7'

L7t

I. 50

1.56

1.67

1.50

1.54

1.67

0.22

0.06

O. I 0

0.20

O. j 2

0.0 5

0.30

0.25

0.35

0.40

~'axilllurll Crack
Width, w (1T11T1)max

O.ln

0.011

0.20

0.07

0.12

0.0(,

0.16

0.21

0.13

0.26

Average Crack
Width, w (rnm)

av

Ins tan tan eo us

Instantaneous

After sustained
loading of I I days

!ItS tan to.flCUUS

Instantaneous

Ti me
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After sustained
loading of 10 days

After sustained
loading of 15 days

After sustained
loading of 23 days

After sustained
loading of 13 days

Ins tan taneous
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Composi te Box Girder

Composite box girder subjected to udl over the entire top flange

Table 4.32 : Average deflections at various points along the span of the girder

Deflection
01 07 °2,°6 03. 05 09, 0", 0/0 08, °11("u,,) -,

•Load (kN) -I
... -- .... - ""--------- ...• ----.' .... - _.0 _ ...__ ._.__ ._--- -

.438 .0.30 0.58 0.67 0.77 0.78
8.876 0.76 1.38 1.83 2.02 1.98
13.314 1.76 3.06 4.64 5.02 " .96
17.752 3.57 7.05 9.39 10.45 10.30
22.190 5.66 10.86 14.29 . 15.92 15.51
6.628 8.62 16.52 21.40 23.80 23;57
2.190 8.21 15.71 20.39 22.70 22.41
17.752 7.66 14.59 18.93 21.13 20.70

6.98 13.30 17.25 19.32 18.71
6.23 11.87 15.37 17.29 16.64
5.43 10.36 13.36 15.09 1', .4 2
4.35 8.33 10.78 12.17 11.66

-6Table 4.33: Average strains (x 10 ) on the top surface of the

top flange and the soffit of the bottom flange

oad (kN)'"

+ 4.438 8.876 j 3.314 17.752 22.190 26.628

-20 .Ji8 -98 -174 -259 -378
-25 -52 -86 -145 -227 -336
36 77

61 124

40 98



Taole 4.35: Average and IlIilXilllUIIlcrack widths at various IOild levels

Average Crack Maximum Crack
(U ma/w avg.Width, w (mm) \Vidth,w (mm)av ~lax

.876 0.03 0/)5 1.(,7
.314 0.06 O.! 0 1.67
.752 0.08 0.12 1.50
.190 0.12 0.16 1.33
.628 0.14 0.20 1.43

"". .\\~
'""-- \
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Reloading of the composite box girder and subjecting it to sustained loading

Table 4.36 : Deflections (Imn) .under sustained loading

Load O2, ° 6 09'°4, °10 °11(kN)
Nil 8.33 12.17 I l.r,(,

I . 1I, 1.r,7 IJ,X
4.438 1.19 1.71 1. 70

1.21 1.7 I 1.71
1.2 J 1.70 1.71

2.49 3.57 3.58
2.53 3.60 3.62

8.876 2.% 3.68 3.71
2.64 3.80 3.84
2.7 J 3.85 3.89

3.89 5.70 5.71
4.0 I 5.87 5.87
4. J 2 5.98 5.99

13.314 4.25 6.1 I 6./2
[1.29 fo.25 6.7.5
4.4 a 6.37 6.38

5.56 8.08 8.05
5.71 8.29 8.29
5.84 8.45 8/<5

17.752 5.91 8.55 8.53
5.99 8.69 8.69
6.12 8.88 8.89
6.26 9.06 9.07

7.50 10.88 10.90
7.66 J 1.10 11.07
7.81 11.27 11.25

22.190 7.98 11.46 11.1;6
8.05 11.59 11.58
8.19 11.70 11.68
8.19 11.80 11.81
8.32 I J .99 11.99
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Table 4.36 (Contd ....•.. )

Time Load
02' °6 09'04' 010 °11(duys) (kN)

/icsidllOlr Nil 8. ,1 12.17 I 1:(;6•
inst. 9.69 /lj .09 Ilj .07

2 10.30 14.&'1 II, .85

4 10.49 15.10 15.11

7 10.76 15.50 15.52

II 11.32 16.18 16.18
14 26.628 11.54 16.48 16/18
21 12.28 17.49 17.48
28 J2.65 17.96 17.93
35 12.97 18.34 18.34
49 13.68 19.32 19.33
60 14.06 19.86 19.79
109 15.00 21.19 21.14
149 15.28 21.58 21.52
187 J5.43 21.66 21.61
249 15.91 22.34 22.30
318 J6.05 22.53 22.48
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CHAPTER - V

Thc' f,,,"ru('e",e"t box gird,',"s Wt'I"t' tt'slt'd tu study ,ht'i," 1;"I,~viou," i"

number of cracks appt'ared, The length ilnd width of cracks fonnec)

the elastic, cracked and ultimate stages, The test results have bt'en compared

wilh the analytical. resllits prt'diclt'd by the proposed Jinil,' ,'ielllt'nt 1I1l'lhot!

increasing live loads. A detailed comparison of the experimental .Jnd analytical

response of the girders, i.e., deflections, strains, stresses. propagation of

cracks and prediction of ultimate failure under dead loads and monotonically

results is presented in the following sections. The experimental values reported

are average of companion specilnens, wherever applicable.

5.2 SINGLE CELL FERROCEMENT BOX GIRDERS SUBJECTED TO udJ OVER
THE ENTIRE TOP FLANGE

TEST RESULTS AND COMPARISON WITH ANALYTICAL PREDICTIONS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

described In Chapter -III. The proposed analytical method traces the complete

5.2.1 General Test Behaviour

Two single cell ferrocement box girders were tested under uniformly

distributed loads (udJ) over the entire top flange (Plate 5.1). The experimental

results of both' the girders were comparable. In both the girders, the first

visible cracks appeared in the bottom flange and side wel:6 in V1Cnid sp3Jlregion

after the application of three brick layers (corresponding to a udl of 3.09

The maximum crack width in both the girders at this load level

reached 0.1 mm. After the application of fOllr brick layers (4.12 kN/m2),

earlier illso illereased. Mil"y <:r;f(:I" i" the bOllo", fla"ge tralrrset! tl,c

full width of the bottorn flallge, The Inuximum crack width in the girder,

'Tlarked G-l and G-2 reached 0.15 "lin and 0.20 111m respectively. \Vith the

app!ieul;on of further b,"iek laycr-s new Cf'aeks fOrlllcd, the cracks fO'"III<:<1
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5.2.2 Finite Element Idealization

The variation in the longitudinal skeletal steel in theand bottom flange.

earlier extended and the width of cracks increased. At sevell brick IGyers

(7.22 kN/r1l2), the '"axi,nu,n crack width ill the two giruer, "L'acheu 0.6 Illill

and O.S mm respectively. The gi,'der marked G-l was Iwueu with the eight

brick layer (8.25 kN/m2) also. After about twenty minutes of the loading,

top flange, side webs and bottom flange was accounted for by taking .three

different material types for them. Material type for reinforced concrete

end diaphragms was accounted for by taking it as a fOllrth material type.

The location of the. mesh layers and skeletal steel as considered in the analysis

of the girder arc shown in Fig. 5.1.

Taking advantage of the, symmetry of the geometry and the loading

about both the axes, one quarter of the girder was discretizeu (Fig. 5.1)

by forty f.our elements with fifty SIX nodes. The wire mesh and transverse

skeletal steel reinforcement was the same in the. top flanges, side webs

the girder failed due to snappillg of wire Illeshes of the botto," flallge and

side webs (Plates 5.3A, 13 and C). The average crack spaclllg at ,even brick

layers in girder G-2 was about 40 inm in the central part of the bottom

flange. At this load level, a few diagonal shear cracks in the web appeared

at the support. Longitudinal cracks at the junction of top flange and webs

also appeared at this load level in the end portions. On unloading, the reco-

very In mid span deflection in girder G-2 was about 60 percent. The crack-

pattern of the bottom flange and side webs of girder G-2 is shown in Plate

,.?2. Chipping of the bottom flange and side webs in girder G-2 was done

at several crack locations. Mortar compaction was found to be satisfactory.

Mortar cover to the wire mesh varied from 5.15 nlln to 7.91/ Illln with an

average of 6.60 mm. This compared well with the theoretical covC'r of 6.33 mm.
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The total superimposed load of 31.07 kN (or 7.22 kN/n,2) was applied

in six load increments of 8.88, 4.44, 4.44, 4.44. 4.44 and 4.44 kN each. The

first load increment comprised of the self weight of the girder plus the

superimposed load of 8.88 kN whereas the subsequent load increments were

of superi,nposed load only. The ultimate failure of the girder at 31.07 kN

load wa, indica led by a large i'l<"'('ase in the unb,lIanced fo'ce no,n, r", io.

The failure at this load was also indicated by il large increase in deflections

in the last load increment. The total computer time taken for complete

displace,nent and stress output IV<iS4 ,ninutes <inc!40 seconus.

5.2.3 Comparison of Results

The comparison of theoretical and experimental deflections at the

mid span and along the span arc shown in Pigs. 5.2 and 5.3 respectively.

Considering the deflections at mid span, the predicted deflections in the elastic

stage (i.e. at one and two brick layers) arc about 70 percent of the experi,nental

deflections. This difference in the analytical and the experimental deflec"tions

may be due to (i) finite element mesh fineness used in the discretization of

the girder and (ii) the variation in the modulus of elasticity of the mortar

adopted for the theoretical analysis and the actual modulus of elastici ty of the

mortar in the cast girders. To study the effect of the discretiza tion, the girder

was reanalysed by discretizing it with 74 elements and 90 nodes. The mid span

deflections at first, second and third load increments (i.e. a t two three and four

brick layers) increased only marginally by 0.44, 0.34 and 1.% perCent respec-

tively). The mid span deflections at fourth and fifth load increments (i.e. at five

brick layers) increased by 6.0 and 8.4 percent respectively. The ultimate

failure of the girder at sixth load increment (i.e. at seven brick layers correspon_

ding to 31.07 kN load) was indicated by a large Increase in the residual vector

ratio and the energy norm ratio due to residual forces. Thus the



IHHloticcd and the

IS2

the deflection values IS very small whereas the computer

the analysis inrrea,ed by abollt SO perrent. Therefore, the

rnooulus of clJ.qjcity of the IllDrL.H ill tilL' ('d .•..•t girdt'r~. Thl'

the application of any brick layer goes

compacted uSing a specially fabricated surfilce vibriltor having

150mm cast on a vibrating table whereas the Inortar in the box

that of crack detectioll wcre madc "fter romplctc loadillg of the

after the application of three brick layers. Since all the obscrvations

about 70 percent of the experimeillal deflecti()n~, whereCls CIt five "fld

brick layers (5.15 kN/n,z illld 6.19 kN/r1l2) these arc ilboUI S7 alld 9S

s 9.43 kN (or 2.19 kN/m
2

) by the linear extrapolation of the result of the

The theoretical first crack lood causing the attainment of cracking

xpcrimcnt.:J] fir~t crack It),Jd \V.:.l~ overcome by ill!erpoldtillg froll1 the 10.:.1(1-

irder by each brick layers, the appearance of the first crack, cven if it

irst load increment. The experimental first crilcks in both the glrdel's werc

ctual first crack lrod is, thllS, not knowlI. This problem of determining

dlection curve the point froll' where lion-linear behavilllll' stilrtS. The first

value adopted in the theoretical analysis IS frOin the control InortClr cylinders

difference in the analytical and the experllllel1tal values in the elclstlc stage

and the initial portion of the cracked range lIIay be attribllted to the differellCe

the failure of the girder.

a wooden base. Proper compaction of the mortor in ca'ting fel'rocelnent

d'ff' I bl db G k,(163) I A 'IS a I ICli t pro em as reporte yams I a so. 't t:1ree

fOlir brick Iuycrs (3.09 kN/1I1
2

ilnd (1.12 kN/n,2), the p,'edicted deJlectiol"

percent of the experimental deflections. At the ultimate lrod of seven brick

2
layers (7.22 kN/rn ), the predlCteri ddlcctions becOinc largc thll,' illdlcatillf;

strain in the extreme fibre of mortar at the critical (;au~.<.,point \Va~ obtaincd
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rack loads so d~termined for the girders C-I anclC-2 <:Ire <:Ibollt 11.50 kN
':2 2r 2.67 kN/m ) <:Irid 10.25 kN (or 2.38 kN/m ) respectivE'ly .

.c'
A corr'par"o" of the predicted <:Illd experiment,d IOllgitlldi",d tl'"sik

at 25 mm" above the soffit at the mid alld qU<:Irter 'p<:lll sectiolls i,

In rig. 5.11. Considerillg the mid Sp<:l" seetioll, the predicted allcl the

xperimental sfrains are small ill the ullcracked rallge and are ill good?gree-

After cr<:lckillg of tile mort<:lr, the Slr<:li", illcre'lSe CIt a f<:lst rate.

t the three a"d four ..brick layers, the predicted str"i"s are k" th"" the

xperirTleJ1t<:l1 straIns by about 32 <:Ind 22 percellt re'pectlvely. I\t five brrck

ayers; the predi.cted strain is more th<:ln the experimelltal straill by <:Ibollt
•

peFcent. The yielding of the skeletal steel is predicted <:It SIX brick l<:Iyer-s.

he contribution cif skeletal steel to the rigidity of thc cr<:lcked ,cctioll becomcs

era due to the' as>umed linearly clastic-perfectly plastic stress-strai" curve

the -materi<:ll., The contribution of cracked mortar IS already small clue

entire depth' having cracked. This leads to a I"rge illlTcase in the

at the section. The predicted strain at six brick layers is thus more

experimental str<:lill by <:Ibout 43 percent. At sevell brick l<:Iyers,

yielding 'o'f _'~ire mesh is also predicted. Thus the contribution of both

skeletal :steel and wire mesh to the rigidity of the cracked composi te

predicted strain at seven brick layers IS very large as compared
-':

the experim<:ntal strains of the two girders. The actual stress-strai" curves

skeletalsteef and -wire mesh (Fig. 4.3) do not have a well defined yield

the" skeletal steel alld wire mesh cOlltribute to the rigidity of

the cracked composite beyond their assumed yield strains. The large increase

in the predictc:cl deflections at seven brick layers are due to the predicted

yielding of t1~'-skeletal steel alld the wir" mesh layers of the bottom flallge

the ,rnisi, span regr all.

On- cornp<J.ring the prC'dj('t{~d [oflgittJdirl(11 tf'rl.t.,ile qri.lill" •...It 25 InIn ~lbovt'
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the. ~offit with the <,xperimental ~train~ ~lt the quarter ~pan ~ection, the

predicted and the experimental ',trains of the two girciers arc small upto

three brick layers and are in good agreement. At four and five brick bye",

the predicted strains arc less than the experimental stl.ains by about 29

ullcl 15 percent while at ~ix i:1I1d ~PV(." ~ricl< laycr~ thc ....e .\r<' IillW{' by OJbt'lll

20 and 29 percent respectively. Even at seven brick layers, the predlctl'd

strains in the skeletal steel and wire mesh layers arc less than their respective

yield strains.

A comparison of the predicted and the experimental longitudinal comp-

ressive strains at the top surface of the top flange at the mid and the quarter

span sections IS shown in Fig. 5.5. Considering the mid span section, the

predicted and the. experimental strains are in good agreement upto four

brick layers. At five and six brick layers, the predicted strains are more

. than the experimental strains by about 18 and 30 percent respectively. fIt

seven brick layers the predicted strain becomes large as compared to the

experimental strains.' The large variation at seven brick layers is due to

the predicted yielding of skeletal steel and wire mesh layers of the bottom

flange iil the theorcfical analysis which causes the corresponding increase

in the compressive sfrains of the top flange. Considering quarter span section,

the predicted and the experimental strains show a good comparison right

upto seven brick. layers. At seven brick layers the predicted :;train 'is more

than the experimentili strain by about 13 percent only. Thus the predicted

and tile- cxpcrirTlcntal !-Jtruifl~ il~IVC ~ho\V1l g(){xJ corllpari~ol1 lJpto tile yieldJIlg

of reinforcement •. The predicted strai.ns become brge after the yielding

of reinforcement due to the reason mentioned above.

The variation of the longitudinal strain across the girder depth at

the mid and quarter span sections is shown in Figs. 5.6 and 5.7. On the whole,

the variation of the cxpcrirllclltcl! ~)troills acro~~ the g.irder depth I~ lincdr.
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good agreement. I\t four and five brick layers, the predicted

than the C'xpcri'"C'lltal straills across the clltin' depth dnd

variation becomes qUite large due to the predicted )'ieldillg of

the load carrlcd by girders G-I and G-2 both is 3.09 kN/II,2,

At the recommellded crack width of 0.1 nlln for fcrroce/lIcllt

At SIX brick layers, the predicted and the experimental strains

arc morc than the cxperilllcntal strains. The rll.:lxirllUrn vJri.:Jtioll i~

in the cantilever flange but in the remaining girder depth the predIctcd

depth of the girder where predicted strain is more by about 33 percent.

ill good agreement across thC' entire girder depth. At six b"ick layC'rs,

experimental strain by about 43 perCE'nt. The large variation at this

The load versus maximum crack width curve for thC' girdC','s is showlI

in good agreement in the cantilever flange and at mid depth while below

rnid depth of the girder, the predicted strains are more than the experi-

Considering mid span section (Fig. 5.6) at three and four brick layers, the

predicted strains are less thall the experimental strams across the elltire

layers where predicted strain is less than the experimental strain by about

depth. The maximum variation is at 75 mrn above the soffit at three brick

33 percent. At fi ve brick layC'rs, the predicted and the experimC'lltal strains

the predicted strains are more than the experimental strains and the maximum

variation is at 25 mm above the soffit where predicted strain IS rnore than

ental strains. The maximum variation is at 25 mrn above the soIfit\\'here

>
load level is due to the predlctC'd l'ielding of skeletal steel. At seven brick

skeletal steel and wire mesh both. Considering quarter spall section (Fig.

t sevcll brick layers the predIcted strains compare well with thc cxperi'"clltal

5.7), the predicted and the experllnental stralllS Upto threc brick layers 'He

redicted strain is more than the experimental strain by about 20 percent.

the maximum variation IS at 25 mrn above the soffit at Iour, brick layers

where predicted strain is less than the experimental strain but about 29

1 Fig. 5.8.

- _.( I)ructlJrcs~.~ ,



girder is about 550. micron at the ultimate test load of seven

This indicates that even for the maximum load on 'the girder,

which960

250 I". (1(,2) 1as per .,J. Lode rOln
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This observation validates the assulnption IT) the

250 IIl111 to 575 mill from the mid span section.

times the limiting ratio of

are small.

level the average span/deflection ratio IS about

that the maximum compressive strain anywhere in the top flange

requirement of limit state of deflection. At a span/deflection

250, the average load taken by the girders is about 5.70 kN/m2 which

mid span section. The experimental longitudinal cracks 'were observed

to the load at which yielding of the skeletal steel at mid span takes

Thus the deflections in the box girders even at the yielding of the

brick layers between

brick layers and they had the average spread from about 500 nlill to

The theoretjcally predicted crack patterns in the girder at first crack

The theoretical analysis predicts diagonal shear cracks in the web near

support at seven brick layers. This corroborates well with the appearance

seven brick layers, the longitudinal cracks spread from 250 mill to 14 ~5 IIl1"

nd at three, five, six and seven brick layers are shown in Fig. 5.~. The

xperirnental crijck-pattern \Vere photographed after IIlilt'king thco cl-acks on

he girder surface at seven b,-ick layers imd painting of the crClcks after

the stress-strain curve of the mortar (Fig. 4.4) 111 the compression zone is

proposed finite element model for nonlinear analysis of the ferrocernent box

perfectly plastic stress-strain curve of the mortar in compression.

still within the linear elastic range. This justifies the adopted linearly elastic _

girders of neglecting the geometrical nonlineari ty. It is also seen from the

1800 mm from the mid span section.

of diagonal shear cracks in the web at seven brick layers. The longitudinal

the junction of the top flilnge and the side webs are predicted at



as obser ved.

0.05 """.

Exper imen taj])'.

In girder G-3, the first

If any cracking on the top suduce tukes

and tile 1I1.JxiIJIUIIl crack width W.:.l.s

the lauded portion after the application of five

Experimentally also, no cracking or crushing of the diaphr~gms

its entire surfuce.

Joading, then these cracks close up after unloading of the girder.

due to' the closed cell. 1\ t sevell b,- iek layers, these 10llgi tudillal

cracks on the bottom surface of the top flange in the mid span region

the experimental crack-pattern. The theoretical unulysis predicts longitu-

No cracking or crushing of the diaphragms is pr('dict('d ('ven at the

junction wi th the side webs in the mid spun region.

half £lange width and full span (PJate 5.4).

crucks on the top sur face, if un)', couJd not be seen due to the br ick

HALF FLANGE WIDTH AND FULL SPAN

SINGLE CELL FERROCEMENT BOX GIRDERS SUBJECTED TO udl OVER

n unloading the girder no crucks '.vere visible on the top surfuce.

Two single cell box girders marked G-3 and G-4 w('(e tested under udl

187

completely unloading - the girder. The predicted crack-pattern in the bottom

flange and side webs of the girder at seven brick layers shows a good comparison

the bottom flange, below

iei< layers (5.15 i<N/,"2)

at six brick layers. However, the experimentul observation of such crucks is

cracks <lre predicted to increase <llong the /enr,th clnd width of the' top fkltlgf'.

At seven brick layers, Jongitudinal cracks on the top surface are predicted at

.3.1 General Test Behaviour

isible cracks appeared in the bottom flange at mid span below the loaded

ortion alter the applica tion of six brick lu)'ers (6. J9 kN/ fIl2). The maxill,uII'

rack width was 0.05 mm. The first visible cracks in girder G-4 appeared
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wi th the theoretical cover of 6.33 mm .

53

2(9.28 kN/m )

were ubout

19.97 kN (or 9.28 kN/m2)

G-3 and G-'I

The maxi mUll' crack widths ill the two

A total of nine brick layers

The crack-pattern of the bottom flange andrespectively.

load level were 0.20 mm and 0.22 mm respectively. The

The total, superimposed load of

the bottom flange which cracks under tension. Since the wire

all through the major part of the loading while a finer mesh

longitudinal cracks at the junction of the top fl"nge <:llld side webs

and 80 mm respectively. No shear cracks in the webs at the supports

5.60 mm to 7.111 mm with an average of 6.110' mm and III girder

from 5.16 to 7.94 mm with an average of 6.55 Ill/n. This compared

webs of girder G-3 is shown in Plate 5.5. Chipping of the bottom flange

58 percent

side webs was done at several crack locations and the mortar compaction

found to be satisfactory. The cover to the wire mesh in girder G-3 varied

used for the top flange as it remains III compression well wi thin the

girder using 72 elements with 80 nodes (Fig. 5.10). A coarser mesh

With the application of subsequellt brick layers, more cr"cks "ppe"red 111

Nonlinear analysis of the girder was done by discretizing one half of

the bottom flange and side webs.

were "pplied all both the girders.

average.sp"cillg of cracks ill the cl'1l1r,,1 part of the bottoll' JI'"1ge were abollt

were observed in the two girders. On unloading, the recoveries in mid span

•3.2 Finite Element Idealization'

IS case also.

esh and skeletal steel reinforcement in these two girders IS the same as

applied in six load' incremen ts of 8.88, 2.22, 2.22, 2.22, 2.22 ilild 2.22 k N

ch. At the 10ild of 19.97 kN (or 9.28 kN/II,2), both the residual vector norll]

deflection below the loaded web in girders

rovided in girders G-I and G-2, the number of material types were four in



5.3.3 Comlllrison of Results

ment and stress output was 9 minutes and 13 seconds.

The dcflcction,

the loaded web are more than the deflections below tire unloeldcd web.

The variation of deflection across the width of the bottom flange is

Own at the mid and quarter span sections in Fig. 5.13.

A comparLson of the theoretical and experimental deflections below the

loaded web at mid span is shown in Fig. 5.11. The predicted deflections in

the elastic stage (i.e., upto five brick layers) are about 75 percent of 'the

and energy norrn ratios increased more rapidly thereby indicating proximity

to the ultimate failure. The total computer time taken for completc displace-

The load-deflection curve at quarter span section below the loaded

is shown in Fig. 5.12. In the elastic stage (up to 11.1 KN or 5.15 kN/m2),

he predicted deflections are about 73 p~rcent of the experimental deflections.

n the cracked stage, the difference between the predicted and experimental

eflections reduces. At six and seven brick layers, the predicted deflections

re less than the experimental deflections by about 19 and 7 per('cnt, while

and nine brick layers the predicted deflections are more by about

and J 5 percent.

experirnentill deflections. This discrcpancy in the elastic stage may be attributed

to the marginally lower value of modulus of elasticity of the mortar in the

girder as compared to the value obtained from the control mortar specimens

as mentioned in Section 5.2.3. In the cracked stage, the predicted deflections

continue to increase at a faster rate as compared to the experimental deflec-

A t six brick layers (6.19 kN/m2), the predicted deflection is about

of the experimental deflection, at seven, eight and nine brick

8.25 and 9.28 kN/r112) the predicted deflections are about 12, 22

and 33 percent more than the experimental deflections •.



whef"(~ this

() 5 pcrccn t

1.38 to 1.16.

1.08 below the

The yielding of the

J .33 below the loaded

I\t seven brick Jelyer this

this rdtio v,Jri('s IrOll1 l.'j(J ttl I.I?

1'10

the predicted strain is. ,. '18 percent of the experJ-

below the loaded web.0.73

1.13 below the urlioaded web to 0.77 below till' it,aded web.

10.0 kN or (4.65 kN/m2).

Considering the mid span section (Fig. 5.111), the predicted

I\t seven, eight and nine brick layers the predicted strains

brick layers. Considering ",icl SP'Hl sectiorl, al five b•.i,'k lilyers

to

2(6.19 kN/ m ),

The experimental first crack loads of girders G-3 and G-4 as evident

in, the elastic stage (up to five brick layers) are about

varies from 1.52 below the unloaded web to

strain.

Considering the quarter span section, at five brick layers, the ratio of

on the flexible side of the experimental strains.

cOlllrarison of the rreclictNi and c'flcrirncnt,d cleflcctions is shown for fil'c,

the slore of the load-strain elII'Ve. Considering 'luarter span section (Fig.

the experimental strains. In the cracked stage, the predicted strains have

tio varies from 1.16 to 0.93 and at nine brick layer from

the loaded web at the mid and the quarter span sections is shown ,in Figs.

letal steel is predicted at nine brick layers thus leading to the large decreilSe

The first crack load as predicted by the unalysis is 8.'13 I<N (or 11.15

The variation of longitudinal tensile strain at 25 mrn above the soffit

e predicted to the experimental deflections varies frolll

5), the predicted strains are <..J/)OIJt he) percellt of tile cxpcrilllclltd! str':lins

ck layers

267 kN/m ) and

am the nonlinearity of the 10ad-def1cction curves are about 12.2 kN (or

2
5.15 kN/m), the ratio of the predicted defJection to the e,peri",entai deflec-

-ceased at a faster rate as compared to the experimental strains. I\t six

'he maxirJlurn variation is at nine brick layers
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The slope of the predicted load-deflection and load-strain curves decreases

under-

six brick layers. At higher load levels, the predicted strains increase at

rate. A t seven brick layers,. the predicted strain is about 7/j percent

experimental strain while at eight and nme brick layers. the predicted

arc about 26 and 39 percent more than the experi'nental straills.

fast after cracking of the 'nor tar because the specinlens are

(two layers of wire mesh giving volume fraction of 0.63 percent

in the two principal directions). III the elastic stage, the contribution of

the mortar to the rigidi ty of the ferroce'"ent cornposi te is more than 90 per-

"ent while after cracking the major contribution to the rigidity of the eonlpo-

ite is through unyielded Jayers of wire Illesh and skeletal steel alld ullcracked

of the mortar. The contributioll of the cracked 'nor tar is, however.

The variation of the longitudinal strain across the girder depth On the

the mid and the quarter span sections IS shown in Figs .

•16 <md 5.17, respectively. The st,"aill variation is shown at the load levels

five, seven and nine .brick layers. The variation of the experi,ncntal strain

various load levels is approxillia tely linear. Considering the Illid span section

°ig. 5.16), at five brick layers the predicted strains are less than the experi-

strains across the entire girder depth. The maxi'"um variatiop is

25 In,n above the soffit where the predicted str"in is "bolJt 59 pcrccnt

the experimental strain. Here the magnitudes of the strains are small

Cause the girders are sti11 Hl the uncracked stage. A t seven b,"iek layers,

e predicted compressive strains in the cantilever flange are in good agreement

"th the experimental strains whereas in the remaining girder depth, thc

tensile strains are more than the experi'llental strains. Tilc Illaxilllulll

is at 25 mm above the soffit where predicted st,"aill is about .33
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experimental strain by about 20 percent.

In the

The predicted

upto seven brick layers).

The maxilllul'n variation is above

1\ t nine brick laYe'rs, the predicted

15.53 kN (or 7.22 kN/n,2) and 13.31 kN

The girders withstood an average load of

<:Ire

of the cracked stage (i.e.

in both by analytical and the experimental results.

the cracked stage, the compressive strains in the 10adC'd

are more than the compressive strains in the unloaded portion as

girder depth. The maxilmrrn variation is at fivC' brick L:lyC'rs at 25 nln1

the so[fit where predicted strain is less than the experinlental strain

32 percent. Here again the Inagnitude of the strairrs is sllldil because'

maximum variation is at mid depth of the girder where predicted

IS about 47 percent more than the experimental strain.

The variation of longitudinal compressive strain (on tht' top surface of

The load versus maximum crack width curves for the two gi,-ders arc

in Fig. 5.19. At the recommended crack width of 0.1 m,n(l), the loads

top flange) across the width of the top fJange at mid span section IS

in Fig. 5.18(a) and (b). The variation of compressIve strain from the

top flange upto seven brick layers.

the experimental strains show a good agreenlent across the width of

loaded web at nine brick Jayers where the predicted strain is more than

percent more than the experimental strain. I\t nine brick layers, the predicted

strains across the entire girder depth arc large as compared to the experimental

strains due to the predicted yielding of the skeletal steel of the' bot tOln flange'.

Considering the quarter span section (Fig. 5.17), the predicted strains at.

fjve and seven brick layers are less than the experimental strains across the

the girder is in the uncracked stage.

strains across the entire girder depth .:..Ire rnarc tlJi..l1l the cxpcrifllt'rltLlI strains

unloaded side to the loaded side is small In the uncracked stage and in the

. ken by girders G-3 and G-4

r 6. I 9 kN/rn2), respectively.
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of 960 of girders G-l '-'nd G-2 .. Thus the totClI lo'-'d t,-,kell by fcrrocc-

is lleZlrl~.O. I /Ill 11

However, no visible diZlgOI)<J/ tellsion cruek168 micron.

inherent load distributioll capClcity of the bex sectiolls. I\t the

applied load of nine brick layers (19.97 kN or 9.28 kN/m2), the

crack widths in the bOltlll1l II'-'Ilge of the tWll girders were 0.20 nnll

0.22 fTlfn respectively. I\t this load level, the average span/deflection

The theoretical analysis predicts diagonCll sheM crack ill the loaded web

the support at nine brick layers. Th.e predicted fT1Clgnitude 01 the principClI

ClS observed III the loaded web. Secolldly, the predicted n"'!;lli tude 01 the

IJlent box girders at the reCOJllfJlCllded crack width of

2
14.42 kN (or 6.70 kN/m) corresponding to 0.10 mm crack width which

cOlnp,-,res well with the tot,-,l 10Cld of 13.31 kN (or 3.09 kN/1I12) l,-,kcn by

G-l alld G-2 subjected to uniformly distributed load over the elltire

flange. The average maxillluln mid span deflectioll below the 10Clded

at 0.1 Innl crack width is about 5.0 In III. This corrcspollds to a span/

deflection ralio of 916 which cOlllpares wel1 with the average spall/dellcctioll

The experimental studies did not show any visible longitudinal cracks

junction of the top flange and the side webs and the same is the predic-

ion of the theoretical analysis that there is no longitudinal cracking at the

unction of top flange and side webs even at nine brick layers.

the same, I.e., it does not depcnd on whether the 10Cld is applied on lull flallgc

or half flange width. Silnilarly, the maxilnuln Inid span deflectillll at the

recommended crack width of 0.1 mm is also about the same. This shows

ensile strain is

was about 380 which is. Cven more than the recommended value of

250 from the serviceability limit state of defJection(162) criterion. Further,

on the girders was stopped because of the fear of possible overturning

girder resulting in likely injury to the personnel and damilge to the

dial gauges and strain measuring equipment.



General Test Behaviour

REINFORCED CONCRETE

I~lj

At this load level the mid span deflection reached about

shear cracks appeared in the web at the suppa,-t ,ecti'"lS. /\150 110

The theareticaIJy predicted crack-patterns in the girder at first crack

The composi te single cell box girder was tested under uniformly distri-

at five, seven and nine brick layers are shown in Fig. 5.20. The predicted

COMPOSiTE SINGLE CELL UOX GIRDER WITH TOP FLANGE OF

maximum crack width increased to O. I 0 mm. The girder was loaded upto

br ick layers.

tensile strain is about the same as the cracking strain of the mortar. t\ tensile

to be observed by the naked eye.

strain of this order at any point in a structure oi this size will cause only

microcracking in the composite and the width of the crack will be too sm~lil

crack-pattern oi the bottom ilange and side webs at nine brick layers showsa

good agreement with the experimental crack pattern as shown in Plate 5.5.

At nine brick layers the theoretical analysis also predicts the longitudinal

if any, could not be confirmed experimentaIJy.

cracks on the bottom surface oi the loaded portion oi the top flange at mid

span. This part of the girder is invisible and hence the appearance of cracks,

load Over the entire top ilange. The first visible cracks appeared in

the' bottom flange and' side webs in the mid span region after the application

two brick layers (2.05 kN/;1l2). The llIaXill"'"1 crack width W"s 0.05 """.

three brick layers (3.09 kN/m2), a large number of cracks appeared and

25 mm and the maximum crack width reached 0.20 mill. Further loading

was not done due to the fear of possible iaiJure oi the girder and the sub-

sequent damage to the measuring instrurllcnts. The .-Ivcrage spewing of (:racks

at this load level was about 35 mill in the central part of the bot tOIll flange.



is showll ill l' 1" te 5.6.

5/1.2 Filii te Elemell t Ideali7.<1tion

Considering quarter
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7 and 28 percent.deflections by about

complete displacenient alld stress output was 3 minutes alld 4/.

cracks appeared at the junction of top flange and side webs.

girder was then unloaded. The instantaneous recovery in deflection at

span was about 50 percent. The loaded girder ;:liong wi th the web cracks

section (Fig. 5.21(b», the predicted deflections JIl the uncracked stage

upto two brick layers) are i.lbout 74 percent of the experimental defJec-

f 9 percent while. at five alld six brick layers, these 'we '"o,.e thall the

A comparison of the theoretical and experimental deflections at the

and the quarter span sections is shown in Figs. 5.21(a) alld 5.2 I (b). Consi-

mid span deflections (Fig. 5.21(a»,. the predicted deflections in the

stage (i.e. upto two brick layccs) are about 82 percent of the experJ-

deflections. . In the cracked stage, the predicted deflectiolls at three

four brick layers are less than the experimental deflections by about /.7

/1.3 Comparison of Resul ts

the girder into 44 elements with 56 nodes (Fig. 5.1). The total load

26.63 kN (or 6.19 kN/m
2
) was applied in five load increments of 8.88.

,44, 4,44, 4,44 and 4,44 kN each. The failure of the girder at 26.63 kN

oad was indicated by a large increase in the deflections. Total computer time

In the cracked stage, a t three and four brick layers the predicteri

flections are less than the experimental deflections by about 40 and 22 per-

The nonlinear analysis of the coinposite box girder subjected to uniformly

distributed load over. the entire top flallge was done by discretizillg olle quarter

.Ilt, while at five and six brick I"yers, the predicted deflections are more thall



the predicted/\ t thr'ee brick byers,

25 mm above the soffit are shown In Fig. 5.22.

27.80 kN (or 1.81 kN/rn ).

the bottom flange is predicted at six brick lilyers. The predicted

The predicted strains at three and four brick layers are less

At five brick layers, the predicted strain is more than the experi-

Considering the quarter span section, the predicted strains have

arc on the stiffer side of the experimental strilills by about liD

arc highly on the stiffer side. Again the Inagni tud" of ddlections

Again the magni tudes of the strains a t these loael levels are small.

The theoretical first crack load is predicted at 8.45 kN (or 1.97 kN/,n2).

the entire load range except at three brick layers where thC' predictC'ci

tlie predicted deflectio/ls COlIlPdr<.' \l,:ell witll the cxpcrillll'lltal d('f/ectioll;-;

experimental first crack load as evidmt from thC' nonli'lC'arilv of thC' load-

the experimental strains by about 29 and 21 percent while at five and

'section.

the experimental deflections by about 3 and 21 pC'rcC'nt. A closC' C'xa,nination

1%

layers, the predicted strains are more than the experimental strains

The load versus longitudinal tensile strain curves at tilt, nliel and the

The variation of longitudinil! strain across the girder depth ilt the mid

about 16 and 1I percent.

of the load deflection curves at the mid and tllr' quarter span sections shows

ental strain by about 14 percent. The yielding of skelt'tal steel and wire

he predicted strain almost Iniltches with the experilllelltal slrilin at four

is smaJ1.

deilection results is about

quarter span sections at

train at this load level is thus more than the experimental strain by about

Considering thl' 'niel spall sec lion, the predicteel S Iraills al two .I1](1 Ihr('('

an section is shown in Fig. 5.23.

hown a better comparison with experimental values as compared to the mid
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I~ percellt.

From the variation of predicted longitudinal strains across the girder

it IS clear that the neutral axis shifts inside the reinforced Concrete

at fOllr brick layers. This is supported by the measured tensile strains

35 mm below the top surface of the cantilever flange at five and six

t six brick layers, the yielding of skeletal steel and wire mesh layers is

The rnaximum variation is at 25 nun above the soffit where

e predicted tensile strain is more than the experimental strain by about

redicted strain is fIlore than the experimental strain by "bout

ompressive and tensile strains arc less than the experitllellt,Ji straills across

he entire girder depth. The rllLlXllllUrJl variation is,)1 2') Itlfll dbovc tIl{'

offit where predicted strain is less than the experitllelli,Ji str";1l by "b,,"t

At four brick layers the predicted strains arc in good agreetllent

ith the experitllental slrains acruss the ell tire girder depth. At jive brick

ayers the predicted compressive strains are in good agreement with the experi-

lental strains whereas predicted tellsile strains are Illore thiln the l'xperillientill

The maximum variation is at 75 mm above the soffit where the

The variation of longitudinal strain across the girder depth at quarter

section is shown in Fig. 5.24. A t three and four brick layers, the predicted

and tensile strains show good agreement with the experimental

the cantilever flange and major portion of the girder depth. The

variation is at 25 mm above the bottoln flange at three b,oick layers

ere the predicted strain is Iess them the experimental strain by about 29

At five and six brick layers also, the predicted strains show good

eetnent with the experimental strains in the cantilever flange and upto mid

th of the girder. The maXitlllffn variation is at 25 mill above the soffit

five brick layers where the predicted tensile strain is Illon~ than the expet
O

;_

tllal slrai" by about 16 percent.
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Al the quarter spun sectioll lhe position of the theoreticuJ neutrul

shifts ;n.<;ir1(' the rp.inforrf'd C(Hlr"rr'tC' fl':l/lgr Ilt fivf" bric'k Jd)'('r~. Thi.'i is

supported by the ,neusured tensile str'uin at 35 '"111 beJow the lop surfuce

of the cantilever flange at six brick layers.

The variation of longitudinal compressive strain on the top surface

the reinforced concrete flange at the mid span section is shown in Pig. 5.25.

The predicted compressive strains show a good agreement with the experimentaJ

strains and the maximum variation is at six brick layers where the predicted

strain is more than the experimental strain by about 27 percent.

The ,naxinlu,n experimental. compresSIve strain in the c.ornposite box

about 400 micron. At this sirain Jow'l. the stress-strilin curve of the

is in the Jinear elastic range. Hence, the assumed lineurly elastic-

pJastic stress-strain curve of concrete in compressioll is quite appro-

In ferrocement structures, the uJtimate failure in most of the cases

tensile cracking of the mortar and rarely by crushing of the mortar.

simple stress-strain reJationship in compression is adequate to predict

he post cracking behaviour satisfactorily.

The Jongitudinul cracks al the junction of the top fJange and side webs

the test girder were absent even at six brick Jayers and the SCllne is also

onfirmed by the proposed nonlinear analysis.

The proposed nonlinear analysis predicts diagonal shear cracks in. the

at support at six brick Jayers. The predicted nluximulli princjpClI tensiJe

train of 170 micron is of the order of cracking strain of the monaro The

nsiJe strain of this order will indllc~ rnirrorrilcking in 1/)0 IllOr-t;lr t1nd t'hr

idth of cruck will be too small to be.observed with the nuked eye. liowever,

the lubora tory tes ling, the diagonal sheur c.-ucks were 1I0t observed in

10 webs, possibly we to above reasons.
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WilS about 910 which is aiJout three and hall tiules the rC'lullullc'ut!et!

190. Hence the deflections at
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/\t this load level, the spiln/deflection riltio ilt

whereils at this 10ild level. the maxImum crack widths observed in

250 from serviceilbility limit stilte ul deflection point uf view.

G-I and G-2 were 0.4 mrn and 0.5 rnm respectively. In all the

the theoretical analysis illso predicts the transverse crilcks on the

surface of the top flange in the mid span region. However, no obser-

The load versus maximum uack width curve IS shown in Fig. 5.26. /\ t

2The 10ild of six brick layers (26,66 kN or 6. I 9 kN/rlJ) call be considered

0.1 mm and rest of the cracks had crack width less than 0.1 111m.

The double cell box girder WuS subjected to 10uding and lH1lo3ding [mder

girder is

recommended crack width of a,! mm, the load taken by the composite

13.31 kN (or 3.09 kN/",2) which is the """(' as obtained lor

ferrocelllent box girders.

A t six brick layers, the maxilllurll crack width in the but lUlU j "lIlge was

box girders, it WilS noticed that only a few cracks had a crack width rnore

The predicted crack-patterns of the composite box girder ilt lirst crack,

span/deflection ratio at mid span was about

near ultim2.te load are also small. This also justifies the assumption of neglec-

ting geometriCilJ nonlineari ty in the proposed analytiCill method.

as neur ultimate 10ild for the composite box girder. /\t this 10ild level the

at three, four, five and six brick lilyers arc shown in Fig. 5.27. The predicted

well with the experimental crilck-pattern shown Irl Plate 6.4. /\t six brick

crack-pattern of the bottom flange and side webs at six brick layers COIlJpilreS

vation could be made of the bottom surface of the top flange due to (I) small

depth of the girder and (Ii) closing of the cell by diilphrilgms.

var-ious combinations of symmetric ilnd unsymrnetric 10ilds to study its behilviour
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in the elastic stage. From the performance of the four single cell ferracement

box girders it was observed that the mid 'pan deflection at the appearance

of first crack was 4.0 to 5.0 mm. The single cell box girders were provided

with two layers of wire mesh in the entire cross-section. In the double cell

box girder, a third layer of wire me,h was also provided In the central 3.2 m

length in the bOHom flanges and upto half the depth of the webs. To be

on the safer side, a lower value of 3 rnrn mid 'pan deflection was assumed

for applying maximum load on the girder so that the girder re'llClins crilck

Under varrous loading cond,tions, the milXlmum observed deflection

rllln as planned Clnd no visible crack, i1ppeilred pn ,Il(' botton,

flanges and side webs. The combined girder behaved as one single unit by

undergoing downward deflections along the entire length and width. Th"

loading ilnd unlooding paths under various loading conditions Were '1u'te close.

5.5.1 Unsymmetrical Loading Cascs

The double cell box girder was first subjected to a udl of three brick

lilyersover half the width of the top Ilange and full spiln length (Fig. 11.1 1(iii)).

was then unloaded and again subjected to the same loading but applied

the other half. The deflections in the two cases were comparable.

The girder was. next subjected to a udl of six brick layer, I,'orn one

end of the GlIllrlevC'r (0 (he centre of till' neClrn box {"(ell O"g. II.II(IV).

was then unloaded. The same load was again applied on the other side

the girder.

The elastic ilnalysis of the double cell box girdl'l" subjected to the

bove two loading cases was done by discretizing one half of the girder

y 106 elements with 115 nodes (Fig. 5.28). Due to vClriCltion in the mesh

nd skeletal steel reinforcement six material types j.e. one material type

or tile top flange, two rTl(jt('ri~Il lypC'~ each for tl1(' wC'b~ ':'Illd bottl)fll rl~1I1gc~
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and one material type for reinforced concrete diaphragms were used. The

linear analysis for both the looding cases was done in Olle single computer

fun bCCull~C tile inverse of tile qrLJcttlr(' stiffrlCS l!l.Jtrix is reqlJired DIlly

once and it is lJ~ccl for obtainIng tlu' cli.<.,pl,:\cC'll1erJ1,c., •.It the l1od.:l! IHlIllt,c., ':\I1d

the stresses and strains at the Gauss points for both the looding cases. To-

tal corllputcr tillle tLlkcll W.J.~ 3 rllin\Jte~ dlld 23 ,c.,ccollch.

(i) For the first loading case of three brick layers (16.64 kN or 3.08 kN/m2)

over ,half width of top flange and full span, the deflections and strain

variation at the mid span section are shown in Fig. 5.29(,,) "nd (b).

Considering mid span deflections (Fig. 5.29a), the predicted deflections

below the iooded portion are less th"n the experilllellt,,1 ddiectiOlls.

The maximum difference IS below the cantilever end of the loaded

portion where the predicted deflection is "bout 22 pt'rccnt less thiln

the experimental deflection. The predicted dellectiOll IS comparable

with the experimental deflection below the right web of the unlooded

cell. Towards the cantilever end of the unloaded cell, the predicted

deflection continue to be more than the experiment,,1 deflections.

However, the magnitudes of the deflections in this portion are small.

The compari son bet Ween the predicted a lid experi mellta I dd lect iOils

is reasonably good. The unsymmetrically placed load caused downward

deflections only across the {,lHire width.

The variation of the longitudinal strain across the cross-section

at mid span is shown In Fig. 5.29(b). Considering the longitudinal compre-

ssive strains at the top surface, the predicted strain at the junction

of the top flange and right webs of the looded cell is less th"n the

experiment,,1 strain by about 12 percent, while the predicted str"in

at the centre of the top fl"nge is more than the experiment,-d str"in by

"bOllt ,22 percent. I\t the <"iler poila.5. the predic!('d strilil" comp"e<'
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well with the experimental ,traim. Th" predICted l(lIlgitlidinal teilOile

,trail" on the soffit of the bottom Jlanges arc Ie" than the expernnental

strains tn the loaded cell and the mClximum difkrenre " below the

right web of the Imded cell where predICted strdin is Ie.s.s by dbolll

17 percent. The predicted ,trdins are Inore thdn tile ('xpcrimcnldl

strains under the unlmded cell and the maXIJTlllm vdriiltion is below

the left web of the unlcudcd cell where the predicted ,Ir"in is III000e

by about 40 percent. lIowe\'er, the IIldgllltude of II,,' str-"ins III lh,'

unlmded cell is only about one third oj that in the Imded cell.

The strain variation across the girder depth is shown only for

the front and back Jaces of the double cell girder. Stralfl nH'il'l,rement,

from the demec points was not possible on the inner webs due to prac-

tical reasons. Considering the back face of the girder under the lmded

portion, the predicted compressive strains are comparable with the

experimental strains, while predicted tensile strains arc less than .the

experimental strains. At 25 mm above the soffit, the predicted tensile

strains is less than the experimental strain by about 26 percent. At

the front face of the girder, the predicted and the experimental strains

are small (maximum value 50 microns) and comparable.

Oi) For the second loading case having SIX brick layers (13.31 kN or 5.43

kN/m
2
) applied from the free end of the cantilever to the centre

of the nearer cell, the deflections and strains at the mid span section

are shown in Figs. 5.30(a) and (b). Considering the nlid span deflections

(Fig. 5.30a), the predicted deflections below the Imde'd cell arc less

thdn the experimental deflections. The ITliJXlflfUl1I diUerence " .be!ow the

call1ilever end of the IOdd"d cell where th" predicted ddlcelion i,

less than the experimental deflection by "bout 20 peJ'(:ent. The predicted
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deflection matches the experi,nental deflection at the centre of the

girder:- FruITI the right web to the cantilever (,Ild of thl' 1I1lIl)d<!ed cell.

the predicted deflections continue to be more than the e'perimen tal

deflections. However, the magnitudes of the deflection ilre small.

Considering the highly unsymmetric nature of the applied load over the

extreme 0.23 times the width of the girder, the predicted deflections

can be considered to have a reasonably good comparison with the experi-

mental deflections.

The variiltion of the longitudinal strains across the cross-section LIt

mid span IS shown in Fig. 5.30(b). Considering the longi tudinLl] compre-

ssive strains at the top surface, the predicted strains compLlre well wi th

the experimental. strains over the 10Llded cell while they arc more than

the experimental strains towarcJs the cantiiev"r encJ of th" IInloild"d cell.

The magni tude of the predicted and experimental strains Over the unloaded

ceJJ portion is also smaJJ. The predicted LInd the ex peri mental longi tudinal

tensile strains on the bOllo", fl<lI1ge of the loaded cell arc comparable

and the maximum variation is below the right web where the predicted

strain IS less than the experimental strain by about j 3 percent. In the

bottom flange of the unloaded cell, the predicted strains are more

than the experimental strains. However, the magnitude of the predicted

and experimental strains is small (maximum 30 micron). Considering

the variation of the longi tudinal strain across the girder depth on the

back face of the loaded cell, the predicted compressive and t'ensile

strains arc comparable with the experimental strains i.e. at 5 nlln

below the extreme top surface, the predicted compressive slrilin IS less

tllan the experimental strain by about J7 percent while ilt 25 mm

above the soffit, the predicted tensile strain is Jess than the ("peri'"ent,,1

strain by about J(1 percent. On the front face of the lin loaded cell,
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Thus the predicted strains have a reasonably good comparison

the predicted and the experimental strilins ilt vilrious depth levels ilre
small.

with the experirnentil/ strains from the loaded face to the half width

(or centre line) of the girder. Further away from the c('ntre Jine to

the other cantilever end, the pn'dicted str"ins "r-e n,O/(' ,h"n I/l(' l'xperi-
mental strains.

(il Girder subjected to live brick layers (22.19 kN or '1.5, kN/rn2)

from free cantilever ends to the centres of the two cells:

The variation of the longi tudinill strains a t the mid span cross-section

shown in f'ig. 5.J2(b). _Considering the longitudinal cOlnpressive strains

The double cell box girder was subject('d to three syrnrTletricai 10ilding

as shown in Figs. 4.1 J(v), (vi) and (vii). For the elastic analysis, one

quarter of the double cell box girder was discretized by 53 elernents wi th

61 nodes (Fig. 5.31). The Jinear elastic analysis for all the three loading

single computer run. The total computer time taken

for the displacement and stress output was one minute and twenty five seconds.

Due to the above loading, the ddlections and strain variation

cross the mid span cross-section arc shown in rigs. 5.32(il) ilnd (b). The

xperimentaJ values of the deflections and strains at symmetrical points

Therefore, average values of the deflections and strains 01

ymmetric points are plotted on one half of the cross-section. Considering

e deflections at mid span (Fig. 5.32a), the predicted deflections are less

experimental defJections and the difference decreases towards the

ntre of the girder. The maximum variiltion is at the cantilever end where

e predicted deflection is less than the experimental deflection by about
percen t.
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top surface, the predicted str<lins compare well with the expcrirlle-nta'.

except at the mid point of the cell where the predicted slr"in is '"ore

than the experimental strain by <lbn"t 19 perce-nt. Considerillg the- Inngit"dill<li

tensile strains on the bottom surface of the cel1, the predicted strains arc

less than the cXpCrifrlCntal strains und the ITlilXiIJIIJfrJ variation is lit the n-Jid

of the bottom flange where the predicted strain is I0ss than the e-xperi-

by about II percent. Considering the variation of the longitu-

across the girder depth, the predicted compressive and tensile

compare wel1 upto the mid span of the girder. The '"axirnum variation

25 mm above the soffit, where the predicted strain is less than the

strain by about J 2 percent.

(jj) Girder subjected to four brick layers (26.63 kN or 4.51 kN/n/)

on the two cells:

Due to the above loading, the variation of average deflections

strains of the symmetric points across the mid span cross-section are

Figs. 5.33(a) and (b) respectively. Considering. the deflections at

jd span (Fig. 5,33a), the predicted deflections are less than the experimental

maximum variation is at the cantilever end where the.

redicted deflection is less than the average experimental deflection by about

The variation of longitudinal strain at. mid span cross-section IS shown.

Fig. 5.33(b). Considering longitudinal compressive strains at the top surface,

are comparable with the experimental strains and the

aximum variation is at the centre of the top flange where predicted strain

more than the experimental strain by about 13 percent. Conside-ring Jongi-

dinal tensile strains on the bottom surface of the cell, the predicted strains

e morc than the average cxperilllCf)taJ str,]ins and tile IIl,,]xiJlllJlll vari,]tioll
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27.89 kN/m )

The maximum

The predicted mid

the predictcdstrain is less than the experinlental strain

strains are comparable with the experinlental strains in

strains on the bottom surface of the right cell, the predicted

Considering longitudinal compressive strains at the top surface',

in the cen tral part of the top flange:

17 perc en t.

cantilever end the two deflections almost match.

is below the lelt web of the right cell where the predicted deflection

is above the left web 01 the right cell where predicted strain is

the average experimental strain by about j 1 'percent. Considering

less than the average experimental strain by aboul 7 percent below

web and Inore than the average experinlental strains at the centre

(iii) Girder subjected to seven brick layers (23.3 kN or

. crass-sec tion are shown in Figs. 5.34 (a) and (b).

deflections are Jess than the average eXRerimental deflections and the

The variation of longitudinal strain at mid span cross-section is shown

Due to this loading, the deflections and strain variation across the mid

at the centre of the bottom flange where predicted strain is more by abuut

1(,lwr(""III, COIIsid,'rill/; varialioll <If Ifl(' longill"f"",1 slI'ain" a<T<lSS IIIl' gird,'r

the bottom flange and below the right web by about J 2 percent and II

the cantilever flange and at mid depth, The maximum variatiun is at 25 mm

less than the average experimental deflection by about I I percent.

ifferel1ce between the two reduces towards the Iree cantilever end. At

e predicted strains compare well with the experimental strains. The maximum

ntal strains over the entire girder depth.

rcent respectively. Considering the variation of longitudinal strains across

. girder depth, the predicted' strains cOlnpare well wi th tilt' aVer;lge experi-



ported by various researchers.

is . compared

SI 1
(37)

1,] 1 ,

Naarnan and Shah der ived

by Nila Inan and
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average. spilcing of cracks

The method does not determine the location of

by a maximum of 14 percent. The predicted longi tudinal strains

and bottom sur faces ha ve been wi thin f 18 percen t of the average

tensile strain at the Gauss points exceeds the cracking strain of

The predicted deflections have been Jess than the average experimental

Thus due to symmetrically placed loads, the predicted vertical deflections

In the proposed analytical rnethod, strains at the top and bottoll' surfaces

longitudinal strains across the girder cross-section at mid span have shown

mortar, the mortar is assumed to crack m a direction perpendicular to

The experimentally observed

principal tensile strain direction. The method also detenllines the depth

the anlyticaJ/empiricaJ expressions reported

(38) . (68-70)Palna and Desayt and Ganesan .

the clements arc evalua ted a t the Gauss points (sampling poin IS). If the

the fineness. of the mesh (i.e. size of the elements) chosen for discretizing

structure. For the sake of cornpleteness of the study, the experill,entalJy

maxirnlJln applied load are compared wi th the anillyticaJ/erlipirical expressions

reasonably good comparison with the average experimental deflections and

f the crack at the Gauss points. With an increase in the applied load, the

ropagation of the cracks on the surface as well as across the thickness of

exper imen tal strains.

5.6 CRACK WIDTH AND CRACK SPACING

he elements is predicted.

racks (or spacing of cracks) but rather checks at the Gauss points whether

epend upon the order of Gauss quadrature used for the numerical integration

he mortar has cracked or not. The number and positions of the Gauss P?ints

bserved average spacing of cracks and maximum crack widths at failure



1.5 times the minimum

for tile lllaXirJlllI1l SpuCI/lg

values predicted from the

(8) .and Pama ilnd Desay'

the

Hug

1"2 x 1.5 = 0.75.
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show a better agreement with the experimental values,

Huq and Pama derived Eq. 2.7

maximum applied load) wi th

by Naaman and Shah(2),

They assumed the maxillluin spacing of cracks as twice the minimum

for ferrocement in direct tension and used the Silille for flexural

for the average spacing of cracks for 1errocelllent in direct tension.

axis lies at the junction of the top flange and the web. The spli t

strength and ultimate bOlld strength of the IIlortar 'lre assumed to

In calculating the average crilck spacing by Desayi's method (['I. 2.24),

A comparison of the experimentally observed average crack spacing

web thickness equal to twice the girder web thickness. Frolll the strain

box section is idealized into an equivalent J section having unequal flanges

Ganesan(68-70) is shown in Table 5.1. The values predicted by Desayi
G (68-70)anesan

failure (or at

The average spacing of cracks was assumed to be

38 and 37 percent respectively.

crack spacing.

crack spacing. Hence for cOlllparillg the average spacing of cracks, the ['I. 2.7

gi ven by Huq and Pama is multiplied by

or calculating the average crack spacing at failure, it is assumed that the

e equal and the coefficients Kb, Kt and n are assumed to be 2/3, 2/3
(70)

0.4 •

distribution curves (Figs. 5.6, 5.16 &. 5.23) across the girder depth by finite

element analysis; it is seen that the position of neutral axis at the rnaximlllil

e maximum variation being 19 percent as compared to the values predicted

Naaman and Shah (2) and Hug and Pama (8) giving maxi mum varia tion

applied load is close to the junction of the top flange and the web. Therefore,
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Desayi find
Ganesan 68-70)(kN)

(Eq. 2.7) (Eq. 2.5) (Eq. 2.24)I. Girders G-I and G-2
subjected to udl 31.07 40 48.0 30.8 40.5
over entire top falnge

2. Girders G-3 and G-4
subjected to udJ

.19.97 50, 80 48.0 30.8 40.5
over half flange
width and full span

3. Composi ie box girder

N

G-6 subjected to

0

26.63 35 43.0 30.3 4 1.3 '"'
udl over en tire top
flange



these cracks were recorded after the application of l'"ch brick

for dll the girders is shown in Tdbles 4.8 ,4.12 dnd 4.35
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Froln <.l lililited nUlnber oj lest ddt<.l on

The vdlues predicted by Eq. 2.6 (Ndarll<lI1)

experimental values of girders. G-3, G-4 and G-6 in

is independent of the yielding of wire Illesh dnd depends

the experimental values. The values predicted by Eq. 2.8

The values predicted by Eq. 2.15 (LOgdll dlld Shdh) show a better

with the experimental values as compared to other equations

tile strain in the cxtrC'lIlC' Illortar fibC'r. Th(" Irl.lxirlltllli cr,lek \vidths

by all the equations in the initial portion of the cracked range

The rnaxirnum and the dverdge widths of these crdcks dt vdrious 10dd

The rlldxi'llurn crack widths in dll the girders were observed in the

The .experimentally observed maximum crack widths are compared

2.15 are valid only upto the yielding of the extreme wire mesh layer

the experimental values.

and Pama) even at the yielding of extreme wire mesh Idyer me far less

span region of the bottoll' flange. A CO"""0" feature after the "ppearance

mm was redched in one of the cracks soon after the appearance of the

In the experimental investigation, the recommended crack width of

f cracks was that a few cracks were distinctly wider than the other cracks.

hereas Eq. 2.27

e later portion of the cracked range and upto the yielding of extreme wire

tween the values predicted by Eq. 2.8 and Eq. 2.6.

values obtained from analytical/empirical equations 2.6, 2.8, 2.15
. . (44) (8)given respectively by Nda,"an ,Huq and Pallid ,Logdn and

(59) . (68-70)
hah and Desayt and Ganesan in Table 5.2. The equa tions 2.6, 2.8

st visible crack while the "'dxillluln crdck'" width predicted dt this 10i1d by

rious equ" tions is qui te 511,,,11.

the later portion of the cracked range and upto the yielding of extr,erne

ire mesh byer. The values predicted by Eq. 2.27 (Desayi and Ganesan) fall



Experimental Naaman Hug &. Pama Logan &. Shah Desayi &.
Ganesan(kN) (Eg. 2.6) (Eg. 2.8) (Eg. 2.15) (Eq. 2.27)

L Girders G-I &. G-2 13.31 0.1, 0.1 0.024 - 0.0 II 0.013subjected to udl 22.19 0.25, 0.30 0.078 0.006 0.099 0.065over entire top flange 26.63 0.40; 0.50 0.188" 0.10 I" 0.239 " 0.12931.07 0.60, 0.80 0.193 0.106 0.247 0.358
2. Girders G-3 &. G-4 13.31 0.05, 0.05 0.024 - 0.009 0.014subjected to udl over 15.53 0.10, 0.15 0.027 - 0.040 0.031half flange width &. 17.75 0.15, 0.18 0.070 - 0.084 0.059full span 19.97 0.20, 0.22 0.161 0.078 0.200 0.1 12
3. Composite box girder 13.31 0.10 0.024 - 0.007 0.009G-6 subjected to udl 17.75 0.12 0.04 6 - 0.058 0.04 3 Nover entire top flange 22.19 0.16 0.1 19. O.(fl I. 0.144. 0.08626.63 0.20 0.193 0.106 0.247 0.178

" predicted values of maximum crack width at yielding of extreme layer of wire mesh which
Occurs at a load less than the one shown against them.
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near prototype box girders, the. experimental maxImum crack widths at failure

have been found to be 1.0 to ,,0. tiill"s the prcdic:tcd IllilXillll'''' nilck widths.

of the experimental Illaximurn crack widths to the average crack

widths has been found to vary from 1.4 to 2.0. The probable reason~ for

the experil"entaliy observed Illaxi""lfn crack widths being larger than the

predicted I"axilllum crack widths, especially in the ini tial por tio" of tile Lrclcked

are (i) low volume fraction of the mesh reinforceme"t. (ii) relatively

mortar Cover (;::< 6.3 mill), (iii) the large size of the speci"lens and

(iv) the compaction difficulty in casting ferrocement box girder elements.

The effect of the mesh reinforcement is reflected in the form of well

cracks in the bottom flange and side webs in tlte central 60 to 70

the span length. The girders have shown a high ductility by taking

an uitililate load (or maxirnunl applied load) 2.0 to 3.0 tinles tlte load at

the appearance of the first crack or undergoing deflections at u!tinlate load

5.0 to 6.0 times the deflection a t the appearance of first cracks.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The predicted deflections in the elastic stage vary from 70 to 89 percent

the experimental deflections. This difference may be due to the modulus

elasticity of the mortar in the cast girders being marginally lower than

one obtained from the control mortar speCImens. In the cracked stage

difference between the two reduces. The predicted deflections show

reasonably good agreement with the experimental deflections upto the pre-

icted yielding of the reinforcement. Beyond this, the predicted deflections

ecome large as compared to the experimental ones due to the assumed linearly

iastic-perfectly plastic stress-strain curves of the reinforcement.

i) The predicted strains 111 the elastic stage are smali and in good agreement

ith the experimental strains. I\ftcr cracking of the Illort.:.Ir, tile ,'itrcJil)s
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The predicted and the experimentill strilins show il

Hence, the assumed linearly elastic-perfectly plilstic

curves of the mortar and concrete in compression ilre ildequate.

(i.e. reliltively small). This justifies the neglecting of the geometrical

at a fast rate.

within. the linearly elastic portion of the stress-strain curves. of the

the ilssumed linearly elilstic-perfectly plilstic stress-strain curves of

and concrete.

steel and wire mesh.

The milxilTlurn COlTlpreSSlve strilins ilt the ultinlilte 10ild in single cell

The predicted first crack loads show a good agreement with the experl-

the predicted strilins beconle I"rge ilS cOlnpilred to the experilnentill

due to the assumed linearly elilstic-perfectly plastic strcss-strain curves

The predicted crack - pa \terns of the bottom flange and side webs

ceJ1 felloce,nent box girders "i ther in the 101-111 of lIdl ovcr the (,Ilti,-c 0
'\r-o

The maximum experimental deflection at the ultimate load is about

the rnaximllln applied load of vilrious girders show a good ag.-eement with

ii) At the reco.nrnended crack width of 0.1 nlln, the totill lo"d tilken by

reasonably agreement upto the predicted yielding of the reinforcelnen!. I\eromj

he experimental crack-patterns. The added advantage of the analytical method

lased form of the cell.

ear ultimate loads. These cracks otherwise can not be observed due to the

of the reinforce.nent.

ferrocernent box girders and the composite box girder are relatively small

onjinearity in the proposed finite element analysis of the box girders.

s the prediction of cracks on the soffit of the top flange at ultimate or

Inental first crack 10ilds o[ the \'ilriOUS girders whereils the predicted UllilTlillc

loads are on the flexible side of the experimental ultimate IOilds.



rnaXIIJltJlIl mid spiln df'flf'r'li01l ill hoth tIl{' lndr!illg ('~'l~("'; is ,liHHlt

to the yielding of the extreme layer of wire mesh.

\vhicll is
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average spiln/deflection ratio is ilbout ')Ii 0
•

2 50 I S . J (I (2) I .
uS per 0 •• Coe c rOlll SCI VICC-

The predicted FflaxiFllum crack widths using Equiltions 2.6

or .udlover hillf flimge \I.jdth illlci fIlii slxm is nc,lr-ly tlte SillIlC.

to the lOud at .which yielding of the skeletul steel ul nlid spun lukes

Relpacing the top flange by reinforced concrete results in the lowering

this load level an

.~,the experimental values in the futer portIon of the cracked range and

same as taken by ferrocement box girders. The ultimate load taken by

The predicted maximum crilck widths in the initial portion of the cracked

SalrlC. This shows tile Jurge Juad distributiun cdpiJcity 01 the..' bux sectiull.

corrlposite girder at the reco'","ended crack width of 0.1 'nm is about

The average spacing of cracks predicted by Eq. 2.24 given by Desayi

Ganesan(68-70) h h b t . hi. J fas sown e ter agreement WIt t 1e expenrnenta va ues

composi te girder is also reduced by about 14 percent.

nge by aJ! the equations considered are far less than the experimental values

aaman) and 2.15 (Logan and Shah) have shown relatively better agreement

about four tilllCS tIle Jirllitillg ratio of

ability requirement of limit state of deflection. At a span/deflection ratio

250, the average load takell by the girders is about 5.70 kN/11l2 which

'f the first crack load by about 30 percent. However, the load taken by

f the present investigation as compilred to thc values predicted by Nailrnan
(32) (38)nd Shah and Huq and Pama .

f the girders.
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PLATE 5.1 SINGLE CELL BOX GIRDER SUBJECTED TO

UDL OVER THE ENTIRE TOP FLANGE

PLATE 5.2 CRACK-PATTERN OF THE BOTTOM FLANGE

AND SIDE WEBS OF THE ABOVE BOX GIRDER
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(A 1

(8)

( C )

FAILURE OF THE SINGLE CELL BOX GIRDER DUE TO SNAPPING OF
WIRE MESHES OF BOTTOM FLANGE AND SIDE WEBS.

(A) LEFT HALF, (8) RIGHT HALF, (Cl CLOSE-UP VIEW
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PLATE 5-5 CRACK PATTERN OF THE BOTTOM FLANGE.

AND SIDE. WEBS OF THE ABOVE GIRDER

..

",' ;., ~ ",'.i .
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. PLATE 5.4 SINGLE CELL BOX GIRDER SUBJECTED TO UDL

OVER HALF FLANGE WIDTH AND FU~L SPAN

PLATE 5-6 COMPOSITE BOX GIRDER HAVING TOP FLANGE

OF R.C.C. SUBJECTED TO UDL OVER THE.ENTIRE TOP. FLANGE
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6.1 GENERAL

CIIAI'TER VI

Due to time constraints a specimen could not

and the test results of the present investigCltion in Chapter V.

days. Test results on p,-ototype ferroce,nent specimens or structures

BEHAVIOUR UNDER SUSTAINED LOADS OF SHORT DURATION

SO/lleti,nes the. structures arc subjected to nlcreasmg loads in their

control specimens under sustained flexural loading has been investigated by

R .. h . d S .(86) R . d . I d T (94) d S' d S (95)a!smg an! an al , aVln rara)a 1 an om an warn)' an panos .

service life which arc sustained for short durations. Behaviour of ferroce'"ent

The magnitude of the sustained loadings was varied from 20 percent of the

first crack load to 50 percent of the ultimate load and the durCltion from

The experimental investigation has been carried out on a double cell box

box girders under monotonically increasing sustained loads of short durations

purpose of this study is to investigClte the changed behaviour of fccl'Oce'"elt

subjected to sustained loads close to the failure load arc not availClble. The

compared to the behaviour under monotonically increasing loads.

to various symmetric and unsymmetric loading cClses in the pre-cracking zone

girder under sustained loads of short duration. This girder was earlier subjected

be tested under. monotonically mGeasmg loads for co'"parlso" PIH'pose,.

as described in. section 5.5.

Chapter III

it has been considered fi t to genera te the experi '"en tClI 10Cld-defIcc tion/s trClin

validity of the proposed anCllytical method has been checked and

established with the help of the test/analytical results of other researchers in

results for the double cell girder under monotonically increasing loads by

using the computer program developed. The predicted b.chaviour CClnbe assullled

to represent within t. 20 rcrccnt v':-lri,llion the cxperill'lcIlL:.d iO,lci-c!cfiecliurl/strain



6.2 EXPERIMENT/\L INVE5TIG/\ nONS

sustained loading of six brick layers is shown in Plate (,.2.

The maxllnum crack width

The predicted experimental

to 0.12 mm at the stabilization of deflections.

The crack-pattern of the bottom flanges and side webs <:lfter the

response under monotonically increasing loads.

With the application of subsequent brick layers, more cracks appeilred. The
•

After the application of two brick layers (2.05 kN/m2) a few cracks

increased from 0.10 mm

results under "monotonically increClsing loads have been ClHllpClred with the

time. The mid spiln' deflections stabilized at one, t\Vo, three, four, five ilnef

in the previous past 24 hours being less than 0.05 mm. The girder was loaded

upto six brick layers (66.57 kN or 6.16 kN/m2) in this lllililner ill 75 dill'S

the entire top flange. Each brick layer was allowed to relll;,in on the ginicl"

was subjected to monotonically increasing sustained loads of short durations

After a rest of about one Ill0llth, the uncrClcked dOllble cell hox girdcr

50 mm.

maximum crack wiefth after the stabiliziltion of deflections W<:lS 0,1/ a ''''no The

experimental results under sustained loading in section 6.3.

(Plate 6.1). The sustained loading \Vas in the form of brick IClyer-s applied over

increased from 0.05 mm after the application of second brick layer to 0.06 mm

for a fe\V days tilJ the deflections stabilized i.e. the increClse in deflections

appeared in the bottom flanges ilnef side webs.

six brick layers in 3, 11,23, la, 13 and 15 days respectively.

length and the width of the .earlier cracks increased. At six brick layers, the

at the stabilization of deflections. After the application of three brick layers

2
(3.08 kN/m ) a large number of cracks appeared. The maximum crack width

average spacing of cracks in the central part of the bottom. flilnge \V<:lSabout



Fig. 6.2. The experimental deflections under sustained loads are

24 ')

2
(or 1.73 kN/m). The ultimate failure of18.75 kN

number of days (twenty three) for deflections to stabilize. At

Nonlinear analysis of the double cell box girder was carried out by

A comparison of the experimental mid span deflections under sustained

with the predicted deflections under monotonically. increasing loads

was obtained at

FINITE ELEMENT IDEALIZATION AND COMPARISON OF RESULTS

A total load of 66.57 kN. was appJied in five load incremC'nts of 22.19 kN,

J1.1 kN, 11.1 kN, 11.1 kN and 11.1 kN each. The theoretical first crack

the girder at 66.57 kN load was indica ted by a large increase in the residual

discretizillg aile quarter of the girder by 87 elements with ')7 lludes (Fig. 6.]).

vector norm and energy norm ratio. The total computer time taken for complete

ation. Defining the creep deflection coefficient in this case as the ratio

displacelTlen t and s tress output was 10 minutes and 22 seconds.

the predicted yielding of skeletal steel occuring at about 'four and half brick
2

layers (4.64 kN/m). The predicted deflections at six brick layers are large

Due lu sustained loadillg, the dellectiollS stabilised rapidly ill the ulluacked

on the flexible side of the deflections under monotonically increasing loads upto

yielding of the skeletal steel and wire mesh layers of the bottom flanges.

as compared to the deflections under sustained loads due to the predicted.

range. At three brick layers a large number of cracks appeared and it took

to stabilize. At these brick layers the average percentage increase in deflection

four, five and six brick layers, it took lesser number of days for deflections

30 percent of the total percentage increase 111 deflection in about two weeks,

while it was about 50 and 60 percent after 24 and 48 hours of the load appli-

after two to three hours of the load application was observed to be about
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effect is snla!J.

Thus ~he

in the initial portion of the cracked rangedefJection coefficient was 0.39

the predicted deflections under monotonicalJy increasing Joads.

deflection which would have occured if the load had been applied in a monoto-

A comparison of the longi tudinal tensile strains at 25 IIlln ~bove the

nica!Jy increasing manner. The increased stiffness of the girder fnay be due

sustained loading at Jower load levels) appears to be Jess than the instantaneous

of time. dependent defJections to the defJection after the application of load

An examination of the load-deflection curves clearJy shows that the

!fsustained deflections at a!J the Joad Jevels are neglected, then the

(including the sustained deflections ~t lower IOCld levels), the 1I""illllllll creep

to compaction of the mortar matrix under sustained Joading. Similar behaviour

(j.e. "t three brick I"yers) while it WilS O.IJ, 0.09 ~nd a.as ill lOlli", fivt'

and six brick Jayers respectively.

instantaneous deflection due to the application of the load increment (having

experimental deflections in the cracked range are highJy on the stiffer side of

under sustained Joading at .lower Joad levels was observed by Ravindrarajah and

T (94) dR.. h . d S .(86)om an alsmg anI an at .

effect of sustained loading of short duration is maximum in the initial portion

of the cracked range (i.e. at three brick Jayers). At higher load leveJs, the

monotonica!Jy increasing loads is shown in Fig. 6.3. The strains due to sustained

loads are on the flexible side of the strains due to monotonically increasing

soffit at mid span due to sustained loads and. due to values predicted under

loads upto the predicted yielding of skeletal steel occuring at "bout four

and half brick layers of load. Defining creep strain coefficient as the ratio

the striJin due to sustained loading at lower 10iJd levels), the tellSile ueep str~in

of time dependent strain to the SlriJin after the iJppliciJtion of lo~d (including
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coefficient is maximum (0.62) at three brick layers. The creep strain coeffi-

cient reduces at higher load levels: i.e. 0.18, 0.11, and 0.12 ilt four, fivt'

and six brick layers.

The comparison of 10ngitudinil'l strains across the girdf'r depth at mid

span due to sustained loads and due to monotonically increasing loads (predicted)

is shown 111Fig. 6.4. The comparison is shown for three, four and fi ve brick

layers. At three and four brick layers, the strains due to sustained loading

the flexible side of the strains due to monotonically increasing loads

across the entire girder depth. I\t five brick layers, the longitudinal cOlllpre-

ssive strain (at 5 mm below the top surface) due to sustained load is on

the flexible side of the strain due to monotonically increasing loads, while

longitudinal tensile strains (at various depth levels in the web) due to sustained

load are on the stiffer side of'the strains due to monotonically inrreilsing loads

after the application of the fifth brick layer and reach the flcxible sidc. at

the end of the sustained loading period.

A comparison of the longi tudinal cOll1pressi ve S trains at the top surface

of the girder due to sustained loads and due to monotonically increasing loads

1S shown in Fig. 6.5. The compressive strains due to sustained loads arc on

the flexible side of the compressive strains due to monotonically increasing

loads, upto five brick layers. I\t six brick layers, the predicted cOII'pressive

strains due to monotonically increasing loads are on the flexible side of the

compressive strains due to sustained loading due to predicted yielding of

skeletal steel and wire mesh layers of the bottom flanges. In this case also,

the compressive creep strain coefficient is maximum at three brick layers

(0.41) and less at four, five and six brick layers (i.e. 0.27, 0.15 and 0.27).
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lthldillg

24.44 kN/m )

SIISldillC'</

48 kN (or

of

The load versus IIl;)XillllJrn cr,lCk \vidtil

s tagC',III tile cracked

:
6.4 CRI\CK WIDTH I\ND CRI\CK ~PI\CING

,

extension of cracks forllled e;)rlier.
i

the load taken by the double cell box girder is about

which is close to the load at which yielding of skeletal steel is predicted.

At this load level, the. maximum crack width in the girder is about 0.25 mm

Including the time dependent effect on the crack width, the load taken

are 0.20, 0.10, 0.20 and 0.14 respectively.

The average crack spacing after the sustained loading of six brick layers

the increase in crack width due to sustained loading at lower 10;)d levels),

sustained loading to the crack width after the application of lo;)d (including

curve of the double cell box girdd is shown III r-ig. h.h. Ildining the creep

crack width coefficient as the ratio of the increase in crack widtil due to

tion ratio is about 600. At the recommended span/deflection ratio of 250,

leads to "an increase in the width of cr.:.lcks, lOflll.Jtioll 01 Ilew cf.:lcks J.llU

the creep crack width coefficients at three, four, five and six brick layers

(Fig. 6.6).

values of the average crack spacing may be a ttributed to tile nonuni form

by the double cell box girder at the recommended crack width of 0.1 IIlTll

.(Fig. 6.6) is about 29 kN (or 2.68 kN/m2). I\t this load level, the span/deflec-

box girdcr spccilllell. Also, thc expcriTllclltal result is frolll oilly aile speciTllen.

31.3 mm respectively. The large variation in the experimental and predicted

was about 50 mm in the central part of the bottom flanges. The average

crack spacing predicted by the expressions given by Naaman and 5hah(32),
. (38) '. (68-70)Huq and Pama and DesaYl and (,allesan arc 20.5 nun, 25.5 mm and

compaction of the mortar and the Ilear prototype size of the double cell
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web reaching a maximum value of IS4 micron.

The yielding
25.25 kN/lll ,

The predicted

values at the yielding
- «(;8-Dc-sayi and <.1<:1I1CSan

The probable reasons for this

brick lilY",rs. The predicted,
i (38)m"sh by Huq and Paillil ilnd,

the values predicted by various researchers is shown in Table 6.!.

slightly more than five

of the ex lreille layer of wir" Illesh is predicted ilt a load of ilbout

of extreme lilyer of wire

70) are far less than the experim~ntal values while the values predicted by
(44) (59)

Naaman and Logan and Shah have shown relatively better cOlllparison.

discrepancy are mentioned in Chapter V.

The predicted crack paHern at two, three, four, five and SlX brick layers

element analysis at six brick luyers with the principal tensile strains in th('

support. . Diagonal s'lear cracks in the web are also predicted by the fini te

under monotonicaJ!y increasing loads are shown in Fig .. 6.7.

the initial portion of the cracked range (i.e. at three and [our brick layers)

The values of. maximum crack width predicted by the above researchers in

At six brick .layers, a few diagonal shear cracks appeared in the web at

Comparison of. experimental'ly obtained maxunum crilck widths with

are far less than the experimental values.

~eJ! wi th the corresponding. exper imental crack-pa ttern shown in Plate 6.2.

At six brick layers the predicted crack-pattern shows transverse cracks on

crack-pattern of the bottom flanges and side webs at SlX brick layers compilres

the top flange is due to the large values of strains predicted on account of

two ceJ!s). The reason for the cracking predicted on the bottom surface of

the bottom surface of the top flange in the mid span region. However, no

cracking was observed on the bottOlll surfac" of th(' top fl;mg(' (I><,tW(,"11the

predicted yielding of the skeletal steel and wire mesh layers of the bottom

flanges. At this load, longitudinal cracks are also predicted in the mid span

regIOn on the top surface along the junction of side webs. The appearance of



Load

Values Predicted by Various Researchers for Double Cell Box Girder

Exp. Value (mm) I . Predicted Value (mm) bv--------------------------------- 4 ~ _

After the At stabilization . Naaman Hug &. Pama Logan &. Shah Desayi &: Ganesan
application of deflections : Eg. 2.6 Eg. 2.8 Eg. 2.15 Eg. 2.27
of load

(j) Three Brick
Layers 2

(3.08 kN/m )

(jj) Four Brick
Layers 2

(4.11 kN/m )

0.10

0.20

0.12

0.22

0.024

0.050 • 0.022

0.012

0.08l

0.011

.0.C4 7
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such cracks, if any, could not be seen due to the brick 10Clding. On unloading

the girder, no cracks were seen on the top surface of the top flange.

6.5 RELOADING THE COMPOSITE 130X GIRDER AND SUI3JECTING IT TO

SUSTAINED LO/\OING /\T V/\RIOUS LO/\D LEVELS

After loading the single cell composite box girder upto six brick layers,

it was unloaded. The instantaneous recovery at the ,nid sp.ln W,IS aiJlllJ! 50 P"'"_

cent. There was a further small recovery in the mid span deflection during

the first 2-3 days. There was no recovery afterwards and in fact there

was a small downward vertical deIlection due to self weight. After a rest of

about three months, the girder was again loaded with uniformly distributed

load over the entire top flange (Plate 6.3) in a manner similar to the double

cell box girder. In this case, the deIlections stabilized at various load levels

in lesser number of days. The load versus mid span deflection curve is shown in

Fig. 6.8. Defining the creep deflection coefficient in this case as the ratio of

time dependent deflection to the total deflection after the application of

load (including residual deflection and sustained deflections at lower load levels),

the creep deflection coefficients for sustained loading of short duration at

one, two, three, four and five brick layers are 0.002, 0.02, O.C/!, 0.05 and 0.05 "

respectively. The girder remained loaded with six brick layers for 318 days.

The creep deflection coefficient for sustained loading of 318 days is 0.32.

It was also observed that the increase in deflection in the first three weeks

under six brick layers was about 40 percent of the total increase in deflection

in ten and half months. On unloading the girder, the recovery in the mid

span deflection was about 32 percent.

Before subjecting the composi te girder to sustained loading, cracks

had already appeared in the central .3.25 If, (i.e. D.71 tin,('s the 'p<ln) length
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in the bottom flange and side webs and the lIlaxilnulIl crack width was 0.20 nlln.

After subjecting the girder to 318 days of sustained loading under six brick

layers, the cracks spread over a length of 4.10 m (j.e. 0.90 tillles the span).

A -few diagonal shear cracks also appeared in the web at the supports. The

maxirnum width of cracks reached 0.30 rnm. The photograph of the crack-

P" t tern of the bo t to III flange 'and sidc wcb~ is_shown in PIa te 6.4.

6.6 CONCLUDING REMARKS

(j) The effect of a sustained loading of short duration on deflections

and strains is maximum in the initial portion of the cracked range.

(jj) The instantaneous deflection of the girder is reduced due to the

sus tained loading a t lower load levels as compared to the ins tan-

taneous deflection tha t would have occured under monotonically

increasing loads.

(iii) The ultimate load of the girder is not affected by monotonically

applied sustained loads of short -durations.

(j v) The sustained loading incrcases the width of the cracks -and the

region of crack formation.
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PLATE 6.1 DOUBLE CELL BOX GIRDER SUBJECTED TO
SUSTAIN ED LOADING OF SHORT DURATION

PLATE 6.2 CRACK PATTERN OF THE DOUBLE CELL
BOX GIRDER :(A) FULL VIEW,(8) ClOSE-UP



PLATE 6.3 RELOADING THE COMPOSITE BOX GIRDER
AND SUBJECTING IT TO SUSTAINED LOADING
AT VARIOUS LOAD LEVELS

PLATE 6.4 CRACK-PATTERN OF THE COMPOSITE BOX

GIRDER AT THE END OF SUSTAINED LOADING
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CHAPTER VII

..•~. -

One box girder with bottom flange and

The finite element mettXJd has been used to predict the behaviour of

results in the- ,form of deflections, strains and crack widths were recorded

load and for len and lulf months at maximum applied load. The experimental

over the entire top flange and two other under udl over half fbnge width

and fu1J span. Two box girders were joined at the level of top flange. ' The

flooringelerr~ent in the form of box section has been investigated both experi-
, ,,':-

side "webs of ferrocement and top flange of reinforced concrete was cast

Tne ,:/perimental investigation has been carried out by testing near

prototype'size ferrocement box girders. Two box girders were tested under udl

sustained loads OJ short durations.

In the uncracked stage. The girder "US IaLL".subjected to rrlonotolliG:llly increasing

men tally and arlalytically in the pre ,1Ilei the post cracking range.

The b~ha~iour of ferrocement rooling/flooring elements in the lorm of
",

been -investigate-d by many researchers. Of the above, only channel sections,

CONCLUSIONS AND SCOPE FOR FURTHER WOI~K

ferrocerllent .box girders through tire clastic, cracked and ultililate stages as

combined_ box girder was, loaded and unloaded under various load combinations

at various load levels.

7.1 SUMMARY;-
. "".

again subjected" to sustained loads of short durations upto the penultimate

-~---.
channel sections';' ribbed slabs, folded pia tes and shells of various shapes has

and tested under udl over the entire top flange. After unloading, it was

and ribbed slab,:; provide a flattop sur face. These elemen ts possess small

flexural rigidities and, therefore, undergo large deflections and crack inK at

service loads. In the present study, the behaviour of a new type of roofing!
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time dependent and thermal effects.

Instead of considering the

Only material nonlinearity due

Since the box section provides large flexural

modified for thin ferrocement plated structures.

membrane and bending action is adopted.

The validity of the proposed analytical method has been checked by

alld torsiollal rigidi ty, the dc-flee tions in the cracked range are aSSllllled to

results of typical test problems taken from thc lileriJtur.c as ".cll as with thc

skeletal steel is considered.

ex!)erimental results of the prcsent investigation.

to cracking of mortar, tension stiffening effect of mortar between the cracks

be smal1. Hence, geometrical nonlinearity is not considered. 1\lso not consi-

monotonical1y increasing live loads. A rectangular flat sheJJ element capable

the uncracked stage, uncracked and cracked mortar layers 111 thc cracked

The fini te element analysis has been carried out under dead loads and

layers of wire mesh and skeletal steel.

due to uncracked mortar layer, cracked/yielded mortar layer and unyielded

reinforcement leading to local redistribution of stresses. Further to economize

the material at different sections, material anisotropy and yielding of the

the conventional methods do not take into account the chclilging rigidity' of

the finite element solution, the conventional layered approach has bccn suitably

of representing membrane action, bending action and the interaction between

comparing the predicted results with the reported experirnentaJ/analytical

and the nonlinear stress-strain relationships for the mortar, wire mesh and

of the element in the cracked stage is obtained by adding the contributions

elcrncnt to be consisting of suitable nurnber of layers of rnortar and reinfor-
\

cement, the element is assumed to be consisting of single mortar layer in

dered in the analysis are bond slip betwem the reinforcement and mortar,

stage and smeared layers of wire. mesh and skeletal steel. In the cracked

stage, the depth of cracked/yielded/crushed mortar is determined. The stiffness
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The proposed analytical method does not determine the spacing of

cracks and the crack widths. The experimentally obtained average spacing of

cracks and maxiumum crack 'widths arc compared wi th the villue's predicted

by analytical/empirical expressions reported by various researchers.

7.2 CONCLUSIONS

Based upon the results of the experimental and the analytical study

undertaken and the comparison of the test results wi th the predicted ones,

the following conclusions are drawn:

I. The proposed finite element formulation and the fail,ure criteria adopted

for the constituent materials are adequate for undertaking a nonlinear

analysis of three dimensional ferrocement structures SlU' i.L' 1>.."girders.

The predicted values from the proposed analytical method are generally

in good agreement with the experimental values except ncar thL' ultimate

failure load where predicted values are on the flexible side.

2. The proposed formulation is quite economical as compared to the conven-

tional layered approach and yet capable of tracing the complete response

of the structure through elastic, cracked and ultimate stages.

3. The maximum experimental compressive strains at the ultimate load

(or maximum applied load) in single cell and double cell ferrOCefl1ent box

girders are within the linear elastic portion of the stress-strain curves of

the mortar and the concrete respectively. Hence, the assumed lin~arly

elastic-perfectly plastic stress-strain curves of the mortar and concrete

in compression are adequate.

4. The maximum experimented deflection in the girders at the ultimate load

is about'span/150 (i.e. Sfllall). This justifies the neglecting of the geo-
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the box section.

The ultimate load taken: by

( 162)as per mi t ted by I.S. Code •250

However, the IOCld taken by the cO'''posi te box girder

This demonstra tes the large IOCld distribution ~apabili ty of

ratio is much above the value of

The double ceJ1 box girder under various combinations of symmetrical

At a span/deflection ratio of 250, the load taken by the girders is

close to the yielding of the reinforcement.

metrical nonlinearity in tile proposed finite ele,,,ent analysis of tile

skeletal steel and wire mesh.

ullilJlClte IOClds arc lower tllan tile experi,nental ulti,nate loads due

wid tho /\ t the recommended crack width of 0.1 mm, the span/deflection

and unsymmetrical loads in the uncracked stage has behaved as one

to the assu'Tied linearly elastic-perfectly plastic stress-strain curves of

The Ii mi t state of serviceabili ty IS governed by the maximum crack

rl1cnlal first crack loads of tile viJrious girders wherc.]s the predicted

box girders.

The predicted first crack lo"ds show a good "greenlent with tile experi-

Replacing the top ferrocernent flange by a reinforced concrete one

single unit by undergoing downward deflections along the entire length

and width.

the girder is also reduced by about 14 percent.

30 percen t.

results into the lowering of the first crack load. Thus the advantage

by single ceJ1 ferrocement box girders.

The f"ilure of the girders is chClr<lcteri7.ed by well distributed rlexlIr,,1

of economy is offset by the reduction in the first crack load by about

at the recommended crack width of 0.1 mm . is about the same as taken

crCl.cks over the bottom flClnge Clnd the side webs. Sileilr nacks which
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of first cracks.

the values of

(Ii) relatively large

The average spacing of cracks predicted by the expressions gIven by

D . . d G (68-70), lb' I I .CSuyl an ~lncsan l,JS Slown cttcr .J..grcerncnt WIt 1 t lC cxpcn-

the top flange at ultimate or ncar ultimate loads which can not be

mortar cover (:::::. 6.33 mm), Wi) the large size of the specllllens, and

developed at ncar ultimate 10uds were not significunt. The girders h<lve

mental values of the present investigation as compared to the values

predicted by the expressions given by Naaman and Shah(32) and Huq and
(38)Pama •

shown high ductility by taking un ultim<lte laud of 2.0 to 3.0 ti,nes the

the maximum cracl< width in the initial portion of the cracked range

seen or noticed otherwise due to the closed form of the cell.

ultilnute load equal to 5.0 to h.O times the deflection ut the upl'eurance

load at the appearance of first cracks or by undergoing deflection at

(at ultimate or maximum applied loads) of various girders show good

agreement with the experimental crack-patterns. The udded udvantage

of the analytical method is the prediction of cracks on the soffit of

The predicted crack-patterns of the bottom flange and the side webs

values of the girders. The probable reasons for this discrepuncy lIlay be

None of the expressions considered are able to predict

using the expressions due to Logun and Shah and Naalll'lI1 huve Sill''''" rc-

predicted values of maximum cracl< width in the later portion of the

(I) low volume fraction of mesh reinforcement,

cracl<ed range and upto the yielding of the extreme layer of wire mesh

(Iv) compaction difficulty in casting ferrocement box girders. The

ICltively better agreement with the experimental values.

satisfactorily. The predicted values are far less than the experimental
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7.3 SCOPE FOR FURTHER WORK

•dura tions.

14. The instantaneous deflection of the girder is reduced due to the sustained

loading al lower 10'ld levels as compared to the ins tailianeous de Ilee lion

that would have occured under monotonically increasing loads.

The clfect of nlOnotollic;:t1ly illlTC'lsing sustained loads of short dur'ltion

on the deflections and strains is maximum III the ini tial portion of

the cracked r'lnge.

15. The ul,timate load of the girder is not affected by the mode of loading

i.e. monotonically applied instantaneous or sustained loads of short

16. The effect of sustained loading is to increase the width of cracks and

the region of crack forma tion.

2. The cracking behaviour of the box girders should be investigated using

higher volume of reinforcement, different types of wire mesh and smaller

cover in the bottom flange 'lnd side webs.

3. The method may be extended to include creep, shrink'lge alld tClllperature

effects.

4. Factors like bond slip and strain hardening of the reinforcemcnt may be

incorporated in the formulation by using suitable strain 'compatibility

factors.
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5. There is a need to corre/ilte the properties of the mortar matrix as

determined by the control specimens to its actual state in the ferro-

cement. element because of the difficulty of compaction. Until it

1S achieved, SOme discrepilncy in the analytical and the actual behaviour

Is bound to occur.-
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